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Systematic, well-designed research provides the most eff'ective

approach to the solution of many problems facing highway

administrators and engineers. Often, highway problems are of local

interest and can best be studied by highway departments

individualiy or in cooperation with their state universities and

others. However, the accelerating growth ofhighway transpo¡tation

develops increasingly complex problems of wide interest to

highway authorities. These problems are best studied through a

coordinated program of cooperative research.

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of the

meriean Asso€iâtion 4f -state l{ighway andJransportation
Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national highway research

program employing modern scientific techniques. This program is

supported on a continuing basis by funds from participating

member states ofthe Association and it receives the full cooperation

and support of the Federâl Highway Administration, United States

Department of Transportation.
The Transportation Research Board of the National Research

Council was requested by the Association to administer the research

program because of the Board's tecognized objectivity and

understanding of modern research practices. The Board is uniquely

suited for this purpose as it maintains an extensive committee

sffucture from which authorities on any highway transportation

subject may be drawn; it possesses avenues ofcommunications and

cooperation with federal, state and local governmental agencies,

universities, and industry; its relationship to the National Research

Council is an insurance of objectivity; it maintains a full-time
research correlation staff of specialists in highway transportation

matters to bring the fìndings of research directly to those who are in

a position to use them.

The program is developed on the basis of research needs

identified by chief administrators of the highway and transportation

departments and by committees of AASHTO. Each year, specif,c

areas of research needs to be included in the program are proposed

to the National Research Council and the Board by the American

Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials.
Research projects to fulfill these needs are defined by the Board, and

qualified research agencies are selected from those that have

submitted proposals. Administration and surveillance of research

contracts are the responsibilities of the National Research Council

and the Transportation Research Board.

The needs for highway resea¡ch are many, and the National

Cooperative Highway Research Program can make significant

contributions to the solution of highway transportation problems of
mutual concern to many responsible groups. The program,

however, is intended to complement rather than to substitute for or
duplicate other highway research programs.
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FOREWORD This report contains the findings of a study that was performed to identify the factors

affecting implementation ofresearch results, to delineate strategies that are expected to pro-

By Staff mote this implementation, and to recommend research to test the more viable strategies for

Zransporla/lon R¿s¿arch putting transportation research results into practice. The report describes the research and

Board p¡syi<les recommendations to

highway organizations pursue more effective implementation of research results. This

report should be of interest to decision makers and agency personnel responsible for

research planning and administration.

Great promise and risk are inherent in the conduct of research. The underlying expec-

tation is that research will yield innovative products and practices that will benefrt users.

The risk is that the research results will not be implemented to yield such benefits. Amer-

ica's Highways: Accelerating the Searchfor Innovation (TRB Special Report 202, 1984),

which laid the groundwork for the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP), stated

that "Research often fails to change practice because of limited understanding, otganiza-

tional inertia, inflexible standards, preoccupation with f,rst costs, mistrust of change, or a

desire to perpetuate jobs." Over the years, the FHWA's contract research programs, the

SHRP, the NCHRP, and other research programs have produced a large volume of research

results. These results make it possible to evaluate the benefits of research in the highway

f,eld. Considering the barriers discussed in Report 202 and the extremely decentralized

nature of transportation decision making in the United States, the difficulty in implement-

ing research results is clear. In the public sector, the barriers to implementation of research

findings have been both institutional (many agencies and levels of government) and orga-

nizational (a risk-averse public management culture). Research was conducted by RAND

under NCHRP Project 20-33, "Facilitating the Implementation of Research Findings," to

identify and evaluate the factors that influence the implementation of research findings and

to recommend strategies to facilitate the timely application of research results. To accom-

plish these objectives, the researchers reviewed relevant literature, visited state departments

of transportation, convened a workshop of representatives of state and local agencies and

the private sector, and conducted a national survey of officials in state, county, and city

transportation agencies. The report documents the work performed under Project20-33,

discusses the factors that influence-positively and negatively-the application and use of

research results in surface transportation, and presents recommendations to help senior

managers and decision makers in the transportation community pursue more effective

implementation of research results.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Millions of dollars are spent annually on research to
address surface transportation problems in the United States.

The expectation underlying this investment is that this
research will result in new products and processes to improve

OBJECTIVES

Project objectives were as follows:

the natlon's transportatlon system. lhrs rs not always tng
case-organi zational, institutional, and other barriers often
hinder effective implementation of research results. The pur-
pose of this project was to learn what influences-positively
and negatively-the transfer, application, and use of research

resnlts and to ascertain what practices seem most closely
associated with successful implementation.

BACKGROUND

In recent years, there has been unprecedented commitment
to the conduct of research as evidenced by the funding of the

recently completed Strategic Highway Research Program
(SHRP) and the large increases in research spending called for
in the Intermodal Surface Transpofiation Efficiency Act
(ISTEA) of 1991. Underlying this increased commitment to
research is the beliefthat "research pays off" by yielding inno-
vative products and processes that will benefit future trans-
portation system users and providers. However, as pointed out
inTRB Special Report 202, "America's Highways: Accelerat-
ing the Search for Innovation," "Research often fails to change

practice because of limited understanding, organizational iner-
tia, inflexible standards, preoccupation with fust costs, mis-
trust of change, or a desire to perpetuate jobs." Add to the list
the very decentralized multijurisdictional nature of transporta-
tion decision making, and the challenge of turning transporta-
tion research results into improved products or processes in
user settings becomes clear. Especially in the nonprofit sector,

daunting institutional and organizational baniers to change-
such as the lack of economic incentives or other rewards and

a risk-averse public management culture-impede the imple-
mentation of research findings.

There is, therefore, an urgent need for a research effort that
can help improve technology transfer and facilitate the rapid
use of research findings in surface transportation. NCHRP
Project 20-33 was initiated, with partial funding provided by
the FHWA, to address this need.

. Identify and evaluate the significant factors that influ-
ence the implementation of researçh findings,

. Determine ways to improve technology transfer and

facilitate interagency and public-private cooperation in
applying research results in surface transportation, and

. Recommend strategies to create an environment con-
ducive to innovation and timely application of research

findings in surface transportation.

SCOPE

The overall approach was guided by a conceptual frame-
work developed from several studies that examined influ-
ences on and outcomes of the implementation of research

results in a wide variety of contexts.
The work was performed in two phases. The results of

Phase I work were intended to guide the second phase of this
project and other future research and decision making related
to the implementation of surface transportation innovations.
(Phase I work is summarized in NCHRP Research Results
Digest Number 207.)

In Phase I, the research team conducted an extensive
review of the literature, visited state departments of trans-
portation (DOTs), and convened an expert resource panel.

Phase I work concluded with the identification of (1) factors

affecting the implementation of research findings across

applied fields, (2) practices expected to promote implemen-
tation, and (3) themes for future research to test the more

viable implementation strategies in the surface transportation

field specifically. In Phase II, the research team conducted a

national survey of officials in state, county, and city trans-
portation agencies in order to determine, from the perspec-

tive of user organizations, what influences-positively and

negatively-the application and use of research results in
surface transportation.
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This project is the first to examine technology transfer

methods developed and tested in other fields for their appli-
cability to the implementation of research results in the sur-

research results was performed to accomplish the following:

. Compile a summary of implementation practices on the

basis of a project-developed definition of implementa-
tion,

. Determine the factors most likely to encourage or dis-
courage the implementation of research results, and

. Identify and prioritize research themes that should be

pursued to improve the dissemination and use of new

technologies.

In addition to reviewing recent studies of the implementa-
tion of research results in other fields, the research team con-

ducted a detailed review of relevant surface transportation
literature and visited sites to discuss the application and use

of new technologies with transportation professionals at dif-
ferent jurisdictional levels in three states. Finally, the

research team convened a2-day workshop to gather infor-
mation about boosters and barriers to the implementation of
research results and future research needs. An expert

resource panel composed ofrepresentatives of state and local
agencies as well as key private sector constituencies in the

surface transportation community participated in the work-
shop.

This multifaceted research approach led to preliminary
conclusions about the factors most likely to help or hinder
transportation agency use of new products and processes and

about research directions that most likely advance knowl-
edge about implementation success in this field.

FACTORS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

The conceptual framework adopted for this project sug-

gests that the factors affecting whether and how quickly
research results are implemented can be divided into the fol-
lowing three classes:

. Characteristics of the research results (e.g., their adapt-
ability to various user settings or their ease of commer-
cialization),

. Characteristics of the implementing organization (e.g.,

its size, resources, and culture) and its institutional con-

text (e.g., political and l'egulatory constraints), and

how the research is communicated, whether researchers

and users interact, and whether users receive output-
specific trainingl).

Implementation "succass" was defined in terms of timeli-
ness, effectiveness, and scope ofuse.

A set of factors within each of the three classes that

appeared to have some significant effect on implementation
success was identified. The relative importance of these fac-
tors was evaluated by workshop participants from various

sectors of the transportation industry. These factors were

divided into "barriers," (i.e., factors that impede imple-
mentation) and "boosters" (i.e., factors that promote im-
plementation). A rating- on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being

the most important-was assigned to each factor. Recom

mendations from the workshop, combined with results from
the literature, generated the following preliminary findings
for Phase I assessment.

Characteristics of Research Results :

Some attributes of the research output itself can impede

implementation. Most obviously, if the research does not
match the needs of potential users, these groups will have lit-
tle incentive to introduce the results into their own settings.

Also, if users do not see evidence that a new product or
process has been adequately tested and proven, they may not
want to be the guinea pigs. Conversely, research results are

more likely to be put rapidly and effectively into practice if
researchagencieshadaccountedforusers'real-wor1dneeds.
Thus, high ratings were given to the conduct ofpilot projects

in real user settings and inclusion of an implementation pack-

age as part ofthe research output. Figure 1 illustrates the rel-
ative importance of the factors pertaining to characteristics 

,

of research results. ]

Characteristics of the User Contexa 
I

The most important context-related barriers to im-
plementation include organizational inertia, risk-averse
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behavior, management discomfort with change, and inade-

quacy of resources. Implementing organizations are often
government agencies (e.g., state DOTs and municipal pub-

lic works departments). Such agencies have been experi-

encing cutbacks in personnel and other resources and,

therefore, may not be able to put in the extra effort required

to implement a new product or process. Also, new products

and processes entail a degree of risk-some will not prove

worth their cost and may even malfunction. Government

officials tend to be risk averse: they have much less to gain

from research-based improvements that merit complimen-

tary notices in public works journals than they have to lose

from a single costly failure that winds up as a front-page
news story.

Conversely, if users are provided with incentives to inno-

vate, such as rewards and official recognition, the adoption

of new research outputs could be facilitated. Also, the value

of authoritative exemplars within a user organization needs

to be recognized. These include commitment on the part of
senior management to implementing new products and

processes and the presence of offices or individuals of long

tenure who have served as champions of innovation. Figure

2 illustrates the relative importance of the factors pertaining

to the internal organizational context.

Attributes of the external institutional environment are

viewed as less critical, though still important in some cases.

Implementation of research results can be hindered, for
example, by differences between l'esearcher and user cul-

tures. The language of basic research, or even applied

research from a different discipline, can sound equally for-
eign to user organizations in the transportation field.

Research conducted in other countries, for instance, may not

be implemented because it is published in a foreign language.

On the other hand, adoption of new products can be fostered

in cases where user organizations form consortia to jointly
conduct or evaluate research and implement its results.

Figure 3 illustrates the relative importance of factors per-

taining to the external organizational context.

Characteristics of the lmplementation Process

Cost is frequently a major impediment to user organizations

attempting to establish better links between research and use.

Cost can also be problematic because of the allocation of
responsibility. For example, a state may build a road using an

innovative paving material or design, but the responsibility

and cost of maintaining it may rest with the counties. Notwith-

standing the importance of economic resources, two-way

communication and interaction charactetize most of the

implementation-related barriers and boosters. For instance,

users would be more likely to take a chance on new products

if successful applications by other users were better publi-

cized. Improving researcher-user interactions was given an

especially high priority. Similarly high ratings were assigned

to providing forjoint researcher-user collaboration in pilot and

development projects and to ensuring user paficipation in
designing, evaluating, and disseminating research. These fac-

tors are related to the issue ofresources because initiatives to

increase researcher-user interactions may either increase both

researcher and user costs or decrease the attention paid to other

aspects of the research and other user activities' Figure 4 illus-

trates the relative impofiance of factors pertaining to the char-

acteristics of the implementation process.

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

Implementation encompasses the series of events that

begin when an agency first considers that goals can be met or

problems can be solved by the adoption of a new process or

product and ends when the process or product has been incor-

porated into the agency's practice. The intervening activities

may include searching, testing, decision making, procure-

ment or contracting, training, modification of the new tools

or techniques, adaptation of related task procedures, and

evaluation-perhaps iteratively. Implementation success

measures include timeliness (relative to the complexity of the

effort), effectiveness (in meeting the agency's intended
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objectives), and scope (the proportion ofpotential users who
become actual users of the new process or product).

Two kinds of factors were identified as increasing most
strongly the likelihood of implementation success: (l) prac-
tices undertaken in the course of particular implementation
efforts; and (2) characteristics ofthe user organization and its
broader environment that more generally support its capabil-
ity to adopt and use innovations. Implementation practices
expected to be the strongest success boosters are those that
bring research users and research providers in the surface
transportation field closer together. Such practices include
the following:



. Developing a pro-innovation culture in user agencies
(e.9., by senior management's commitment to change,
by making implementation activity a real part of profes-
sional work and rewarding it, and by publicizing user
organizations' implementation successes);

. Taking a proactive approach to technology dissemina-
tion and use (e.g., by planning for implementation as a

recurring rather than a one-time or special agency activ-
ity, by regulady scanning for new processes or products
in areas of concern, and by maintaining high technical
skill levels in domains where implementation activity is
expected); and

. Establishing interorganizational linkages (e.g., user con-
sortia for sharing implementation knowledge, efforts,
costs, and risks and regular two-way communication

pendent of any particular new technology).

THEMES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

As part of this work, a comprehensive list of promising
research themes was developed; each theme had the poten-
tial to generate new information or improve the usefulness of
existing information about successful implementation of
innovative products or processes in surface transportation.
Workshop participants rated the research themes-on a scale

of 1 to 5, with 5 being high priority and 1 being low prior-
ity-to establish the relative standing of the research themes
and generate discussion about the value of the resulting
knowledge. These themes (including a brief description and

mean rating of each) are as follows:

1. Interactive Access to Information (mean rating :
1.4)-Design and test a prototype system interface

Grealer

5

that relies on more advanced and easier to use tech-
nologies (e.g., Mosaic, hypertext links, expert sys-

tems) to support users' needs for distributed online
information.
Interactive Person-to-Person Contact (mean rating
: l.S)-Design an interface to networked communi-
cation systems (or enhance an existing one) to pro-
mote interaction among and between various stake-

holders and stakeholder groups. Determine the effects
of computer-based communication on subsequent
research implementation.
Improving Information Currency (mean rating :
l.2)-Design and test systems and procedures for
organizing and updating distributed databases on
innovations during research and implementation

updating information on those responsible for or
potentially interested in these innovations. Provide for
linkage between the two databases when relevant.
Computer-Based Training and Technical Assis-
tance (mean rating : 1.2)-Design and test the use

of interactive CD-ROM disks or networked-based
systems for learning at a distance about new research
processes or products.

Quality/Relevance Filters for Disseminated
Research Information (mean rating : 3.O)-Draw-
ing on a cross-sectional sample of user organizations,
determine what procedures are employed to sort infor-
mation about research findings for relevance to a site-
specific task for potential implementation. Explore
ways to systematize and test the most promising pro-
cedures.

Effects of Proximíty on Implementation Outcomes
(mean rating = 3,6)-Compare implementation

2.

befiveeR researeh providerand userorganizationrinde-stages-Des'ign and test rnethodrfor ereating and

4.

5.

6.
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Figure 4. Fctctors pertaining to characteristics of implementation process,
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7.

outcomes in settings where the research provider
organization is remote from the user organization with
those where the two organizations are in proximity.
Gather data about researcher-user interactions in the
two types of settings and determine their relations to
implementation outcomes.
Risk Simulation and Decision Support (mean rating
: 1.7)-Design and test a computer-based simulation
that would allow potential users ofresearch to evalu-
ate the likely risks and benefits associated with adopt-
ing an innovation.
Implementation Outcome Assessment (mean rating
: 3.5)-Using detailed data from case samples,
develop procedures for grading the extent and success

of implementation of research results. Provide mea-

implementation of selected new products or processes

in sites that have adopted contracting methods identi-
fied as innovative; compare the results with imple-
mentation outcomes for the same products or
processes in otherwise similar sites that do not use

innovative contracting approaches.

Effects of Privatization (mean rating : 25)-
Design and conduct a cross-sectional study of sites to
test the hypothesis that a lack of positive economic
incentives hinders timely implementation of transpor-
tation innovations. Compare settings where govern-

ment agencies perform the work with settings where the

same functions are contracted to private-sector firms.
Risk Management Methods (mean rating : 2.0)-
Evaluate the effects of methods intended to encourage

sures and ¿sse.ssment instructisrr-for future use, innov¿lion by mitigating-risk. Use a comparison

8.

15.

t6.

including potential use to estimate outcomes of
planned implementation efforts.

9. Implementation Cost Assessment (mean rating :
1.7)-Develop protocols and specialized training in
the cost analysis of proposed implementations of
innovative processes or products, incorporating fac-
tors often overlooked (e.g., opportunity costs and life-
time versus initial costs). Test the procedures and
evaluate their potential usefulness for estimating cost.

10. Consistently Successful User Settings (mean rating
: 4.2)-Conduct replicated case studies of imple-
mentation processes in states that have long-term
track records as effective innovators. Determine the
practices and strategies that systematically account
for their successes.

11. Buitding the Capability for Innovation in User
Organizations (mean rating : 3.3)-Design and

conduct a model project aimed at building a user orga-
nization's capability to find, adopt, and absorb
research innovations. Compare outcomes with those
obtained by comparable sites where no systematic
capability-building efforts have been initiated.

12. Reward for Innovation in User Organizations
(mean rating :3.5)-Evaluate the performance
effects of adopting a work system that provides posi-
tive incentives for change to individuals and groups in
user organizations. Explore the extent to which incen-
tives and rewards found to be effective in private-
sector settings could be extended to public-sector set-

tings.
13. Effects of Major Change on Organizational Accep-

tance of Innovation (mean rating : 3.9)-Define a
sample of organizations where dramatic changes-for
example, restructuring-are underway or recently
completed; determine whether and how these kinds of
changes that "unfreeze" routine behavior influence
subsequent implementation of innovations.

14. Contractors and Contracting Methods as Change
Agents (mean rating : 4.I)-Examine the extent of

group design, involving otherwise similar organiza-
tions that do and do not have such systems in place;

determine how the studied risk-management methods
influence timeliness and effectiveness of implementa-
tion processes.

17. Consultants as Change Agents (mean rating :
29)-Examine the extent of implementation of new
products or processes in sites that rely on consultants
for expertise in certain areas; compare the results with
implementation outcomes in similar sites that rely on
internal expertise in those areas.

18. Systematic Prospective Implementation Research
(mean rating : 4.O)-Follow the implementation
progress of various research outputs in a number of
user settings that differ in ways hypothesized to have

an important influence on success. Identify the factors
that are strongly predictive of success and failure.

19. Comparative Assessment of Implementation
Strategies (mean rating : 2.9)-For a few innova-
tions, design trial implementation strategies that
include characteristics of successful approaches.

Introduce and follow these model strategies in a num-
ber of sites. Compare the implementation outcomes
with one another and with those in similar settings
where standard dissemination strategies are em-
ployed.

20. Changing Organizational Cultures and Processes
(mean rating : 3.9)-Determine the extent to which
organizational process improvement efforts do or can

lead to improved implementation (a) in research orga-

nizations, by making transfer of findings to users an

identified element of high-quality R&D performance,

and (b) in user organizations, by rraking innovation a

recognized part of performance improvement.
21. Effectiveness of Targeted Funding (mean rating :

2.6)-Design and conduct a study to evaluate the rel-
ative effectiveness of targeted funding to speed

the implementation of selected innovations in user

organizations. Collect similar infotmation about
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comparable classes of innovations that were (a) man-

dated and (b) not subject to special policy intervention.
22. Lessons from Local Technical Assistance Program

(LTAP) (mean rating : 3.5)-Study a cross section

of LTAP-assisted sites to determine the kinds of con-

text factors and inter-institutional relationships that

promote local implementation of innovations. Rec-

ommend ways of extending the lessons learned across

states as well as to other levels of government and

institutions engaged in transfer of transportation-
related research results.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The state-of-the-art review revealed that the question of

has evoked broad, deep, and long-term concern in many dis-

ciplines; therefore, the factors found to promote or impede

implementation could be identiûed by drawing on rich expe-

rience in transportation and other fields. Identifying untried
strategies, recognizing previously unseen barriers, or finding

effective systemic ways of augmenting what is known about

research dissemination and use proved more difficult. For the

surface transportation f,eld, the approaches likely to yield the

greatest improvements over present methods appear to be

those that concentrate on implementation and that attempt to

drive change from the user's perspective rather than the

provider's perspective. Research should explore such

approaches to implementation in user contexts that have con-

sistently produced successful results. The research indicates

that data should be collected at many points over time, ide-

ally in forward-looking rather than retrospective studies.

Where possible, experimental or demonstration projects

should be undertaken. The following are examples of such

approaches:

. Consistently successful user settings. Conduct repli-
cated case studies ofconsistently successful user agencies

that have track records as successful implementors of

7

research results. Determine the factors that systematically

account for the consistency oftheir success over time.

Building the capabilities for implementation in user
organizations. Design and conduct a few intervention
projects aimed at increasing user organizations' general

ability to find, adopt, and use new products and

processes in surface transportation. Compare outcomes

with those obtained by comparable sites where no sys-

tematic capability-building efforts have been initiated.
Systematic prospective implementation research.
Monitor the implementation progress of selected

research results (products and processes) in different
user settings (both state- and local-level user agencies).

Confirm the factors that are causally related to imple-
mentation success and failure.

tices. Design trial implementation strategies for a few
innovations. Introduce and follow these model strategies

at several sites. Compare the implementation outcomes

with one another and with those in similar settings

where traditional implementation approaches are used.
. Changing organizational cultures and processes.

Determine the extent to which organizational process

improvement efforts create an implementation-friendly
environment. These relationships could be examined in
(1) research provider organizations, by making dissem-

ination of findings to users an integral part of the R&D
process, and (2) in user organizations, by making imple-
mentation of research results a serious part of the agency

business.
. Implementation outcome assessment' Using detailed

data from a sample of different cases, develop proce-

dures for grading the success (e.g., effectiveness, time-
liness, and scope) of efforts to implement research

results and design measures and assessment guidelines

for evaluation and decision making, including ways to
predict outcomes of planned implementation efforts and

ways to incorporate lessons learned from prior trials into
subsequent plans and projections.



CHAPTER 3

SU RVEY OF TRANSPORTATION AG ENCIES

TobuildonthefindingsofthePhaselreview,theresearch and local transportation agencies. It also makes sufficient
team surveyed transportation officials from around the data available for assessing policy changes intended to speed
nation to learn about the experiences of users implementing the implementation of new products and processes and for
research results in agencies at state, county, and city levels. supporting the project's findings and recommendations.
Tåe ehief objeetives in this survey were+he following-. F{owe.verrthe diserepaney in +espsnse raterbetweeil state

and local levels indicates that state-level results are consid-
erably more robust and that more caution is warranted when
generalizing from the sample to the local agency population.
Especially at the local levels, it is important to bear in mind
that the sample over-represents actively innovative agencies.

FINDINGS

To assess how state and local transportation agencies are

using new products and processes, the respondents were
asked to indicate whether, in the past 5 years, their agency
had attempted to implement results of research in any one of
16 domains and to rate how successful each effort had been.

The 16 domains are those used by the NCHRP to categorize
research fields. Participants could also include up to five
other areas. Although a S-year time frame was specified,
many participants described implementations that had been

initiated further in the past but completed within the past 5
years.

lmplementation Activity

The number and success rating for implementation efforts
reported by the respondents for each of the 16 research

domains are listed in Table 1. As indicated, much implemen-
tation activity has occurred during the past several years-
more so at the state than the local level. An examination of
whether the amount of implementation activity reported was

related to agency and individual context variables (e.g.,

AASHTO Region, state planning and research [SP&R] fund-
ing level or population size category, and participant's job
titleortenureintheindustry)revea1edveryfewsigniûcant
differences within jurisdictional levels. In this context, the 

l

term "significant" means that the probability of such a finding
occurring by chance is less than 5 times in 100. Nonsignifi- i

cant findings, therefore, refer to those that, on the basis of i

empirical analyses, indicate areasonable likelihood ofoccur- 
I

ring purely by chance rather than for systematic reasons.

. Identify and describe practices that promote implemen-
tation success in the ûeld,

. Learn whether and how successful practices are interre-
lated or are influenced by characteristics of organiza-
tional and institutional contexts or specific research
domains, and

. Recommend ways to create implementation-friendly
environments.

The research team used a multi-stage, stratified, and clus-
tered random sampling method. Transportation profession-
als from user agencies in 25 states chosen approximately
equally from the four AASHTO Regions were surveyed.
The states selected for inclusion, by region, were as follows
(see Figure 5):

. REGION l-Connecticut, Maryland, New Jersey, New
York, and Pennsylvania;

. REGION ll-Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia;

. REGION Ill-Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Minnesota,
Ohio, and Wisconsin; and

. REGION lV-Arizona, California, Oregon, Texas, and

Washington.

The research team oversampled agencies thought to be

most active in implementing new research results. Partici-
pants were selected by role and included CAOs, field engi-
neers, and other technical and professional staff. The final
sample (324 respondents from an original pool of 552) rep-
resented a range of user settings, making the results general-

izable from participating agencies to the surface transporta-
tion community as a whole.

Response rates varied among jurisdictional levels. The
overall response rate was 60 percent, with an overall state-

level response rate of 76 percent and an overall local-level
response rute of 47 percent. The high response rate attests to
the perceived importance of this topic for officials in state
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State-level respondents, proportionately speaking, re-

ported more implementation activity than their local-level
counterparts. However, local-level participants rated their
attempts as having been more successful in 9 out of the 16

domains. Respondents from both levels judged most of their
implementation attempts to have been at least moderately
successful-the mean ratings ranged between2.J and 3.9, on

a 5-point success scale (1 : not very successful,5 : highly
successful).

Respondents were then asked to select and describe the best

and, with the exception of the executivelevel managers,

worst examples of a new product or process implementation
in their organizations. Table 2 shows the distribution of the

most and least successful examples, broken down by eight
domain categories and respondents' jurisdictional levels.

These 8 domain categories were formed by combining 13 of
the original 16 research fields into 5 broader categories, as

indicated by the heavier lines in Table 1. Many stateJevel
(I72) andlocal-level (1 14) respondents provided examples of
best-case implementations. Well over half of the cited suc-

cess examples related to construction and maintenance
(72 and 62 percent of state- and local-level respondents,

respectively). Very few participants cited examples of best

implementations related to the environment, safety, or transit.

Only 116 participants supplied information on their least

successful implementation experiences (72 state- and 44 local-
level participants). Because most implementation attempts are

related to construction and maintenance and to computer and

information systems, it is not surprising that most successes

and most failures also are reported in these areas.

A more detailed picture of the implementation process

from start to f,nish resulted from respondent-provided infor-
mation on how agencies learned of the new product or
process. As Table 3 shows, in both successful and unsuccess-

ful attempts, respondents indicated they learn about new

products and processes from multiple sources. One striking
difference between jurisdictional levels is that representatives

from city and county agencies leam about the innovations-
both successful and unsuccessful-from private industry
(e.g., vendors, consultants, and contractors) significantly
more often than their state-level counterparts (i.e., 53 versus

35 percent, and 55 versus 44 percent, for successful and

unsuccessful implementations, respectively). In both suc-

cessful and unsuccessful implementation examples, local-
level participants learned ofthe innovations less often through

informal interactions with others than did state-level respon-

dents (i.e.,27 versus 38 percent, and 27 versus 42percent,for
successful and unsuccessful implementations, respectively).

Practices That Promote lmplementation
Success

To determine the conditions that influence the outcomes of
implementation efforts in user settings, the survey listed
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TABLE I Implementation efforts

Domain
State

¡1 (o/ol2
Local

f (o/ol2

Pavement Design/ Performance
Mean success ratinç

e2 (se)
3.5

59
3.6

(42)

Bridge Tunnel Design
Mean success ratins

64 (41)
3.7

76 (11)
3.7

Soils/Geology
Mean success ratìnø

66 (43)
3.6

2e (20)
3.6

Cement/Concrete Materials
Mean success ratinç

e0 (s8)
3.4

40 (28)
3.6

Asphalhic/ Bituminous Materials
Mean success ratíns

"106 (68)
3.5

(4e)70
3.6

Construction Materials
Mean success ratinø

87 (s6)
3.6

38 Qn
3.7

Pâô¡liÉ^- /E^,,¡**^-l AN IAA\ o
-",-T54r¡¡{v¡l¡

Mean success rutinç 3.1
æ \Ðu,
3.4

Maintenance Equipment
Mean success ratinç

81
3.6

(s2) 43 (30)
3.8

Highway O¡rerabions
Mean success ratinç

86 (s5)
3.7

42 (30)
3.6

Saf"ty
Mean success ratinç

70 (45)
3.6

31 (22)
3.9

ITS Applications
Mean success ratinç

e3 (60)
3.7

30 (27)
3.7

Computer,/ Inforrration Systems
Mean success tatínq

el (se)
3.3

80 (s6)
3.5

Planning/Forecasbing
Mean success rating

4e (32)
3.3

4s (32)
3.6

Environment
Mean success ratinç

(63)97
3.7

(44)63
3.5

Public Transportation/ Transit
Mean success ratins

3e (25)
3.0

37 (26)
3.2

Intermodal Transportation
Meøn success røtins

(77)27
2.7

27 (1e)
3.2

Total Imolementation Efforts 11.66 709
Averase Number oer Resoondent 7.5 5.0

number of suruey repondenls providing aNweß !o a particulûr qu6tion

2 Perentage repr*nt the proportion of r6pondents within the jurisdictionâl level who reported impleæntation effo¡b in øch domin.

practices found to boost implementation success in other
research. The respondents were asked to check any practice
involved in the success case they hadjust described and also
to judge how important each checked booster had been in
making the implementation effort succeed.

State-level respondents reported using more actions to
promote implementation of any given innovation than their
local-level counterparts. There was, however, an exception-
ally high level of agreement about which of these actions are
the most important 

-the 
same top twelve actions were cited

by state- and local-level respondents. The top 12 promoting
actions-boosters-and their importance ratings are listed in
descending order of importance in Table 4.

Research from many fields has indicated that efforts that
incorporate several actions to promote implementation are
more likely to be effective than those that rely on a single

booster. To learn whether this is true for implementation of
innovations in surface transportation, the practices cited by
all participants were examined by employing a statistical
analysis technique-factor analysis-that can detect patterns
of co-occurrence among variables (i.e., whether some prac-
tices are more likely to co-occur in success cases than oth-
ers). An exploratory factor analysis was used to test whether
practices tend to group in patterns; because ofresponse rate
differences, the factor analyses were carried out separately
by jurisdictional level.

Six patterns of co-occurring implementation practices,
which may be interpreted as strategies, were identified.
These factors are presented in the order in which they
emerged from the analysis, reflecting the relative strength of
their grouping. For example, the first factor-interpretable as

user involvement-is by far the strongest practice in success
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TABLE 2 Successful and unsuccessful cases

Domain Type

lurisdictional Level
Successful Case IJnsuccessful Case

State
n1 (o/ol2

Local
nl (o/ol2

State
¡1 (o/ol2

Local
¡1 (o/ol2

Desipn 1.3 (8) 4 (3) 7ß\ 2 Q)

Construction 72 ø2\ 36 ß2) 18 (15) 8 Ø
Maintenance and Operations 51 (30) 34 (30) 27 Q3',l 14 í2\
Safety 4 Q\ 1 t1) 1 (1) 0

ITS 11 (6) 5 (4) 2Q\ 1 (1)

Computer and Information Systems 18 (10) 27 Q4\ 11 l9) 12 (10)

Environment 3 (2) 5 (4) 5 ø\ 5 (4)

Transit 0 t0) 2 Q\ 1 (1) 2 t5)

Total Cases 172 11,4 72 M
to 9wey a

2 Peræntage æprent the p¡opo¡tion of ræpondents within the iurisdictional level who reporÞd implerentation effo.ts in each domin type.

TABLE 3 Information source for successful and unsuccessful implementation cases

Information Sor¡rce

Succeseful Case
(n=286)

IJneuccessful Caee
ln=1161

State
(n=1721
¡1 i ,l*

Local
(n=114)
nl i o/C

State
(n=.721

nl i o/a2

Local
("=.e)

¡1 i o/a2

Conferences, workshoos. etc. 61 35 51 M 26 36 18 41

Vendors, consultants,
contractors

61 35 60 53 32 M 24 55

Professional /trade
associations

30 17 37 32 22 31 13 30

Informal interactions with
others

65 38 3L 27 30 42 12 27

Research reports. ioumals 64 37 31 27 30 42 12 27

LTAIå dissemination 1, 1 3 3 0 0 1 2

Other 43 25 13 71, 19 26 10 23
1"n " refen to the number of swey rcpondents providing arowerc to a pa¡ticular qu6tion.

2 Colm perentagæ total rcre than 100 becae ræpondents were asked to chæk all categories that applied.

3 The LTAP amnym my not have bæn ræognized by ræpondenb in states whe¡e ldal tech^ical æistanæ prograrc have different cwtomiæd tæs.

cases from a strictly statistical standpoint. Specific practices tinctive practices in common, but have more variation from

most critical to this strategy include opportunities for users level to level.
to interact with researchers and user participation in vital
stages of the R&D that preceded implementation. The result-
ing factors can be described as follows: CONCLUSIONS

. ljser involvement, The highest-level conclusions supported by survey data

. Organizational and institutional support, analyses, in abridged form, are as follows:

. Viability of the innovation,

. Marketing and other promotional tactics, . Improving the nation's investment in surface transporta-

. Appropriate human resources, and tion research through better implementation and use of

. Industry push and other implementation tactics. new products and processes is important to officials at all
levels in state and local transportation agencies.

The first three factors have highly comparable practices at . More research results are put into use in state- than in

state and local levels. The last three strategies have some dis- county- and city-level agencies. Some local agencies do
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not consider themselves in the "implementation busi- . State- and local-level participants agree on the top 12
ness" at all. practices that promote implementation success.

' Vy'hen undertaken, local-level agencies report their . Transportationagenciesshouldnotbetreatedaspassive ì
implementation efforts are as successful as their state- recipients of research results-this is not an effective
level counterparts. dissemination approach.

' Local agencies often appear to proceed with implemen- . The most important single booster of implementation
tation alone. Interjurisdictional sharing of implementa- success is the participation of all key parties. Research
tion efforts and experiences seldom occurs among producers and end-users (and often others such as ven-
transportation agencies. dors or contractors) need to play a role in generating and

. Region of the country, state population size, and SP&R implementing research results.
funding level do not have much effect on the imple- . Creating an implementation-friendly environment
mentation of research results-jurisdiction level is the within user agencies depends on top-level commitment,
only context variable that significantly affects whether skilled personnel, targeted resources, and a culture that
research results will be put into practice. takes implementation seriously.

. Implementation success or failure is seldom attrib- . Using a combination of promising implementation
ufedlosome4ropertyofthenewproductorprocesS'strategieSyieldsthegreatestìmplementationpayoff_
Some agencies reported having best and worst imple- Overreliance on any one specific practice is unlikely to
mentation experiences with the same technology ensure long-term success for a range of products or
(e.g., GIS). processes or user settings.

TABLE 4 Top twelve implementation boosters

Practice
Mean Importance

Rafiner
Pilot oroíects done in ¡eal user settinss 4.6

Innovation matches users' needs 4.4

Strone commitment from senior manasement 4.3

Adeouate fundine 4.3

Collaboration amon g users, researchers, vendors 4.3

User oarticioation in vital stases of the R&D 4.3

Champion for the nroiect on site 4.3

Hish level of relevant technical skills 4.2

lmplementation package and continued support 4.2

Demonstrable advantases for the innovation 4.2

Clear goals for the implementation effort 4.1

Tarseted fundine for the implementation 4.1
1 Importanæ of practice to implem¡tation ¡uccæ was raùed on a s.poinl sâle where 5 = very impo¡tônt md 1= not very importanl Meæ ue

bæd on rupore pæled over iurbdictional levels. Ræults øe rounded to one deciml placq although item ordering feli6 on multiple

dæimal plae.
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CHAPTER 4

SUCCESSFU L IM PLEM ENTATION EFFORTS

As part of the survey described in Chapter 3, qualitative

material was collected from state and local transportation
agencies about their implementation activities. A com-

pendium of implementation efforts that were described as

having signifrcant irrfluenceron the agency's ability to put
new processes and products to work was developed. The spe-

cific purposes of the qualitative compendium are to do the

following:

. Document the rich experiences of technical profession-

als knowledgeable about the implementation of surface

transportation innovations; and
. Speed the application of new technologies in surface

transportation by providing implementation guidance

and examples for others.

The results of this effort corroborate and extend conclu-
sions based on the quantitative analyses performed in the

project. They are intended to assist practitioners in effec-
tively introducing new processes and products into the sur-

face transportation system.

Information used for the compendium was drawn from a

subset ofsurvey participants: those who provided descriptive
accounts of their most, aud also sometimes their least, suc-

cessful implementation efforts (see Table 1). These descrip-

tions were reviewed to determine whether or not they met the

following criteria:

. Technically sound;

. Provided evidence that the innovation was imple-
mented;

. Gave specific details concerning the implementation
process;

. Reported systematic, unique, or creative implementa-
tion practices; and

. Illustrated the need for, or benefit from, the innovation.

Examples that met at least two of these five criteria
were included in the compendium. Telephone interviews
were conducted with some participants to provide more

background and greater detail about implementation strate-

gies in highlighted cases. The examples were categorized
into four very general domains (formed by combining the

eight domains). The key implementation practices credited

for the success (or failure) in each instance were compared

and documented to form the basis for the results that
follow.

FINDINGS

Numerous implementation efforts were identified from a

nationally representative sample of implementation activity
in surface transportation. These implementation efforts were

chosen from that sample for further qualitative examination
because they were regarded as more successful than most

innovation attempts both by survey respondents and by the

research team. The survey participants offered 286 best-case

examples, from which 106 (37 percent) were included in the

compendium of successful implementation practices. Also,

from the 116 unsuccessful implementation efforts described

by the survey participants, 41 (35 percent) were chosen to

illustrate frequently encountered barriers. The findings and

conclusions developed from such a base should be viewed

therefore as the best experienced-based guides available to
influence the implementation of reseatch results in surface

transportation.

Sources and Goals for lmplementation

The most successful implementors rely most often on

interactive two-way communication for information about

new processes or products. The following three channels

were most often cited as information sources by agencies

describing successful implementation efforts:

. Professional organizations and associations, including
conferences and publications ;

. Informal contacts; and

. The private sector, including vendors, consultants, and

contractors.

The private sector (in particular, vendors) and in-house

development and dissemination of innovations often were

cited as the source of information by managers in local

agencies.

The most frequently cited reasons for implementing
an innovation were cost savings and labor savings. This
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suggests that highway innovations that increase costs or
require increased labor, even if they represent improvements,
are unlikely to be implemented unless driven by strong
demand from the public or by regulatory requirements.
Legal, regulatory, and safety requirements were mentioned
several times as the stimulus for innovation. Improving
administration and reducing disruption of traffic were, in
contrast, not often cited as implementation reasons.

lmplementation Strategy Characteristics

Including multiple stakeholders in the process was the
implementation success strategy most often cited by a wide
margin. Specifically, many respondents emphasized the need
forresearchers to consult with users and for users to develop
contacts with both researchers and other stakeholders in sur-
face transportation research and development. Depending on
the innovation, some or all of these stakeholders may need to
be involved. Although these interactions may lengthen the
process and even change the nature of the application, they
build the broad support and participation necessary for effec-
tive implementation of the results.

Many of the participants, including some of those who
reported very successful implementations, cited the useful-
ness of field tests and pilot projects. Such tests can take sev-
eral forms, including implementing the innovation in a small
area or assigning one staff person to incorporate it into his
or her regular work. A test may consist of developing a data-
base and software to process it, but scrutinizing the output
before using it as the basis for changing procedures is essen-

tial. Other strategies included allocating personnel time for
training, finding (or being) a champion to present the inno-
vation to users and decision makers, working to change atti-
tudes, and being persistent and patient despite obstacles and
inaction.

The lmportance of Pre-Existing Context Factors

Conditions that exist prior to the introduction of an inno-
vation can also make the difference between successful and

unsuccessful implementation. Perhaps the most impofiant
favorable condition is an urgent, widely recognized need for
a change. Sometimes budgetary constraints create the need;

other cited conditions include the changing operations ofpri-
vate carriers or long-standing needs of agencies that now can

be met by new technologies.
The next most cited favorable condition was strong sup-

port from top management, including chief executives in
state DOTs and city governments. Sometimes only a push
from the highest level can overcome problems of inertia or
difficulties in acquiring resources. Availability of adequate

resources for implementation, including expert or skilled
staff, was also mentioned as a favorable condition.

Technology's Part in the Picture

Reliable, adequately tested research results are important
to subsequent implementation success, but they do not deter-
mine either the likelihood of applications or their outcomes.
Further, the very same innovation was reported in both best-
case and worst-case examples, sometimes by the same
agency. It is the implementation strategy itself-not just the
technology-that most often makes the difference between
success and failure.

A review of the examples included in the compendium
shows that no single type of innovation or technology often
has dominated implementation efforts over the last 10 years.

Work has continued along several fronts in all the functional
areas of highway facilities and equipment. Although
inqqased uôg pf datahases¿n¡l qqnpuþrs \rya$jitqd, espel
cially in the management area, the prime interest continues
to be in the areas of materials, operating equipment, and
labor relations.

In sum, user organizations exhibit considerable interest in
research and in implementation of fìndings, but there are
areas for potential improvement. In the decentralized surface
transportation system, communicating research ûndings to,
and working with, those who can best use them is inherent-
ly difficult. More communication between users and re-
searchers is needed. Local government officials have very
little interaction with researchers, and only limited commu-
nication with other local officials who may be working on the

same problems. The accounts from both state and local offi-
cials show that it frequently takes 10 years or more for an

agency to complete an implementation effort.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING
¡MPLEMENTATION

Qualitative material obtained from the survey of state and
local transportation officials showed that no one formula
will ensure successful implementation of research results,
but key elements tend to occur frequently. This f,nding sup-
ports the Çoncept that certain actions enhance implementa-
tion efforts-producing financial or other benefits for the
agency.

Several implementation practices or strategies are known
to those who successfully implement new products or
processes. The study confirmed some well-accepted prac-
tices and emphasized the importance of others. Fufthermore,
examples of successful implementation tend to point toward
the "more is often better" approach. While a specific practice
or strategy may be viewed as most influential in a given case,

rarely, if ever, was success based on only one action. Numer-
ous practices customized to the new product or process and

agency context are required to address issues on all fronts of
the implementation effor-t.

The following recommendations are derived from the case

descriptions and describe practices that promote successful
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implementation. In general, these practices should occur in
conjunction with one another whenever possible.

Plan for implementation. Conscious, planned efforts
directed toward implementation create successful out-

comes. Moreover, well-def,ned, flexible, and compre-
hensive goals, incorporating all players, are essential to
implementation planning.
Fund implementation activities. A modest amount of
funding to facilitate implementation activities is a high
payback action. When appropriate funds are provided,
barriers to implementation often can be overcome

easily.
CommÍt qualified people to the job of implementa-
tion. Committing some of the technically qualified peo-

deal with potential administrative barriers will dramati-
cally advance the implementation effort. Implementa-
tion is labor-intensive and should be considered primary
work, not a collateral duty. Staff must be given time to
perform the effort and credit for accomplishing the

work.
Always address a genuine need. Implementation of
new products or processes works best when there is a
need to change. Various conditions create these needs,

and projects with less than genuine motivation rarely
were cited as successful implementation experiences.

Select products or processes for implementation that
have demonstrable advantages. The implementation
effort is enhanced, if users can relate the benefits of
implementing a new product or process directly to their
responsibilities. Products and processes that do what
they are supposed to do and have advantages that can be

seen by users were frequently reported as examples of
successful cases.

Use pilot project, field demonstration, or field test
results. Successful implementation activities usually
involve adequately tested (sometimes demonstrated or

15

piloted) and sufficiently developed products or
processes. Collaboration with other agencies or states,

use of national or regional centers for evaluation,

observing "neighboring agencies" efforts, and partner-

ships with the private sector all can spread cost, reduce

the time to implement innovations, and enhance confi-
dence in the technical performance of the products or
processes.

. Elicit strong support from senior management.
Senior management's endorsement and agencywide
positive influence can eliminate potential barriers to the

implementation of new products or processes. Every
effort should be made to get suppoft from the top tech-

nical and administrative managers overseeing the area

of the agency in which the innovation is to be imple-

. Promote continuous collaboration between user and
researcher/developer. Continuous collaboration will
enhance the overall implementation. Researchers must

be willing to spend time with users to understand their
true needs. Users also must be willing to become more

knowledgeable, when necessary, to implement research

results more effectively. This type of collaboration gen-

erally does not occur without encouragement.
. Choose researchers and vendors with practical expe-

rience. Researchers and technical experts must be able

to bridge lhe gap between theory-driven research
process and the users' practical needs. When this hap-
pens, the technical merits of the innovation are grasped

more quickly, mid-course correctíons in the research can

occur if necessary, and the final product is customized

more effectively to the users' needs.
. Do it-the final recommendation. The effectiveness of

the key implementation strategies and practices has been

demonstrated by state and local transportation profes-

sionals throughout the nation. They will work to varying
degrees in diverse agencies and will assist in streamlin-
ing implementation activities.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions and recommendations are

based on the findings of this research effort as a whole. Many
of the conclusions and recommendations are aimed primar-
ily at senior managers and decision makers in the surface
transportation eommunity because they eanìnfluence sys-

temwide change and can support changes being sought by
their own agency's research and technology professionals.

. Motivation to find and use ne\ü research results is
high. Individuals in state and local transportation agen-

cies want to find and use new products and processes

that will enable them to serve their constituencies better.
Many strategies found to promote implementation are

being used effectively. Applying promising strategies to
broader technical areas and involving agency personnel
in implementation activities should be a short- to
medium-term goal.

.Institutionalizing effective strategies promotes
successful implementation. Some user agencies have
institutionalized practices that influence their imple-
mentation efforts. Practices such as preparing an im-
plementation plan together with the researcher and

developer, introducing a line item in the budget for
implementation, using funds targeted for implementa-
tion, and establishing mechanisms and opportunities for
researcher-user interactions should be shared widely
among the community.

. Active encouragement of implementation is more
important than previously understood. Effective
implementation of research results, no matter how good,

will not happen without specif,c guidance from senior

äl:"-*, 
and effort by those with a stake in the out-

. Implementation practices and strategies make the
difference. The ways in which research providers,
users, and others approach the transfer of new prod-
ucts and processes into user settings have the big-
gest influence on outcomes. Although many in the
community know the importance of good implementa-
tion practices and strategies, senior management and

decision makers must also understand the importance
of this issue, because they are in the best position to
create conditions to support good implementation
practices.

. Opportunity for effective dialog exists. Individuals in
state and local transportation agencies (particularly at

the executive management level) believe that sharing
implementation experiences with peers is beneficial.
Members of the R&D eommuniçshould eapitalize on
this receptive environment and seek opportunities now
to engage in effective dialog with decision makers and

users about implementation.
. Collaboration and pooling resources will strengthen

efforts. Resources and time can be saved when agency
efforts are strengthened through collaborative efforts,
particularly for evaluations, fìeld tests, and demonstra-
tion projects. Sharing the costs and risks associated with
such activities can yield benefits for all parties and can

help improve interagency and interjurisdictional inter-
actions.

. Targeted research leads to better implementation.
Implementation of research results progresses most
smoothly when a genuine user need or goal is addressed.

Selecting the right problems for research, therefore, is
the first step in the process; however, this implies that
eventual users are part of the process from the outset to
express the objectives of their agencies, to communicate
their agency operations, and to help prioritize research

efforts.
. Technically knowledgeable staff are critical for

implementation success. Effective implementation is
more likely to occur when the involved users have a high
degree of technical expertise in the new product or
process domain. However, in this era of cost-cutting,
contracted services are often substituted for in-house
technical expertise. As agency staff numbers shrink, the

level of technical expertise of the remaining employees
will become increasingly critical to implementation
activities and other agency responsibilities. Staff devel-
opment should be encouraged and rewarded.

. Senior management and decision makers can and do
play a critical role. Senior management's role in sup-
porting and promoting an implementation-friendly envi-
ronment within an agency and throughout the industry
is critical. Affecting sustainable, system-level change
requires the intervention and commitment of senior
management and decision makers. For instance, fa-
cilitating information sharing across jurisdictional



boundaries and making solid links between research

providers and user organizations need top-level inter-

vention. Senior-level influence can result in a "multi-
plier effect" on efforts to build capability for change in
user organizations and throughout the system.

. Rewarding high-quality groundwork leads to an

increased implementation effort. Senior management

and decision makers should find ways to make visible

and reward the high-quality efforts already underway in
agencies around the nation to improve the implementa-

tion ofresearch results. Such actions will encourage oth-

ers to pursue innovations in surface transportation.

1'l

. System-level changes are possible but require time.
Broad and deep changes to improve the implementa-

tion of research results are possible; however, such

changes take time. Implementation activities are labo.r-

intensive and require thât multiple participants be

involved for a longer time ãnd in a more intense role

than in the past. In the coming decade, it will be impor-
tant to maintain and build on the excellence now parf

of the transportation community. More effective
implementation of research results will speed the

accrual ofbenefits to transportation agencies and to the

entire nation.
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APPENDIXES ATHROUGH G

UNPUBLISHED MATER¡AL

Appendixes A through G contained in the research
agency's final report are not published here. For a limited
time, copies of that report, Facilítating the Implemenîation
of Research Fíndings-Appendixes A-G, will be avail-
able for loan or for purchaso ($18.00) on request to
NCHRP, Transportation Research Board, Box 289,
'Washington, D.C. 20055. The available appendixes are

titled as follows:

. Appendix A: A NøtionaL Survey of Implementation
Practices in Surface Transportatio4

, Appendix B: A Synthesis of Successful Implementation
Practices,

. Appendix C: Survey Instrumento

. Append.ix D: Survey Sample,
, Appendix E: Surve¡t Administration,
. Appendix F: Review, Synthesis, and.Recomnnendaiions,

and
. Appendix G: Swggested Themes for Fature Research.
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ABSTRACT

Millions of dollars are spent annually on research to address difficult surface
transportation problems, but the results are not always effectively implernented to
improve the nation's transportation system. RelFng on qualitataive analysis, this
report presents detailed examples plus conclusions and recommendations from a
nationally representative survey of state and local transportation agencies to determine
what influences-positively and negatively-the transfer of research results into practice.

Challenges associated with putting researdr results to work differ somewhat depending
on the tlpe of irurovation and as a function of various context factors, such as
jurisdiction level of the implementing agency. However implementation success is
chiefly iñfuencèd by the @proachees takenby tFeþroducers and users oflnew
technologies (products and processes) to move them into practice. There is no one
for:¡tula for success, but effective implementation is more likeþ when a number of key
strategies are used. Most importantly user agencies should plan for implemmtatiorç
commit necessary financial and hr¡.rnan resources and collaborate with
researchers,/developers in the research process.

Úr Appendix A we present the results of the quantitative survey data analysis. This
appendix, A Synthesis of Succcssful Implanentation Practices, is based on the qualitative
snrvey data and teþhone inte¡r¡iews.
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DOT Deparbnent of Transportation (used to identify State Departnents of
Transportation)
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1. INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH

RATIONALE

During phase tr of NCHRP Project 20-33, "Facilitating the Implementation of Research
Findings," we conducted a nationally representative survey of state and local
transportation agencies to learn how they go about moving new research into practice,

and the challenges they face.l We collected a wealth of both quantitative data
(described in more detail in accompanying Appendix A, Putting Nant ResearchResults to

Worlc ANøtional Surcey of htrplanmtationPractices in SurfaceTransportøtion\ and
qualitative data. Qualitative irrformation was drawn mainly from open-ended
questions in the survey (see Appendix C) and follow-up phone interviews with selected
respondents. To nuximize the sharing of experiences and lessons leamed by suney
paf{4pants, we aeveloped this svnthesis of the p¡ecticeqthaqthçylgp!4g4 3s

influences on their success with implementation of new products and processes in
surface transportation.

The specific puÌposes of this qualitative synthesis are twofold:

o Document the rich ex¡reriences of technical experts lcrowledgeable about the
implementation of surface transportation irmovations; and

. Speed the application of new products and processes in surface transportation
by providing implementation guidance and examples for others.

The report is a collection of examples describing the process of implementing
hansportation irurovations in state and local agencies within approximateþ the past
five years. The examples focus mainly on the key strategies that proved to facilitate the
implementation of new research results. We chose this information gathering and
reporting mechanism so that others in the transportation community could easily relate
the experimces described to their own envirorunerrt, providing a peer-to-peer exchange.
Each description is reproduced la"gely verbatim in the words of the survey respondent.

The resulting report presents examples from four major techrlical domains:
construction and m.aterials; desigru maintenance and operatioru; and transportation
managernent. Yet implententation practices transcend the tectrnical area in which they
are used. Key strategies that occur in one technical domain are often also applicable in
others. Therefore, although the descriptions are organized by tectrnical domains, the
key implementation strategies for the most part can provide guidance to practitioners in
all disciplines. For that reasonwe have provided a¡rindex that cross references specific
examples in the for¡r domains by implementation practices (see below).

lÏhe sn:niey was rtistributed to 340 state and2gg local transportation officials in 25

states representing the four AASI{TO regioru. The sample selection and sur.uey
procedures are described in detail in Appendices D and E to the quantititative report.
The high overall response rate of 60 percent reflects the level of interest and
com.rritnrmt this topic generated among the participants.
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In sum, the report is intended to assist the practitioner in effectively implementing new
products and processes in surface transportation. There are numerous examples of
irmovations that have never been put into practice. If barriers to implementation can be
overcome, or at least reduce{ our nation's transportation system will be more
productive. Facilities will have longer life-spans, safety will be increased, quality will
be improved, and construction and maintena¡rce of facilities will be more cost effective.
The key implementation strategies described here show how transportation
professionals are overcoming ba¡riers that stand in the way of putting new researdr
results to work. Creative solutions and persevering champions abound. This report
strives to continue and enlarge upon the precedent setby those who contributed such
excellent examples of implementation experiences to the project.

APPROACH

Source

All the inforrration used in this re¡rort is taken from the responses to the survey on
implementation and, for the hightighted cases, from follow-up phone calls m¿dsby the
project researdr team. The infonnation on successful cases !\'as taken from all
responses to questior,s 7-74;informaüon on the r¡nsuccessful implementation efforts
was taken from the responses to questions l7-24(thæe questions were omitted from the
executive version). Most of these questions were open ended.

Considerable additional infor¡nation about the survey results is found in Appendix A,
the quantitative report. We also indude a copy of the sun¡ey instrument as Appendix
C. For the qualitative report, some responses were edited to protect confidentiality.
Refere¡rces to specific places, specific agencies or other information that could reveal the
suney participants' identity were deleted or masked.

Method

All the implelmentation efforts for which substantive descriptions were provided were
selected for preliminary indusion in this report. These materials were all roriewed by
two project staff members, and criteria for indusion in the collection were established.
Those criteria werle af¡ follows:

o The description provided evidence that the irmovation was implemented.
o The description provided specific details concerning the implementation

Process.
o The descriptionwas technically sound
o Systematic, unique or creative implementation practices were used.
o Illustration of need for, or benefit from, the irurovation was provided.

Induded examples met at least two of the above criteria; a few exceptions were made
for collected obse¡r¡ations (see below). The choices were made by project members most
familiar with the innovations and the traruportation industry. Each assessed the
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descriptions individually. Th"y thencompared their assessments and attained
consensus through repeated discussions.

Many of the selected examples indude a recom¡rrendations section. Based on the
a¡ìswers to sunrey questioru 25,26 and29 (see Appendix C), recomrtendations may be
offered to users of innovations, to researchers md/or to policy makers. These
recommendations reflect the condusions of the survey participants based on the
implementation efforts they have experienced and described. Th"y do not necessarily
reflect official policy of the NCHRP; nor do they necessarily reflect the
recommendations of the project team., whicfi a¡e discussed in the survey report and in
Chapter 2 of this document.

The successful implementation examples remaining after the iterative selectionprocess
were grouped into four categories:

1. Construction and materials (C), induding a few implementation efforts
originally placed under various other dassifications;

2. Design (D), induding some examples prariously dassified as envirorunental
(other environ¡nental ca.ses were dassified r¡nder maintenance or under
constmction);

3. Maintsrance and operatioru (M), irrcluding implemmtation examples originally
classified under intelligent transportation systems (ITS); and

4. Transportation management (T), induding implenrentations originally classified
r¡nder multi-modal or safety.

We separateþ gathered the examples of unsuccessful implementation attempts into a
single findings section (U). Within each section, examples are numbered sequeritially.

ORGANIZATION OF TI{E REPORT

Overall condusions and recom:nendations from the research team, based on our
detailed review of positive and negative examples, are presatted in the next drapter.
The last chapter comprises a synthesis of implernentation efforts from which useful
insights may be drawn.

Successful exa.rrrples of implernentation activity are organized into four sections that
reflect the for¡¡ categories outlined above. In each of these sections, the report indudes
three kinds of successfuI example presentation fonnats: highlighted cases, descriptions
and observations. Ttrc higtrlighted cases, of whidr there are only three or four per
section, provide a richer background and somewhat greater detail than do the
descriptions. The highlights were developed beyond the infonnation provided in the
sun¡eys by telephone interviews. Theyprovide a ch¡onolory of events and a results
sub-section ttut details the extent of implernentation and its benefits. Highlighted cases
terid to be longer (e.g.around two to three pages in length, single spaced).

The majority of examples induded in this report are called "desciptions.' The
description treatnrent provides the substantive information given by the respondents
themselves in the sun¡eys. In some instances, minimal editiog was done to maintain a



consistent format and confidentiality, and also to make the text more comprehensible
(for example, by spelling out an abbreviation). The nu.rnber of descriptions varies by
section, and they generally run to about one single-spaced page of text eadr.

The descriptions provide the name and characteristics of the product or process that
was impleurented (or not, for the uruuccessful efforts), the reasons for the effort and the
key steps or strategies in the process. Elements maybe nissing or incomplete, in
instances where the suwey participant did not provide full inforntation.

Examples of implenentation efforts reported here as "obsen¡ations" generallyinclude
only part of the information provided by the survey participant. These examples did
not meet the selection criteria set forth above. However, they all make a specific point
that provides insight into aspects of the implementation process or that may be
otherwise useful tqgçxqade¡c af thig dacr¡loent fte lbsqvato¡s appearailhe end of
each section.

The obsen¡ation for¡nat usually provides the name of the innovation that was subject to
implementation (althougþ the specific innovation was not stated in a few cases) and the
special point that was made by the survey participant Observations consist of exactly
one excerpt from the sunrey responae; we have not added words to any of the
resPonses, nor have we edited the text to improve the flow or reshape the meaning of
the description.

The final section, U, indudes unsuccessful examples. These are situatíons inwhich an
innovation was attempted but not successfully completed. They were selected based on
criteria simila¡ to those used in selecting the successful examples, primarily reflecting
the provision of specific details, technical soundness of the implenrentation decision,
and indication that a genuine effort to implement was made. The unsuccessful
strategies may well be as instructive as, or even mor€ i¡rshrrctive than, the successful
ones. The worst<ase sce¡rariors are all in the description format, where the account of
the suwey respondent was edited as little as possible.

For each kind of presentation, the accounts from state departnrent of transportation
participanb come fi¡st because these fornred the majority of resporses; descriptions
from local govemmerit officials follow. Page nurnbers where each section and sub-
sectionbegin are listed in the table of contents.

The report also indudes a srunmaÐ¡ of implenrentation practices, with a number
assigned to each notable practice found in the successful examples. The practices are
coded with numbers from 7 to 46. For each of the Highlight cases, the applied practices
and theirmatchingcodes are listed imrnediately r¡nder the listing of the implemented
product or process. They are listed in the order of their evaluated importance. For the
other successful examples in a category, the practice codes alone are listed, again in order
of importance, in bold imnrediately under the product or process listirg at the begiffÌing
of the description.

The correspondence between the practices and their codes is provided in Table Þ1 along
with an index linking practices and exarnple implementations (Table B-2). The index
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enumerates all the successfuI highlight and description irstances in which eadr of the
Iisted practices occtured, also indicating the innovation domain. It provides a cross
reference tool-leade¡s interested in a particular practice can look for the situations in
whidr that practice was applied. For convenience, code numbe¡s for implementation
practices illustrated by eadr cåse are provided in a list of sunrnary practices at the start
of the examples.

The use of summary practices and matching codes is intended to make this sourcebook
easier and faster to read and use. Additionally, the condusions and recomrrrendations
based on users' successful and unsuccessful experiences are provided in the section that
follows; having themnear the front of the reportwill allow readers to leamin advance
the major lessons gleaned from these examples. The examples themselves can be read
independently of one another, depending on the interests of readers.
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2. CONCTUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

GENERAL RESULTS

This section slmthesizes the findings about tion efforts based on the
qualitataive data reported by respondents. It indudes how agencies learn about
innovations, the reasons irurovations are adopted, conditions necessary for
implementation and major implementation strategies-all as reflected in the material
presented below.

The following three channels were most often cited as information sources by agencies
describing successful implementation efforts:

. Formalprofessional organizatiors, induding conferences, associations and
publications;

. Informal contacts; and
r The private sector, induding vendors, consultants and contractors.

The private sector, in particrrlar vendors, is often the source of inforrnation for
ûumagers in local govemment. In-house development and dissemination of
innovations also is mentioned in many accounts. Surprisingly, universities and
government programs aimed specifically at disseminating research and irmovations are
less frequently cited.

The most frequently cited reason for implementing an innovation was cost savings and,
relatedly, labor savings. This suggests that highway i¡urovations that increase costs or
require increased labor, evmif theyrepresent improvenents, are unlikeþ to be
implernented unless drivenby strong demand from the public or regulatory
requirements. Iæg"l and regulatory requirements were also mentioned a nr¡¡nber of
tines, as w€ts safef. Flowever, improving administration and reducing disruption of
traffic were not cited often.

Conditions that prevail even before the irmovation is identified can make the difference
be¡ueen successful and unsuccessful implementation Perhaps tlrc most important
favorable condition is an trrgent and wideþ recognizd need for a change. This need
can be d¡iven by budget limitations, but some of the other needs that were cited indude
changing operations of private carriers and long standing needs made fulfillable by new
technology.

The next most cited favorable condition was strong support from top marngement,
induding chief executives in state deparbrrents of trarsportation and city governments.
Sometimes only a push from the highest level can overcome problems of inertia or
difficulties in acquiring resources. Adequate resources for implementation was also
mentioned as a favorable condition, and several participants cited the facilitative role of
expert or skilled staff.

úrduding multiple stakeholders in the process was the implernentation strategy most
often cited-by 

" 
wide margin. Specificalllr avery large nu:rrber of respondents



emphasized the need for researchers to consultwith users and for users to develop their
technical skills through contacts with researchers. However, nr¡merous other
stakeholders were mentioned for indusion in the inplerrrentation Process, induding
vendors, contractors, other divisions within the departurent, other deparhents within
the jurisdiction, other levels of govemment, industry associations, elected officials, the
public and the press. Depending on the irurovation, some or all of these stakeholders
may need to be involved. While these interactions may lengthen the process and even

change the nature of the application, they build broad support and participation which
in turn are dearly associated with effective implementation.

Many of ou¡ participants, induding a number of those with very successful
implementations, cited the usefulness of field tests and pilot projecb. A practical test
can take several forms. It may consist of implementing the innovation in a small area or
qf esltprng !49 lqff P9lso4!q inçglPe
consist of developing a database and softwa¡e to process it, but subjecting the ouþut to
dose scrutiny before using it to change procedures. Other strategies that were cited
indude allocating persormel time to training, fiodiog (or being) a champion to present
the innovation to users and policymakers, working to change attitudes and applying
persistence and patience in the face of obstades and inaction.

Areview of the exarnples thatfollow will show thatthere is no single t¡pe of
irnovation or technology that has dominated implenrcntation efforts over the last ten
years. Work has continued along a nt¡mber of fronts in all the fi¡nctional areas of
highwayfacilitiesandequipment. Certainly,increaseduseofdatabasesandcomputers
a mentioned a number of times, especially in the manager¡rent area, but considerable
interest continues in materials, operating equipment, labor relations and other areas.

In condusion, we find substantial interest in research a¡rd irurovation, but also areas for
poterrtial improvenrent. In or¡r decerrtraliz,ed system, there a¡e inlrerent difficulties with
comrrrunicating new irnovations to the persons who can make best use of the¡rt. More
com¡¡u¡nication between users and researchers is called for. Local govenìment officials
have verylittle inþractionwithreseardters, and limited comrrunicationwithother
local officials who may be working on the same problerns. Tlre accor¡nts from both state

and locat officials show itfrequentlytakes tenyears or more to complete
implementation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING IMPTEMENTATION PRACTICES AI.ID
STRATEGIES

Descriptions of varied implementation efforb obtained from the survey of state and
local transportation officials show that the¡e are practices and strategies common to
sucressful implenrentation outcomes in public sector agencies. Yet these descriptions
also show that there is no definitive for¡nula to ensure successful implenentation of
researdr results. While there is no one for:rrula for success, the tendency of key
elenents to occu¡ corrsistently, strongly supports the concept that certain actions

systematically enhance implernentation efforts-producing financial payoff or other
benefits for the agensy.
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A number of key implementation practices or strategies will be familiar to those
currently striving to implenrent nonr products or processes. The study confiuns some
well-accepted practices and ernphasizes the importance of others. Furthermore, the
examples tend to Point more toward the "more is often bette" approach. One specific
practice of strategy may be the most influential factor leading to success; but rarely, if
ever, was success essentially based on only one action. A host of practices customized
to the new product/process and agency are required to address issues on all fronts of
the implemmtation effort.

The following recomrnendations have been derived from users'descriptions. They
outline practices that positively influence succ€ss in implernentation. In general, the
practices should occur in conjunction with one another whenever possible.

Eþ41q{lqpleqç¡tatiqrijfttq deecnptiaqspraEded,plqs telephone intenr¡iews. mad
it clear that implementation succ€sses originate through plarured actions or some
defined process-implementation success do not "just happen." Federal mandates and
managerrtent directives create a plaúonn for implernentation of a number of the
technologies. Yet, the rer¡iewed examples dernonstrate that conscious, planned, effort
directed to implementation creates sucressful outcomes.

Respondents to the survey stressed the value of dearly defined toals as a key
implementation factor. The plaruring mentioned was comprehensive, including
participation by all players affected by the product or process to be implemented;
flexible, allowingmid<ourse corrections and user feedback; and practical,working
within the given constraints and stretching constraints where appropriate.

Fund Implementation AcHvities: When some funds are provided to perforrn
implementation activities, multiple barriers to implementation tend to be overcome.
With funding, pilotprojects, testing and denronstrations appear; improved
commr¡rrication occurs, within the agency andbetweenresearchers and vendors;
technical expertise is enhanced, thus promoting use of irmovative products; and many
similar gains are made. Most important to note is that many of the activities that led to
the ultimate successes are relativeþ small budget items. Assisting in organizing a user'
producer groupr mcouraging a technical expert from central ofËce to spend some time
in the fiel{ short training courses, collaborative efforts with other state/local agencies,
producing a more user frimdlymanual, a visit to a successful installation of the
innovation ... the list could continue with many other such actions that make a
difference.

Commit Some of the Agency's Best People to the |ob of Implemenbtion:
Implementation of innovations faces significant bariers. The individuals leading or

implementation of irmovations must overcome a multitude of balriers and
capitalize on opportunities occurring throughout the agency. Implernentation cannot
be an assignrrtent given to just anyone, and cnrtainly should not be made because a
person in a group has the lightest workload or is the newest in the group-and thus gets
all the "odd iobs." Most importantly, implementation requires individuals with a high
degree of technical expertise. They must know the technical advantages of applying the
i¡rnovation. Most often the implementers must know the economic and other benefits
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of the irmovation as well. Those involved with or leading implementation efforts within
the agency also must be champioru for the irurovation-particularly able to stand fitrn in
support of new products and processes, able to deal with change, be influential with
others, able to market 

1sell 
new concepts, and more.

While implernentation of a new product or process may not be a full-time job, it is a
labor intensive activity. Staff assigned to implementation must have the time to
accomplish the work. Example after example shows that those involved with successful
implementations were glet the freedom and opportunity to pursue the task.

Comnritting some of the most technically competent people to the application of a new
product of process is somewhat cor¡nter-intuitive. Excellently qualified ¡reople are
required to perform the design of new facilities or solve critical operating problems or
cany out other tasks central to the mission of the organization. Flowever, consider the
consequences of less effective staffing of implerrrentation efforts; Consequences usually
are extreme. For example, the implementation attempt most often fails because the
effort overstepped the competence levels of those involved; cost and time savings that
could accrue to the agency as a result of application of the irnovation a¡e not ¡salized;
and legislated mandates are not met.

We learned, moreover, that it is important to reward implementation successes. In
addition to assigning the best people to the job of implernerrtation, agencies should
provide career incentives or rewards equalling those grvm to staff who are fully
com¡rritted to traditional/technical positions. Making implerrrentation activities a

contributing factor to advance¡nent just like any otherproject responsibility should be
co¡rsidered.

Always Address a Genuine Need: Implementation of new products or processes
works best when there is a need to ctrange. The need may be creatd by various
conditions: legislative mandates, errrployee or public safety, cost savings, failure of
current producb, or betts performing irurovations, among other reasons. Likewise
projects that are politically motivated, provide self-aggrandizing opportunities for some
specific individual or ¿ue a result of succumbing to a vendor's sales pressrre rarely are
linked to successful outcomes.

Select Products or Processes for Implementation that have Demonstrable Advantages:
Products and processes that (1) do what they are supposed to do and (2) have
advantages thatcanbe seenbyueers a¡e induded in ahighpercmtage of the examples
of successful implementation. Eqreriences show that if users can directly relate to their
responsibilities the benefits of implementing a neï¡ product or process, the
implementation effort is enhanced.

Make Use of Pilot Project, Field Demonstration, or Field Test Results: State and local
traruportation agencies implement applied research results-products or processes to be
directly put into practice. There are continual problems with implementation of new
producùs or processes in the state and local context because the results of research or the
products and processes have not bee¡r derrronstrated to work satisfactorily in "real life"
situations. Descriptions of successful implemmtation outcomes always involved



adequately tested (sometimes de¡nonstrated or piloted) and sufficiently developed
products or processes. Many sun¡ey respondents added that it is the implementing
agency's responsibility to make sure neüt)roducts or processes perforured as dessibed.
Flowever, participants noted that it is not necessary to have eadr agency perform these
single-handedly. Collaboration with other agencies or states, usè of national or regional
centers for evaluatio+ observing "neighboring agencies" efforts, and partnerships with
the private sector all have a role in spreading cost and risk and reducing the time to
implement innovations-as well as significantly enhancing confidence in the technical
performance of products or processes.

Elicit Strong Support from Senior Managemenfi For the most part in state and local
transportation agmcies, if the big boss wants "if' done (whatever it is), "it" gets done.
Innplementation of irnovative producb and processes is not different. Serrior

laanagqqe4tþ positive irltluqrce ape4s qra¡ry doors, gspqqraly uúren changeis
occurring. (Note: the management influence credited with implementation success is
more often the mentor /eatalyst approach rather than the strong am approach,
althoughboth are observed to occur.)

Regardless of whether the irurovative comes into the agency from the bottom up (grass
roots) or the top down (legislature or council), comrrtitnrent from he agency's senior
management is very important. For those in an agency seeking to implement new
products or processes, every effort should be made to get buy'in from the highest levels
of managernent overseeing the technical fi¡nction. The larger the impact of the
implementation effort within the agency, generally, the higher the level of management
that should be involved. For implernentation of a Pavement Managemerrt System, for
instance, the chief executive may be the target for eliciting supporÇ for an innovative
mowing schedule, the District Director maybe the appropriate individual.

Promote Continuous Collaboration between Users and the Researchers/Developers:
Clearly collaborationbetween users and the researchers is essential to successful
application of researchresults. Continuous collaboration throughout the applied
research and implementation effort will enhance the overall implementation process.
Researchers willing to spend time with users-to r¡nderstand tnre needs-and users
willing to become more knowledgeable, if necessary-to implement research results-
will produce more effective impleurentation e¡periences.

Collaboration of this nattrre requires time, €nerglr commitment. It is adrieved through
purposeful action, and generally doesn't occur without encouragemmt from
organizations on both sides of the effort.

Choose Researchers/Vendors Experienced with Practical Application: Unless the
researc.h findings to be implemented are handled by a technical expert witling to bridge
the gap betrnreen theoretical researchers and future users, researchers have to be able to
apply their producb or processes to practice. Case descriptions are full of credit, for
example, to researchers who "went the extra mile" to educate users, and to vendo¡s
willing to install or demonstrate producb and equipment in full-scale tests. When such
experts work with the users it speeds understanding of the technical merits of the
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product or process, allows for mid<ourse corrections in research efforts if required, and
helps users customizes the final product to their needs.

Go Do lt-the Final Recommendation: Finally, a careful rer¡iew of the descriptions
below will yield additional guidance for facilitating the implernentation of research
findings. Most importantly, however, a¡e the actions this rer¡iew will prompt. The
measure of effectiveness of this sourcebook is whether it is applied. Ihe key
implementation strategies and practices are replicable. They will work to varying
degrees in various agencies. They will assist in streamlining implerrentation. New
products and processes can be implernented more effectively through use of key
strategies and practices described in the examples. These key strategies and practices
have been demonstrated as effective by state and local transportation professionals
throughout the nation.
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3. SYNTHESIS OF IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

The material in this chapter, as we have explained, represents the implementation
experiences of user agencies in ttrcir own words. The first four sections involve efforts
to put new research results to work that users regard as highly successful the last
indudes implernentation attempts that users themselves judged not to be successful.

Successful examples are presented sequentially within each of the four categories set
out in Chapter 2, in order. These categories are designated by the following
abbreviations:

C ConstructionandMaterials
D Design
M Mainlerurnce¡¡dapSra@
T TransportationManagement

This permits examples to be referenced uniquely by category letter and sequence
number. As noted, more detailed "highlighted" examples are presented füst in the
series for each category.

Because the goal of this study is to facilitate the implententation of research findings, we
itemized the specific implernentationpractices reported for each successful example.
These practices are collected together (4ó in all), briefly described, and given a numeric
code so that the use of a particular implementation approach canbe pursued in a
variety of examples. For each successful example in this drapter, a list of code numbers
for the implementation practices it illustrates is given at the beginrÌing. fte code key
associating numbers with practices is provided as Table Þ1 below.

An index that links specific implementation practices and their successful deployment
in particular examples is given in Table Þ2. The table briefly represents eadr of the

tionpractices elicited, by code number; r¡nder each practice, it cites all of the
instances in which the practice occurs, by category letter and sequence number. The
index enables readers easily to seek out seve¡al examples of an implementationpractice
in use.

CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS (C): OVERVIEW

Innovations abound in the fields of construction and materials. The survey showed that
time and time again transportation professionals are implementing new products and
processes to enhance the nation's highway system. Complexities of construction and
the vast array of materials now available demand betterways of performing the
traditional functions of road and bridge building restoration, and reconstruction.
Opportunities for implemerrting new products or processes reported by the sun/ey
respondmts focus on new asphalt mixes or additives, high durability concrete,
pavement testing and measurement, partnering, and bridge and pavement retrofitting
or reconstruction techniques.
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L. Top or serrior managenrent support, ag€ncy support
2. Collaborationwith all stakeholders md/or tearn approadl good cnmnunications

duringproject
3. Product chanrpionþ) and/or personal corrrrrihent of participants
4. Economic advantages/cost savings /Ér:te savings
5. Field tests, derprutrations, and/orpilotproiecb
6. Mandated by law or other regulatioru
7. Productready for application
8. Add¡essed a widely rccogrúzed problem/recognized need for solution/met user

needs
9. Early involverrentof use¡s, æntinu-ous user iñvr'olvement, high us€r and

researher/daneloper interaction
10. Knowledgeableusers
11. Usertrainingprovided
72- Clear advantages of product, productperfor:nance, echnical quality of product,

practical/reasonable prduct
13. Early successes implenrentation
14. Clear goals, methodologies, and/orplans
1.5. Funding available for research and/or implenrentatiorç other resor¡¡ces made

available (personnel or facilities)
L6. Available in-lrouse e>çerüse for research and/or implementation
L7. Close contact with field personnel or field persoffret irput
18. Collaboration wiür regulatory agencies
t9. Eurpowemrent of eurployees
20. Participationof orparhrership withvendor, supplier, manufacturer, crcntractor; user

group established
2L. ProÞdrnologyimpleuterrtatior¡ ct¡ltt¡re
22. Partrrership with other state or municipal agencies
23. On+iæ oçertise, corsultant, researcher, vendor, supplier, manufactr¡er, or contractor
VL. Visits to other agencies or impleurentation sites
25. CompeErce of verrdor, supplier, ma¡rufactu¡er, or contractor
26. Úr-house product testing/waluation
T. Idmtification of the coIrect problem to solve, doee exanination of user needs
28. Enhanæd public infornratiorç comrn¡nication with úre public
n. Non-proprietaryproduct
30. Agreementwiürlaborunion
31. Marketing of product or proaess to user þy in-house staff or outside stakeholders)
32. Good/obiective research, good results docunentation
33. Environrnentally sensitive crondition or solution
U. Timeconstrainß
35. Acceptance of some degree of risk
%. I¡rcrementalapproactr
37. AwaitDOT approval of product
38. Technologv transftr or i

Table B-1

CODE KE"Y FOR SI,'MMARY PRACTICTS
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39. Partiorlarly helpful support from FHWA
40. Able to use ocisting personnel and equipment for impleurentation of the in¡rovation
4L. Available exarnples of oürer successful implementations
42. Com¡nitrrmt to tectrnolory traruftr
4ß. Publicpressure for change
44. Used existing crcntractwithreseardrirutitution
45. Flardwork
ß. Costinc€ntive for crcntactor

Innovations for consbrrction and materials dearlywere pursued because there was
overwhelming evidence that if the agencies implemented the product or process, direct
benefits would occur. A number of participants re¡rort that new products or
constnrction methods added life to the existing roadway or bridge, whileothers rtiscuss
dramatic reductions in cost or time for completion, and some demonstrate that
innovative equipment tnrly can make a difference in the product produced.

Most importantly, the examples in this section (C) show how the tedrniques used for
implemerrtation enhanced the consbrrcted, reconstnrcted, or rehabilitated facilities or
streamlined the processes used for production. Implenrentation strategies that kept
appearing were the presenc€ of knowledgeable, champions, willingness to try
a new product or take a calculated risk, the importance of testing and pilots, and
relationships with product researchers and developers, among mâny other strategies.

The material in this sectionis organized similarly to the other three sections in this
chapter, with highlighted examples that have erpanded descriptions in the begiruring.
The highlighted examples here are: seismic retrofitting of pier coltrmns, microsurfacing,
parkrering between the state departnrent of traruportation and contractors, and lateral
support systems.

Table B-2

INDEX OF IMPLEMEI{TATION PRACTICES IN SUCCESSFLJL E}(AMptE
BYCATEGORY

1.. Top or senior managemerrt support, agency support
c7, c2, c3, c4,6, C7, Cg, C10, CL4, CL7, CLg, C2L, C24, C26, C29,D2,D3,D4,
D6,D8,lvlL,lrtl[¿, M4 M8, M9, M15, M18, M21, lr/123,1\t127,T7,T2, T5, T& T15,
T16 duringproiect

2. Collaboration with all stakeholders and/or Þarn approach, good crrmnnrnicatiors
c'J.., c4, c6, c72, clg, c23, c2g, c3/,, D4, M.l, M2, Mg, M15, M25, lvl26, T 2, T 3,
T4,TLL,TL3,TL4,T16

3. Product clrampion(s) and/or personal cnmmiherrt of participanb
cl, c3, c7, cl¿, clg, c20, c2l, c?2, c24, c26, C33,D1,D3,D4, D6, Ml, M3,
M9, ML0, M13, M16, ML9,l{125, M28, T1, T2,T4,T5,TL[,,T77
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4. Economic advantages/cnst savings/time savings
c12, C20, C?2, C?3, C24, C?5, CsL, C32, C3/' D2, D3, D4, Dg, I0dl, M3, Mg, Ml L,
M1.3, M19, M23, T1, T1.5

5. Field tests, demonstratioru, and/orpilotproiects
C7, C3, C4,C8, Cli, Cl7, C79, C20, C27, C28, C32,DL,l'Ã2,1\tI3, M4, M6, M8,
Ml 1, M1.8, l\Ã2L, l\t123, T 2, T 13

6. Mandated by law or other regulatioru
C13,C15,C19,C22,C32,D1,1rt12,1v122,Ì,t124,TL2,T74,1v127

7. Productready for application
cu,DL,M8, M1¿ M13, M20, T12

8. Addressed a widely recognized prohlern/recognized need for solution/met user
needs
c3, c5 cLÛ, cLz, cl{, cl6, clg, c23, c24, c?5, c28, C33,D2,D5,D7,D9,M4,
M5, M6, M8, lv,dlz, }v,{17, l,/120, l{124, 1,128, T 4, T 5, T7, T 9, T Ll, T 14

9. Early involve¡rrent of users, æntinuous user involvernmt, high user and
researdrer/dweloper interaction
c4,c8,c9,cLz, C13, C16, CL8,C23,C27,C28,D2,D3,D5,D7, MO MLs, M16,
l,/12L, lVI27, T2, T 3, T 6, T9, T1 1, T13, T15

10. Ifuowledgeable users
cL,c4, c5, c11, C13, C1t C79,C20,C22,C25,C26,C29, C3L, D1, D3,D5,D6,
D8, ML, M11, M14l'I25,1,Ã28, T1, T10, T16

11. User trainingprovided
c2,c9,c23,C24, D& M21, T4

12. Clearadvantagesofproduct,productperformanæ,tedrnicalqualityofproduct,
practical/reasonable product
c 1 0, c 13, cL', C20, C24, C28, C3f,, C32, CU, D9, M7, ML4, lvlL7, M'lg, lvr20,
l{122,T10,T12

13. Earlysuaesses implenrentation
c2, c3, c7, cl0, cL7, c30, T4 T13, T15

14. Clear goals, methodologies, and/orplaru
C6, CLg, C27, C32,D2,1,Ã5, M14 M15, M.l6,lvl24, T1, T5, T6,T8,T14,T16

1.5. Funding available for research and/or implementatior¡ other resources made
available orfacilities)
cL,c2,c?2,c24,C26,C29,D3,D4,D6,DL5, M3, M9, M15, M16, Mlg, M20,
l,Ã23, lvl24, l\t126, \v128, T 2, T I, T 73
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76. Available in-house erçertr¡e for researdr and/or implerrrentation
C6,CL4,Cz],,C24,C3L,D2,Ìvl7,lvl2l,l\/12,5.,1'/128,T3,T6,T7,T8

L7. Closecontactwithfieldpersonnelorfield input
c29,is'l72

18. Collaborationwithregulatory agencies
D2,D3,M2

L9. Enrpowerrrrent of errployees
Ml9

20. Participationof orparhrership withvendor, supplier, manufach¡rer, contractor; user
group established
c7, cL3, C14, Czl, C30, C33, C3/' D7, I\,f3, M15, Itd16, I'tr21, T g, T L7

2L. Protechnology implerrentatior¡ pro-technolory culture
c4, cIL, C27, C30, C31, C33, DL,D2, M% M1O Ml7,lvr27

22. namershþ with other state or mwricipal agencies
c3, M9, T3,T6,TLA

?3. On+ite elperËÍ¡e, crcrsultarrt, resea¡cher, vendor, supplier, manufacturer, or
contractor
cL7,C27,M17,T6,TL2

24. Visits to other agencies or implementation sites
TL2

2,5. Compehrce of vendor, supplier, manufactt¡rer, or contractor
cl, c3, c10, c2g,D3, M10, M12, i['ll7,TL0

26. In-house product bsting/evaluation
cL2,C!4, C15, CLZ M10

27. Identification of the correctproblem to solve, dose o<a¡nination of user needs
c11, Mll

28. Enhanced public informatioru comrn¡nication with the public
I0/'{4,lú2j

29. Non-proprietaryproduct
M7

30. Agneementwithlabor r¡nion
M4
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3L. Marketing of product or proaess to user þy in-house staff or outside stakeholders)

c2,cL6, DL, M11, T11

32. Good/objective resea¡ch, good results documentation
cll, cl7, c37,M1l,w

33. Envirorunentally sensitive crrndition or solution
c14,c22, C33, M13

34. Time constraints
}',dl3,T17

35. Accrytance of some degree of risk
c5, c20, c26, c3L,iù',dl6

36. Increnr.entat approach
D36,ML4, T1, T8

37. AwaitDOT approval of product
l,Á22,1v124

38. Technology transfrr or implementation package provided
C9,ClA,Cl5,lvl22

39. Partiarlarly helpful support from FHWA
cL6,C25,DL

N. Able to use ocisting personnel and equipment for implementation of the innovation
I'tlZ3

47. Available erarrples of other successful comparable implertentatioræ
lvl26

42. Com¡rrihent to teclrnolory transfer
c8,c9,c27,D6

43. Publicpressure for change
D8

4. Used existing contract with resea¡dr institt¡tion
c1

45. Hardwork
c6,T9

46. Costincentive for contractor
T17
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State lurisdiction

Cl. HIGHLIGHT

Product or Process:
Seismic retrofitting of pier columns.

Summaqy of Practices:
10 Knowledgeable users
L Governor request for action
5 Pilot project
3 Product champion
2 Good comrnunications between departntent and contractor
25 Contractorflexibility
M Open contract with research institution
15 Available fuodi.g

Characteristics:
Actions were takenby the departnrent to protect infrastructr¡¡e from earthquake

damage. The agency used external steel band, pre'tersioned strand, and advanced
composite fiber wraps to enhance the ductility and load resistance of existing pier
columns.

Reason for Implementation:
Subsequent to the earthquake in northern California in October 1989 and other

influences raising concem about earttrquake susceptibility, the governor requested a
state-wide review and inrplementation of earthquake protection meaflrres for all state
infrastn¡ctt¡¡e induding transportation. The variety of procedures utilized was
attributable to astute managernentby the department's bridge organization. Bridge
engineers wanted toprovide contractors the maximumvariety of options for seismic
retrofitting of pier coh¡rurs. The variety allowed contractors opportunity to provide the
departnrent with competitive prices for construction.

Key Implementation Strategies:
The Governor's request prompted action within the traruportation departnrent.

The bridge engineers took the initiative and "ran urith it." The opportunity to do fuIl-
scale testing on existing piers was available. An important breakthrough happened
when the bridge engineers realized there was a test opportunity-bridge piers were to
be removed over a significant highway. The engineers requested incorporating a pier
retrofitting proie{t rather than pier removal. The good com¡nunications between the
deparhent and the contractor and the contractor's willingness to incorporate change
into its plans was ir'¡strumental to initiate the project. The deparhent had an open
contract with the state university. The contract had sufficient fuodirg to perforrrt
research as well as the university has excellent talent and experience in the seismic area.
Vendors were willing to contribute in¡rovative products and perform installations if the
state agency would accurately report its findings of researdr. Finally, test results
proved the original concept to be successful.
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Chronology:
The Govemor's task com¡nittee issued a seismic implementation strategy in late

1989. The transportation deparhent took action in Decernbe¡,L9$9, to incorporate the
AASHTO goide specification for new construction and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) guidelines for retrofitting existing bridges. Simultaneously,
the departnrent hired a consultant to prioritize all bridges regarding their vuürerability
to damage during a major earthquake.

During this time the bridge engineers located a significant highway scheduled
for bridge pier removal. The bridge engineers instituted a research project with the
state university, utilizing an existing contract h.ni^g sufficient fut dit g to initiate the
project. The university professor was particularly research oriented and staff at ttre
university had experience with seismic related work on the west coast, gving some
California connections and ideas regarding innovative technologies.

The bridge engineers requested installing and testing a pier retrofit project for
three colt¡mns. The contractor provided a window of time to accomplish the retrofitting
effort during bridge dosure. Subsequently the contractor provided a similar window of
time to retrofit 6 colum¡rs located in the adjacent areas of the opposite direction lanes.
The number of test columns allowed the deparhent toperforrr tests on a variety of
retrofitting systerns. The bridge engineers were irurovative in dealing with vendors.
Several ver¡dors agreed to provide materials and to perforrn installations in exchange
for accr¡rate reporting of the retrofit systern's performance in the departnrent's product
evaluation doctrmentation. Based on the 5 ft diameter test coh¡mns, retrofitting was
done on 7 ft diameter, 75 ft high flyover colum¡rs. Since implementatiorç the area
having retrofit projects, induding isolationbearings, experienced earthquakes of low
magnitude without measurable effect to retrofitted bridge structures. An important
feature of the retrofitting systems is that they must meet all other serr¡ice requirements.
Detailed evaluation on the isolationbearings w¡rs perforrned for fou¡ years after
installatioru Forallwork,therehavebeennosignsoffailure,andingeneralthe
deparbrrentis very satisfied with the efforb

Results:
The agency now uses AASHTO specifications for seismic design of new

structures and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) guidelines for retrofitting.
There is good evidence that these measures are allowing the state to give added
protection for bridges/flyovers in the event of a major earthquake. Bridges are
perfonrring well in all areas of serviceability. The deparhent is proceeding with
additional innovativeproducts for more sophisticated seismic problemprevention.

Recommendations:
To Usens:
Consider those products and concepts that have good potential. Do evaluations

a¡rd trial installations. Utilize a team approach.
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To Researchers
On new products, have all the data (physical and mechanical properties) and the

intended usage or application available to users.

To Policymakers:
Have full data available and define the intended use.

State lurisdiction

C2. HIGHLIGHT

Product or Process:
Parhering between the state deparhent of transportation and contractors for

construction projects.

Summary of Practices:
3 Product champion
31 Marketing of concept
15 Funding
11 Training
1 Top management support
13 Eu"lysuccesses

Characteristics:
The department deterrrined that enhanced communications between the

contractors and its agency staff would benefit overall construction perfornrance. The
process centers on an initial formal workshop facilitated by outside professionals.
Agency and contractor persorurel from all levels of both organizations have an
opportunity to understand who is what function and why-to tain an
understanding of eadr other's organizational hierarchy, to work on joint goals for the
project, and to build tnrst in one another. The process continues by encouraging
decision making at the project level, speeding problem solving and streamlining
comrnr¡nications.

Reason for Implementation:
A fonnal partnering process was institt¡ted to provide for better and more

effective decision-making, to help decrease claims and disputes, and to produce a
higher quality product.

Key Implementation Strategies:
The parbrering process is successful particularly due to the "follow-up"

procedures usedby the parkrering staff within the agency. In addition, to promote use,
these agency employees perfonn effective marketing of the process to the contractors
and district offices. Parbrering staff have a budget for their activities and are trained
well to keep pace with new techniques. There is strong agency support from top
management.
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Chronology:
The agency learned about parErering processes from conferences workshops

and professional trade associations. In addition, the agency is involved with the
National Quality Initiative whidr strongly supports parbrering and teaming concepts.
The agency beg* construction project partnering trl.L992. I¡dtial projects showed
opportunity for dramatic improvements. Successful proiects promoted the use of the
process for other proiects.

The irutovationwas a highvisibilityprocess and was promoted and continues to
be encouraged by top management. The agency chief administrative officer and other
senior executives take personal interest in the process.

Successes allowed the process to expand raprdly within the departnrent. Early
in 1995 the personnel responsible for partnering were moved out of construction and
into a group dealing with deparhent-wide productivity issues. The process is now
supported by a staff of th¡ee.

The partnering process e¡panded to the agency materials and test division
where parbrering is being perforrredbetween the agency and suppliers; various
customized parhrering workshops have been conducted betr¡veen agency divisions and
with the agency and outside partners. Pilots for partnering design projects are now
underway, and many requests for additional partnering efforts are being received by
the parhrering staff.

Agency construction now has a relatively "standard" special provision
describing a voluntary partnering process to be used. Not all constmction projects elect
to use the process, but a significant nr¡¡rtber do and experience excellent results. For
construction projects, facilitators for the workshops are professionals, selected by the
contractors. Fees are jointly paid by the agency and the contractors.

The parErering staffis continuing to marketbenefits of the process to the field
offices. The goals of the partsrering staff are to have agency enrployees be progressively
more responsible for their work, to have decisions made at the project level, and resolve
issues before they become fornal claims.

Results:
Since inception of the partnering process, the agency has partnerdzL4projects

with a contract amount of $2.5 billion. The agency has seen an average time saving of
13.5 percent onprojects and experienced a d¡amatic reduction of contractor claims. A
recent su¡vey also reports that contractors and agency ¡rersormel deter¡nine that
relationships have improved, leading to more productive work.

Because of the success of partsrering in corutn¡ction projecb, the agency
expanded use of partnering and teaming to a variety of technical and administrative
areÍrs induding using key partnering concepts for the agency's extensive review and
reengineering of its organization.

Recommendations:

To Users:
When a new product or process comes in, contact other agencies about their

findings in regard to the new productbefore starting research and implementation.
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To Researchen¡:
Periodic newsletters to divisions and districts updating the status of new

products or processes would be helpful. Also, a listing of all new products and
ptocesses submitted to the agency, regardless if implemented or not, could be of
interestto individuals who mighthave anidea of how to improve the product or have a
different implementation for it.

Local lurisdbtion

C3 - HIGHLIGHT

Product or Process:
Microsurfacin& a slurry seal with an abrasive anti-skid cha¡acteristic.

Summary of Practices:
1 Champion
25 Vendor/lrnowledgeable andcomrritted
5 Fieldapplication/pilotproject
22 Multiagencycooperation
8 Recognizedneed
13 Add¡essed need, early success

Characteristics:
Streets paved within the past several years had become polished, causing

slippery conditions particularly in damp conditions and in areas with grades. The
agency perforrned microsurfacing using a3/8 inch application to the slippery surface
areas. The application also sen¡es as a crack sealant as well as gives a good appearance.

Reason for Implementation:
The city for¡nd there were a number of streets and intersections experiencing

high accident rates. To assist in accident reduction and be responsive to citizens, the
agencyreviewed altematives to increase safety: milling the roadway surface, milling
and resurfacing, and microor¡rfacing. Microsurfacing well, and it elimi¡uted
the high-accident potentia! it requires less constnrction cosÇ it adds 5 to7 years to the
road surface, and sen¡,es as a crack sealant also adding life to pavements. The process
promotes good public relations with the citizensbecause it solves safety problenrs, and
after application the roadways look newly paved.

Key Implementation Strategies:
(1) Tfrc enthusiasm of the vendor in presenting the product in a practical type of

application, and the vendor's willingness to do field explanation and application. (2)

The product proved to be imnediately successful in solving the problem. (3) Ihe
cooperation among transportation (constmction and traffic) artd police deparhents and
the citizenry to identify problem .!reas, coupled with the personal attention by
transportation departurent ûunagement in project assessment and programrning.
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Chronology:
Prior to the 1.993 construction season the city traruportation departnrent was

approached by a vendor for microsu¡facing projects. Due to the cost effectiveness of the
process and the willingness of the vendor to provide extraordinary support, in 1993, the
agency programmed an initial project with three sites. The microsurfacing performed
well and prompted the agency to perform an annual microstrrfacing proiect.

The city now contracts for microsurfacing of 3 streets (3 larger sites) or 5 to7
intersections (or smaller sites) on an a¡urual basis. Candidate sites are received through:
the trarrsportation department review of all city streets; traffic
recommendations; police requests noted from high accident locations; Council persons'
recom¡rrendations onbehalf of corrstitr¡ents; and fromprivate citizmcomplaints. Good
record keeping assists the transportation departnrent in responding to citizen
recomrrrendations. All candidate sites are physically reviewed by senior transportation
persormel who prioritize candidates for the annual project.

The agency now reserves specific funds for the an¡rual microsr¡rfacing proiect.
They have saved money in constmction particularly through less cost of consürrction
and by providing a treatnrent that prolongs the life of the roadway for up to 7 years. It
was noted that the process c¿n be repeated, providing for additional cost savings.

Results:
An initial trial of the product resulted in an annual project with specific funds

reserved to accomplish 3 large or *7 small projects. The implementation of this
irutovation has become a very good public relations tool. Most importantly, it solves a
serious safetyproblem for citizms, it is a demonstration of the citypublic works
professionals successfully responding to citizen complaints, and it is more cost effective
than other altematives.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Be open-minded and willing to ty a new product-give it a chance.

To Researchers:
Be wilfing to show the actual applicationin the field and to conduct a time-to-

time reinspection effort to see how the product holds up.

To Policymakers:
Consider inviting other surrounding agencies to a de¡rronstration of innovative

products and processes.
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Local luridiction

C4 - HIGHLIGHT

Product or Process:
Lateral support program encompassing plarning design, development, and

constn¡ction phases of wall systems and other support techniques for enrbankments
and other topographical conditions adjacent to the roadway.

Summary of Practices:
L Support from elected officials and agency administrators

27 Pro-irmovationcultu¡e
2 Collaboration user, consultant contractors
9 and theirinvolvementfromstartth¡oughfinish
10 Knowledgeable users
5 Tourstoeducateelecdofficials

Characteristics:
The lateral support program coruists of implementing a variety of systems from

precast concrete block, concrete cast-in-place, concrete "slat walls", soldier beam and
l"gg¡ng, and rock anchor techniques. Instead of only concentrating on restoration
projecb requiring reactive treahent, most recently the program is undertaking some
preventative projects such as slope control and embanlsnent control.

Reason for Implementation:
Technology and knowledge have advanced the stateof-practice for lateral

support systems. Ihe agency had in-place many older systems that were failing and
posing a safety hazañ to motorists. The agency determined that the existing problems
couldbe solved with stateof-the-arttechnologywhichwould alsoprevent futr¡re
problems and provide highest quatity serr¡ice at the best cost to the agency.

Key Implementation Strategies:
There was excellent support from the elected officials and agency administrators

regarding pursuit of quality projects utilizing new technolory, methods, products, and
procedures. Important also was the cooperation, coordinatioru and communication of
the agency workforce, consultants, and contractors in all phases of the proiect
development and implementation. The persormel conducted personal
tours to problem sites to educate electd officials. The appropriate education of
decision-makers then enabled the transportation engineers to promptly comply with
the directives of the elected officials.

Chronology:
The first project of the program occu¡red in 1984. The initial efforts and

subsequent enhancements to the program were readily accomplished because the
decision-makers had an appropriate understanding of the problem. All parties
understood that if there were not some re¡rredial actions taken the situation would get
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worse. Elected officials and administrators supplied funds to accomplish the lateral
support efforts.

Ttuoughout the years the agency engineering staffhas maintained a knowledge
of state-of-the-art techniques. The Local Technical Assistance Programwas beneficial
particularly early in the program's development. LTAP helped maintenance and other
agency ¡rersonnel understand the roadway as a full systerrr with environ¡nental
constraints. For the most part the agenry reacted to problems that could be reuredied
with wall or other lateral support systems. Currmtly the agency is pursuing
preventative projects, continuing its reach to more complex and sophisticated problem
solving.

Since inception of the program the agency has spent about $7-8 million in
support of county proiects. They have accomplished maior wall projects, one 1200 ft in
l""gth. The agency bought one variety of lateral support system and developed in-
house forces for installation.

Results:
The improvements experienced through implementation of lateral support

systems have made significant s"fef contributions to the roadways in the county.
Although the agency has not perforrned quarrtitative analysis, there is very good
indication that there are substantial enerry savings for the dti.ring public and
reductions in travel time particularly due to decreased road dosings.

Other agencies have learned about this implementation success from American
Public Works Association training workshops, fonnal and informal interactions with
vendors, contractors and consultants that promote such projects.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Any agency should have a good understanding of the condition and

environrnent a new product or process will encounter. Do not over-extend the limits of
the product.

To Researchers:
Participate in demonstration projects. ]oin and participate in professional public

works organizations. Provide an incentive to users, i.e., discounts, coordination of
project, follow-up inspections, and assessmerrts.

To Policymakers:
Have patience and realize several techniques may be required for an agency to

achieve maximum benefit when implementing new transportation irurovations.
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State lurisdiction

C5 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Widespread use of a highly porous open-graded bituminous wearing course for

paving traffic lanes.

Summary Practice Codes: 10,35,8,7

Characteristics:
The new process originated in-house. The agency leamed about this process

from conferences, workshops, etc., through inforrral interaction with others, and from
resea¡ch reports and journals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agmcy dedded on the irmovation to solve an existing problem-pooling of

water in rutted pavements during rairutorms, which causes accidents.
The in¡rovation is considered a success because it has a very high usage in all

geographic and traffic situations, and is performing very well.
Other agencies have learned about this success by word-of-mouth, from

conferences, and from published papers.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of good engineering practices and

judgment, the opportunity to take a risk, a dear strong need for irnovatiorç and lack of
interfermce by non4echnical management.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Iæt the technicâl people have free hand to make recomrrrmdations.

Management should coruider taking tolerable risks.

To Researchers:
There are good processes for technical transfer. Use them all.

To Policymakers:
Iæt the æchnicat people have free hand to make recom¡nendations.

Management should consider taking tolerable risks.
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State lurisdiction

C6. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Polymers in asphaltic concrete.

Summary Practice Codes: 45,16,14,2

Characteristics:
The new product originated in private industry. The agency leamed about this

product from confersrces, workshops, etc., from vendors, consultants, contractors, and
from research reports and journals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided to implementthe irurovation to replace material with a

better perf onning material.
The innovation is considered a success because it was implemented in 100% of

asphaltic mix.
Other agencies have learned about this success from research reports and the

city contractor magazine.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of hard work, individual efforts

from a numhr of people in research to improve the quality of the hot mix, foresight
and imagination to combine existing technologies, and good interchange of tec}nic¡l
data between manufacturers and researchers.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Make the users a part of the researchprocess.

To Policymakers:
Closely monitor contract research efforts using the user in the process.
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State lurisdiction

C7 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
System-wide partrering on construction proiects.

Summary Practice Codes: 1,20,13,3

Characteristics:
The innovation originated in the Corps of Engineers. The agency learned about

this new process from conferences, workshops, etc., from professional/trade
associations, and through inforrnal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irurovation to have a larger constructionprogram

and more decision-making at the project level, as well as to reduce construction daims.
, The irmovation is regarded a success because claims have been reduced and the

decisions are being made at the level expected.
Other agencies have learned aboutthis success fromwhen the suweyed agency

made presentatiors in other states and at national meetings.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of strong support by DOT

management and staff along with strong support by the construction company owners
and chief managing officers.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Must have a champion to push the idea in-house. Must have a comrnitnrent

from management to proceed and the resources must be comnitted.

To Researchers:
Must keep it in front of the persons they are trying to sell the idea to. Continued

contact.

To Policymakers:
Managernent needs to listen to thei¡ own personnel. The personnel at the on-

hands level are best at lnowing what they need. The information needs to filter up.
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State lurisdiction

CS - DESCRIPTION

Summary Practice Codes: 9, 5, AL

Product or Process:
Steel shell column retrofit to increase ductility of bridge columns.

Characteristics:
The new process originated in a r¡niversity. The agency leamed about this

process from a collaboration on a research contract with a university.

Reason for Implementation:
To prevent or lessen damage to bridge coh¡mns.
The irurovation is considered successful because the implernented procedures

just withstood an earthquake in which structures not retrofitted sustained major
damage.

Other agencies have learned about this success throughbridge standard details

and memos that are available for all other engineers, public and private.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implemerrtation effort succeeded because of meetings between designers

and university professors, where questions were exchanged and theories were
explained.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Include a technical monitor early in contracted research so thatpractical tests are

perfonrred.

To Researchers:
Disseminate infor¡nation as soon as results become available.

State lurisdiction

C9 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Implemmtation of the use of a Cali¡fornia T¡re Profilograph to improve

pavements.

Summary Practice Codes: 9, tu¿,38,ll-,t
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Reason for Implementation:
Ihe resea¡ch unit decided on the irmovation to improve the su¡face profile of

pavements.
The irutovation is regarded a success because the research unit did a tumkey

job-implementationmeetings, developed specifications and persuaded the deparhrrerrt
of transportation to implement them, developed a guide to the use of profilograptu
video, and provided training to district/contractor persorurel. A formal research project
began in 1988, and the use of the equipment has grown over time due to such a well
coordinated implementation effort.

Other agencies have learned about this success from the research unit's annual
report, newsletters, research reports, presentations, training courses, and video.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of involvemerrt of potential

users/decision makers in the proiect review com¡nittee from inception of the project,
partnership/cooperation between researchers and tech transfer/training staff in
developing impleurentation package, hands-on users workshop, ability of researdrers,
support of the DOT administration. Having the "right personalities-pro-active people"
to encourage implernentation is critical.

Recommendations:

To Usens:
Project selection based on implernentation potential, involvement of potential

users in project review committees, a strong marketing approach using multiple
strategies-simple issuance of a technical report will not do the job.

To Researchers:
The agency is gearing up to rely heavily onvideo productionby internal staff to

inform/persuade decision makers through "video executive su.umaries".

To Poligmakers:
Allocate a position to focus exclusively on implementation. The agency's

implementation engineer is involved in project selection, a member of each review
committee, and the facilitator (in conjunction with research personnel) in
implementation for all projects. Select the right people for a project review comrrittee.
Indude people who are technically qualified and also, as important, indude people who
a¡e in a position to be a clrampion and heþ implementation.

State luri.úiction

ClO - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Modified friction course-¿rn asphalt pavement layer designed for structure and

skid resistance.
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Summary Practice Codes: 8, t, !2, t3, 25

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the in¡rovation to solve an existing problem the agenry

had with open-graded friction courses.
The irmovation is considered a success because it now is being used in a routine

nl¿trìner.
Other agencies have learned about this success from when the agency has tried

to infonn otherstates at various regional and national meetings they attend.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because there was a need and the agency

received direction from top management. There was a practical, economical, feasible

solution that required minor adaptation by the paving indwtry. I¡dtial installations
were successful.

Recommendations:

To Users:
There should be a culture for continued improvement and there should be needs

that canbe metby initiated improvements.

To Researchers:
There should be a coming together of the practitioners in the field of

transportation.

To Policymakers:
Most traruportation deparhents have small research staffs. With the exception

of research p"p"rr, it is difficult to maintain a mec¡anism whereby products would be

introduced as part of the routine functioning of the organization.

State lurisdiction

Cll. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
PCC |oint Sealants-The agency evaluated total pavemurt perforrnance as

influenced by joint sealants and found them to not etrhance ¡rerforrrance-so they

passed policy to not use ioint sealants.

Summary Practice Codes: 21, 92, 27' t0

Characteristics:
The new process originated in-house. The agency leamed about this process

f¡om their own insight and experience.
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Reason for Implementation:
Ttre agency decided on the innovation because it was based on years of researctr

with proper control sections. The agency proved PCC joint sealants were not cost-
effective, so they implemented a no-seal policy.

The in¡tovation is considered a success because of extensive data tlnt did not
agree with standard engineering practice. The agenry stood alone in this effort. The
paving industry supported the agency-very easy implementation. Other states are
now considering it.

Other agencies have learned about this success from Transportation Research
Board (TRB), AASI:IIO, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), departnrent reports,
and indusby comrnents.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of: (1) Chatlenging the accepted.

(2) Establishing a research program with proper control sections. (3) Evaluation of
parameters important to customer. (4) Proper frequency of monitoring and analysis.
(5) Timely reporting of results.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Have valid researchdo it right. Have proper control sections. Monitor

universities-they get off on tangents and don't see the big picture.

To Researchers:
Too much research is pureþ academic. Resea¡chers "get off' on procedures that

are not good, practical results. Don't accept the work of others without validation.

To Poliqrmakers:
"If you build it, they will come" (i.e., if you do good research, people will accept

it and implement it). Acceptance has to be by the practitioners, not top-management
hype!

State lurisdiction

c.72 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Micro-silica based concrete for bridges-high durability concrete.

Summary Practice Codes: 3, 8, 2, 9, 26, 4

Characteristics:
The new Process originated in a consortium of organizations. The agency

leamed about this process through informal interaction with others.
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Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovation to get a longer deck life,life-cyde costs.
The irmovation is considered a success because there were many involved,

which caused people to buy in. There was real in-house testing done, rather than just
bryrog a resea¡ch reporl The new product is not truly generic.

Other agencies have leamed about this success from state contacb, Federal
Highway Administration (FFIWA), and word-of-mouth.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of a group of people who wanted

better decks inbridges, and willingness to revise control (power) so ttrat people can
decide based on need.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Give it a good technical review. Products by suppliers need validation If

research papers, read the whole thing, not just the conclusion.

To Researchers:
Get users involved. University researchers need to do resea¡ch because it is

needed, not because they need tenure. Don't act like you lnow when you do not. To
question is not stupid.

To Policymakers:
Qr¡it trying to push i¡urovation just to fill a quota. If management isn't getting

new products implemented, check out your staff or qualifications of them, but skip the
"I need new products implernented". Generally, people who like their jobs will produce
because they feel that it is best for all, not because of some quota.

State lurisdiction

C13 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Crr¡:nb Rubber Asphalt-Wet Process.

Summary Practice Codes: 6, 1:O, 9, 12, 20

Characteristics:
Included design, transportation, and laydown of binder and wearing course.

Mix appearance is excellent. Workability difficult. The new process originated in
private industry. The agency learned about this process from conferences, workshops,
etc.
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Reason for Implementation:
The agenry decided to implement the process because of regulatory

requirements and research.
The irurovation is considered successful because at least in the short terrn (less

than one year) the product appears to be performing satisfactorily.
Other agmcies have not learned about this success because the agency has

discussed with other departnrent district persormel, but not with other agencies.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of: (1) Dissemination of

lcrowledge to field persorurel. (2) Active researchparticipation. (3) Utilizing successful
design techniques of the past. (a) Coordinationbetween supplier, contractor, and
agency prior to starting work. (5) Maintaining proven quatity assurance techniques and
processes during production. (6) Agenry and contractor personnel acting together to
"make it work".

Recommendations:

To Users:
Always integrate tried and true techniques and processes into the

implementation. Make comparisons to "líke" constructionpractices and use experiences
and com-rnon sense.

To Researchers:
Be su¡e and indude the piffalls and problems whidr c¿m occur. Do not "sugar

coat" bad experiences as marginal. This onlymakes users skeptical. Nothing usually
works perfectly every time.

To Policymakers:
See above recomrnendations to researche¡s. Quite often when new products are

presented by industry representatives ("snake oil salesmen") or research facilities (with
further grant money deter¡nined by the amount of research implemented) the possible
problems that may occur are not fully discussed.

State Jurisdiction

C14. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Non-clrlorinated solvent extraction of Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA).

Summary Practice Codes: 8,16,20,l,261 38,33

Characteristics:
The process originated in-house. The agency learned about this process through

informal interaction with others.
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Reason for Implementation:
Tlre agency decided to implement the process to eliminate chlorinated solvents

(hazardous) from field and district labs.
The irurovation is regarded a success because it was new, not "off shelf'

technology. It addressed a particular problenr, involved the cooperation of many
groups, and is stillbeing used today.

Other agencies have learned about this success from the AASHTO
Subcommittee on Materials, and the Anerican Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) Committee D-4.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implenrentation effort really worked because of a real need, and because of

the in-house capability and attitude in development. Also factors were the cooperation
of suppliers and users (agency and contractors), assistance of managernent in
interacting with legal/envirorunental issues, shaking the bugs out in five district labs

before the field implementation, and a comprehensive implementation package

including training video, equipment list, and environ¡nental package.

Recommendations::

To Users:
Need in-house technicål staff. Focus on solving problems. Money and space are

needed. Com¡nunication both ways. Stick your neck out.

To Researchens:
Need to work in the real world. Focus on problems and solutions. Work with

the user (agency, contractors, and suppliers). Focus onimplementationinthe solution.

To Policymakers:
Need adequate technicål in-house staff and a commihent of equipment and

space to supportthem.

Støte lurisdictian

C15 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Use of ground ti¡e rubber into a binder for hot mix consbrrction.

Summary Practice Codes: 26, 5, 12, 6' 38, l0

Reason for Implementation:
The agmcy decided on the i¡urovation because of state/federal legislation.
The innovation is corsidered a success because it identified a need, a definable

process of evaluation and development, a process of implerrrentation, and it is working.
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Other agencies have leamed about this success f¡om technical literature, national
workshops, and word of mouth.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because lab and field evaluations indicated

a workable technolory, implernentation was driven by legislation, use of showcase
proiects for technology transfer, and specificatiors and procedures assured consistent
expected results.

Recommendations::

To Users:
Good in-house technical staff. Cultivate an attitude for i¡movation. Showcase

the technology. Comrnunication with users of the technology.

To Researchers:
Need to have specifications/procedures dweloped to assure the same consistent

expected result or product.

To Policymakers:
(1) Good tedrnical staff. (2) Put in writing (specifications and procedures). (3)

Communicationwith users. (4) Showcase technology. (5) Comntitnrent to use (bid) the
technolory.

State lurisdbtion

C16 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Use of loaded wheel teste¡ as a specification test.

Summary Practice Codes: grgtr3grg

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irurovation to solve a problern with proof testing

mixes to get a more rut resistant pavement.
The irurovation is considered a success because it has helped the agency to

almost eliminate the use of pavements that rut prematureþ.
Other agencies have learned about this succesq becawe this research has

received international as well as national attention. Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA)has helped in this effort.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effortreallyworked because of involvement of users from

the begfuming of the study, even during development of the proposal.
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Recommendations:

To Users:
Be proactive in marketing your researdr.

To Researchers:
Involve users up front. For significant products organize user-grouPs.

To Policymakers:
Make sure that the process or product is validated before attempting to

implement it. Use of field testing for validation, where possible.

State lurisdiction

CL7. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Use of cement-treated, open graded drainage bases.

Summary Practice Codes: t, 26, 5, 23, 13, 32

Characteristics:
The new product originated in-house. The agency learned about thisproduct

from research reports and journals, and through informal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovation to provide positive drainage capability

and improve pavemant performance.
The int ovation is considered successful because it has progressed from a

proposed idea to a usable design option. The departnrent is curently considering
policy onur¡age.

Other ãgencies have leamed about this success from research reports that have

been published and distributed, from magazine artides, presmtations to professional

groups, and the publication of a paper in Transportation Resea¡ch Board (TRB).

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
fhe implementation effort succeeded because of: (L) Full support from top

management.-(2)IÂb tests prior to field constnrction. (3) ExPert on+ite to fa¡ 99t5

"onstt 
rction problems. (a) heúbility of specifications to change when needed. (5) Post-

constmction data collection and analysis to evaluate perforrtance. (6) Excellent report
writing for dissemination of results.
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Recommendations:

To Users:
(1) Conduct a thorough literature search to detenrrine past practice, if any. (2) If

possible, test producb or processes in the lab. (3) Write a good specification for
construction /installation.

To Researchers:
Prove the usefuüress/need. Try to relate the new product/process to improved

perfonnance or reduced cost. Be practical. Remember who is your audience.

To Policymakers:
There is substantial inertia in state highway agencies against change of any kind.

Most irnovation happens in an insemental fashion.

State lurisdictian

C1.8. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Adoption of a transition device between concrete safety shaped median barrier

and temporary concrete barriers at work zones that removed blunt end exposures.

Summary Practice Codes: 811:0,1,9

Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded on the innovation for improved safety, reduced liability,

reduced maintenance exposure and cost.
The innovation was considered a success because this device, deveþed from an

ernployee suggestiorç was accepted and supported at each step of ttre process.
Other agencies will leam about this success when it is published in the L995

book of Standard Plans.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because a workable suggestion was

presented by a resident engineer with hands-on experience with the problem. A
solution to a real problem, not a solution looking for a problem!

Recommendations:

To Users:
Organize a multidisciplined 'New Products Com¡rrittees" that can jointly

recomrnend an action to a single designated senior ûutmger.
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State lurisiliction

C19. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Low profile concrete ba¡rier for construction sites (portable) and guard rail

extruder device (GET).

Summary Practice Codes: 14, 6, 3, 5, 2

Characteristics:
The new process originated at a university. The agency learned about this

process from conferences, workshops, etc., and from video and specs.

Reason for Implementation:
Tlre agency decided on the irurovation to solve problems, meet regulatory

requiremmþ and to replace the old product with better ones.
The ir'¡novation is considered a succ€ss because it was thoroughly evaluated,

crash teste{ demonstrated and selected sites, videotaped, and then specified.
It is unknown whether other agencies have learned about this success.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because the low-profile barier was a

bottom-up approachwhere the district had a vision and initiated the researdr and
development with support from the deparhent's regional office. GET was in resporrse

to federal mandate, butthe regionhad a championwhoworked doselywithusers in
districts during field tests and implementation.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Get intended users involved with identifying problems. Allow researche¡s to

take risks to try something new. Don't expect too much at the first initial field test-but
do expect to leamfromit andimTooe

To Researchers:
Get users involved. Test at a variety of sites and conditions. Expect feedback

from users and listen to their advice to improve the product!
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State Jurisdiction

CzO. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Retrofit of dowel bars for the conection of faulting in plain jointed cement

concrete pavement.

Summary Practice Codes: 3, 10, 5, 35, 4, 12

Characteristics:
The dowel bars re-establish the load transfer betrn¡een the faulted slabs.

Diamond grinding was used to reestablish a smooth longitudinal profile after
installation of the dowel ba¡s.

Reason for Implementation:
The agenry decided on the innovation because the dowel bar retrofit was chosen

to solve the problem of an increasingly rough ride on the faulted pavement sections. It
was also chosen because it was cost effective versus the other most viable option of a
thick Asphalt Concrete Pavement (ACP) overlay.

The irurovation is considered a success because it solved a particular problem at
a cost which was below the next viable option and it appears to be yielding superior
performance.

Other agencies have learned about this success from the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and the deparbrrent, which sponsored an open house for other
agencies; a Transportation Research Board GRB) paper was presented; presentations
were made to various state and local groups.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implenrentation effort succeeded because of: (1) A champion of the process

was located in the region where the problem existed. (2) A complete understanding of
the processes that were involved in producing the problem. (3) A complete
understanding of the possible solutions to the problem. (a) A pilot installation on a
small scale whidr proved the viability of the methodolory. (5) A wi[ingness to take a
risk.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Stay abreast of what is ct¡¡rent. Be involved in the technical issues of the day.

Pick the products or processes which appear to stand the best chance of success and
that fit a particular need in your state or agency.

To Researchers:
Make the product you product fit the needs of your dient. The only way to

ensure this is to be involved with the dient during the errtire course of the research
activity.
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To Policymakers:
The single largest factor for successful implementation or use of i¡urovative

products or procedures is to lnow what is going on in a particular area of interest. To
ão this successfully, staffmust attend conferences such as Transportation Research

Board (TRB), be involved with national committees, and network with the professionals
in that area. Depending on written literature or the daims of salesmen is not as likeþ to
succeed.

Støte lurisdiction

C21- DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Bulb Tee Beam: Used sir,ce 1986 in mâny new bridges. Double Tee Bridge

System: Used since 1.988 inmanynewbridges. Voided Slab Bridge System: Developed
and tested in 1989 and used in the field in 1991.

Summary Practice Codes: 1:6, 21, t, 20, 3

Characteristics:
The processes originated in an in-house research lab. The agmcy leamed about

these processes from conferences, workshops, etc., through informal interaction with
others, fromresearchreports and journals, and fromresearch and development.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided to implement the processes to improve old products'

performance, to reduce costs, and to provide more alternatives to designers. 
_

The processes are regarded as successes because the interaction with designers

and trade piofessionals in the development of new producb insures that the product is
practical and cost effective.- 

Other agencies have learned about this success from research reports, journals,

and presentations in national corúerences.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort really worked because the availability of credible

technical groups in-house and a pro-irurovation approachby the senior management
are the first steps to initiate any research project. Once the project starts, collaboration
between contracto¡s, consultants, and researchers is very important to insure a

successful final product. If the user believes in the product he/she will utilize it.
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Recommendations:

To Users:
Develop a list of real needs. Make every effort to find out all

information/research available on any subjectbefore proceeding. If there is a real need,
implementation is easy.

To Researchers:
Interaction with consultants, contractors, and practicing engineers will improve

the final product.

State lurisdictíon

C?2- DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
CAL/APT Program, blend of research þasic and applied) with product testing.

Summary Practice Codes: !0, 3, 6, 4, t5, 33

Characteristics:
Accelerated Pavement Testing (APT): combines fuIl-scale testing and lab testing

existing databases to give fast predictions of pavenrent perfornrance; customer-based,
product-oriented; pushing technical and organizational improvements. This new
process originated in-house (concept originated in-house; designated roles for in-house,
academiÐ and industry). The agency learned about this process and developed it in-
house.

Reason for Implementation:
The organization decided on the innovation to solve an existing problem, to

meet regulatory requirerrrents, and to prevent future problems, but especially for
improvemmts in safety to the public (less pavement maintenance and rehabilitation),
high benefit/cost ratio, mvirorurrental benefits and high-profile (nationally and
internationally) so could leverage funds and gain new parErens.

The implementation is regarded as a success because the program does what it
says it can do, it pushes technical anil organizationalenvelopes, and feedback from
customers and stakeholders confirms its success.

Other agencies have learned about this success from proactive advertising by
proponents and partner+ as well as by word-of-mouth from customers and
stakeholders.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeede{like any researdr project and problem-

solving because of identifying problems, doing your homework about 'better
mousetraps", asking "dumb questions", seeking solutions thatworkbut may not be
"sexy" new technolory (the best technology is the appropriate technology), striving for
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simplicity yet potentially elegant solutions, recognize human resource effects on

tec¡nolory at á face theur head-ory establish credibility and break your back to keep it,
be ready-lã work at any level (clerk up through senior management) to succeed, be

flexible, always ask "what can go wrong"r learn things outside your expertise (e.g,

accounting, budgets, policies), beliæe in your goal ...

Recommendations:

To Users:
Be realistic: structures, policies, and memos will not compensate for not having

the right people-in rnanagement and in the trenches.

To Researchers:
Pull in customers early, keep them involved and make the product/process

th.eirs. This takes guts and a robust, but flexible, constitutional process (in the agency)

so the program survives even if some people leave or other changes huPP"t.

To Policymakers:
In the agency, addressing problematic issues wiTlitnpræe implementation. The

question asks how io "maximize-',which the sunreyed agency employee related to

dptinizing. For some agencies, fixing the problematic issues will optimize for a while'
Fio*e.ro, tt is may be an i¡relevant or unreasonable question for any meaningful time

period.. Improvernent is ephemeral because of dynamic conditions. The suweyed
ãgut 

"y 
e*ptoye" was.rnsute if processes can optimize implementation in predictable

ways.

State lurisdiction

C23. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
SHRPmix design.

Summary Practice Codes: 8,9,412,11

Characteristics:
The user (pavement designer) and researcher in the department initiated the

program and activeþ participated in the SHRP research to obtain the final form, then

L"Ït. The product óriginated from the Strategic Highway Research Progrln (SHRP).

Ttrc agencyìearned abõut this product from SHRP, research reports, joumals, and from

professional/trade associations.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irmovation in hopes to produce a cost'effective

asphalt pavement with a low lifecycle cost.
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The innovation is considered successful because the product has the highest
impact to the cu:rent state of practice and can yield the most inveshent retum for the
departnrent.

Other agencies have leamed about this success from regular conferences-ASTM,
AASI{TO and FHWA sponsoring program. Unfortunateþ the SHRP mix design is still
r¡nder debate regarding its validity. The deparhent currently conducts several
validation tests on it.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded for the following reasons: (1) Clearly

specified need. (2) Continue involvernent of supplier, researcher, and user in working
to satisfy the need. (3) The proposed solution (product) can generate a return way ovel
the investnrent in the initial price and implerrrentation costs. (4) Good comrnunication
and training program. (5) Ownership.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Form a review committee which has all parties involved and use the process

described in the attached arurual report-it works.

To Researchers:
Focus on the need and the investnrent retum of evaluating/implementing a new

product. Money is a finite resource; use it wisely.

To Policymakens:
(1) Meet the "real" needs. (2) All inveshents in R/O evaluation and

implementation must be recaptured by using the new product.

State lurisdiction

C24- DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
High durability concrete has been specified for concrete in severely aggressive

envirolunent of sea water.

9umnrary Practice Codes: 8, 4,1:2, t6, t, !5, g 7l

Characteristics:
Use of Pazzalens & Iæw water/content ratio in concrete has been expanded.

The process originated at a university and in-house. The agency learned about the
process through informal interaction with others, and from conferences, workshops, etc.
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Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded to implement the process because ePoxy coated steel @CS)

created more problems than benefits. A conosion resistance system had to be

developed to replace the ECS. Focus was placed on improving the durability of
concrete.

This process is considered a success because implementing high performance

concrete could expand the design life of bridges to 75 years or more, resulting in
reduced maintenance costs and prolonged service life of bridges and other marine

structures.
Other agencies have learned about this success through personal contacts,

exchange of infonnation at Transportation Research Board C[RB), A¡nerican Concrete

hstitutè and regional meeting of Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and

deparhent quality workshops.

Key Implementation Steps/Seategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because: (1.) There was a need to improve

quality and durability. (2) Benefits were dear in terrrs of cost savings and long term
performance. (3) Expertise in-house was available. (a) Upper managorrent supported
the effort. (5) Facilities were available. (6) Funds were provided. (7) Comrnitnrent to
implementby making spec. changes and provide training to Deparhmt of
Transportation personnel and industy.

Reconimendations:

To Users:
Willing to make changes and try new approach to solve old problems.

Strengthen in-house capabilities to do research and development.

To Researchers:
Provide practical, simple to use and implementable solutiors or processes to

solve problems or improve cturent system.

To Policymakers:
(1) Remember, if you do not try newproc€sses or products, you will never

¡salizs potential benefits. (2) You probably have excellent in-house talents for researdr;

Find thãm and give them the opportunity. (3) Support and implement new products.

Benefits may be tremendous.

Støte lurisdiction

C25 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Previous to the agency's present wall systems they were needing Federal

Highway Administratioñ (FHWÁ) approval for sole source. The agency now provides
(*ith approval to all bidders) the wall designs that they will accept up front.
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Summary Practice Codes: 8r99,tOr4

Characteristics:
The new process originated in-house. The agency learned about this process

from conferences, workshops, etc.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovation to provide for altemate bidding thus

reducing costs.
The irmovation is considered a success because the agency was able to get

industry and Department of Transportation to agree on a process.
The sunreyed agency employee did not know whether other agencies have

learned about this success.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because Deparhent of Transportation

needed to develop an innovative way to alternately bid various wall dsr¡gns. The
agency's staff, along with industry, set down certain design parameters and worked out
the detafü. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) was involved and endorsed the
Process.

Recommendations:

To Users:
In the trarrsportation industry leaders and engineers are irùrcrently conservative.

This is based upon the fact that everyone remembers the failu¡es and not the successes.
Therefore we need to proceed slowly and not with reckless abandon.

To Researchers:
Our Departnrent of Transportation is just completing a researdr project on this

veryitem.

To Policymakers:
To proceed cautiousþ for reasons given above. But do not be afraid to start

small and then work bigger. Need sound evaluations and procedures
before going to upper management. After the initial infonrration keep the process
moving by providing updates and plans for going ahead.

Støte lurisdiction

C26. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
The state's development of rut-resistant asphalt paverrrent and QC/QA

specifications is an example of a new product and a new process.
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Summary Practice Codes: g, tO, t5, L, 35

Characteristics:
The new process originated in a consortirun of organizations. The agency

learned about this process from conferences, workshops, etc., from vendors,
consultants, contractors, from professional/trade associations, and through researdr
reports and journals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovation to solve an existing problem of pavement

rutting.
The innovationis considered a successbecause a multitt¡de of people from the

state and private sector collaborated to aclier¡e success.

Other agencies have learned about this success from word-of-mouth and artides
written on the subject.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of: managerrrent/contractor

desire to improve (continuously championed),lnowledgeable people willing to apply
energy and sustain effort, careful fact or data gathering private erperts consulted,
willingness to succeed by trial and eror (i.e., make some mistakes), continually
improve products, systematically evaluate the serr¡iceability of the product for
improvenrent, improve product/process based on evaluation, and willingness to fund
continued improvement.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Management must firrrly support, f*diog must be available, follow good

problern solving process, show acceptable results in as short a period as possible.

To Researchers:
Researchers must stay in dose contact with users. Resea¡chers must have

practical knowledge as well as be professional resea¡ctters. Users mustbe made aware

óf new producb or processes to be able to find a practical use. Someone of authority
must make the decision to implement.

To Policymakers:
There must be a forrnal and acceptable process in the orgarrization for

establishingneed, evaluating, fundi.A implementing and directing thewe of new
products and processes, or it will not happen.
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State lurisdiction

c,27 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Microsurfacing with thin overlays (such as RALUMAC).

Summary Practice Codes: 14, ?3,9, 5, 42

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovation to restore road profile (rut filting) and

skid resistance, thereby extending the useful life of the pavement.
The innovation is considered a success because the product met a need of the

deparbnent, was evaluated for an appropriate time perid, and then was implemented
for appropriate applications.

Other agencies have leamed about this success from a report of the product
evaluation which was published and distributed within the state to appropriate
agencies and'made available nationwide through Federal Highway Administration
çrrrwA).

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of: (1) A good plan of study

initially. (2) Ûrvolvement of ex¡rerts and users. (3) Sufficient field sites to evaluate
perfornance. (4) An adequate performance evaluation period. (5) Report and
information dissernination.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Thorough effort in preparing an evaluation plan. Careful selection of field sites

with appropriate control sections.

To Researchers:
Think about "sellint" the product from the begiming and collect information

and slides/photos with presentations in mind.

State lurisdiction

C28 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
PROSCANI: Automated system for analyzing profilograph traces to detenrrine

the "trumess" of a newly constructed highway pavement surface.

Summary Practice Codes: 8, 12, 9, 5, t, ts
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Characteristics:
The process originated from a consortit¡¡n of organizations. The Process was

developed through a cooperative research and development Program operated by a

consortium of departnrent representatives and state universities.

Reason for Implementation:
To solve an existing problem. PROSCAÀI is faster and provides more consistent

and accurate results for analyzing profilograph traces.

The process is considered a successful example because it is a time and labor

saving ptocãss for which there already exists a need and for whidr the need is growing.
pROSCANI eliminates a laborious, time consuming manual Process and provides
reliable measurements of the pavement surface's "traneness". It measures the quality of
the constmctor's pavernent product and can be used as the basis for rewarding or
penatizing the constructor through the adjushent of the-contract unit prices.- 

OUter agencies have learned about this success when a presentation of the

research report was induded in the progtam, of a recently held 1995 Transportation

Research Board C[RB) Conference, distribution of the resea¡ch report was made

nationwide, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) prepared and made

nationwide distribution of a promotional/advertisement package. The package was

distributed to other Departnrerrts of Transportatiorç researdr organizatiors, and
constn¡ction/materials indusÇ agencies.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:- 
fnu implementation effort succeeded because: (1) The irutovative process and

matcned the users'needs. It provided more accurate/consistent results and

gl;"ity reduced the time needed to detennine pavenrent "trueness". The time ele¡nent

þroviåes a significant cost saving for the constructor who must keep personnel and

equipment Ued up until the Engineer completes his analysis and perrnits the

constructor to vacate the corstruction site. (2) User/researcher interactionplus user

participation during vital stages of the research development. (3) The research

äevelopmentwould nothavebeenpossible without a strong commiturentby senior

m"t agèts who provided approval and ft¡odi^g support., (4) Field trials and

demoistrationsclearly stroweA the advantages to be realized through use of the new

Process.

Recommendations:

To Users:
The sunreyed agency employee has been more successful when he/she has

included the following in tlie imþhmentation process: Defined user needs through

solicitation of users for Urei. pro6lems, asked users to become involved during the 
-

study/development stages sõ as to make the problem solution user friendly, provided
infor¡nation fór executive staff to solicit their support in the implementation Process,
and used a marketing plan which included demonstrations, presentation, and

product/process inforrnation bulletirrs.
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To Researchers:
The product/process must be user friendly. The research should solicit user

involvement in all stages of the research work.

Støte lurisdiction

C29. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
hlled shaft foundations.

Summary Practice Codes: 10, 17, 25, 2

Characteristics:
Used to replace cofferdams for bridge pier foundations (old technolory, but new

organization). The new process originated in-house, in private indusbry, and in a
consortium of organizations. The agency learned about this process from conferences,
workshops, etc., from vendors, consultants, contractors, from professional /aade
associations, through informal interaction with others, and from research reports and
joumals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovation for faster, more economical construction

(and eliminated cofferdam-related claims).
The innovation is considered a success because in 4 years of use, only one

cofferdam design has been used.
Other agencies have learned about this success from talks given at the Southem

Transportation Geotechnical Engineers Conference.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because a good specification was written.

Designers were the inspectors. A good contractor did the work with no claims.

I-ocal luriúiction

C3O - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Placing polymer modified slurry seal on major arterial streets.

Summary Practice Codes: 20, 21, t3, t2
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Characteristics:
The new process originated in a research lab and in private industry. The

agency learned about this process from conferences, workshops, etc., from vendors,
consultants, contractors, and through informal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the in¡rovationbecause of rapid more

flexibility in routing through traffic. Superior perfonnance-extended paverrrent life.
The innovation is considered a success because it has advantages at the "front

end" (easily constructed) and at the "tail end" (extended life).
There has been minimal contact whereby other agencies may have learned about

this success.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because it was an effective joint venture of

city staff willing to i¡novate. The association was willing to develop the product-the
contractor was willing to develop the best application s at certain financial
risk.

Recommendations:

To Usens:
Networking/pilot applications. Organtzation must encor¡rage innovation/risk-

taking.

To Researchers:
Network/direct contact (i.e., do not involve futu¡e distributors, "middle men").

Local lurisdiction

C31. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
GeoGrid to reduce required base thicl¡ress in reconstmdion of flexible

pavement.

Summary Practice Codes: 92, !6, 4, 10, 21, 35

Characteristics:
The surveyed agency employee did not know where the new process originated.

The agency learned about this process from conferences, workshops, etc., and from
vendors, consultants, and contractors.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded on the innovation to reduce reconstruction cost but provide

the same proiect perfonnance.
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The innovation is considered a success because it provided a total project cost
less than conventional methods whidr perforrred at a level higher than that adrieved by
conventional methods

Other agencies have learned about this success from advertisements in national
publicatioru-"Better Roads and Bridges".

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implenrentation effort succeeded because of good research by staff., a

willingness of the state to educate the consultant, an organizational attitude of
innovation, and a willingness to accept some risk of failure in order to achieve.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Scan the literature. Hire smart people with good skills.

To Researchers:
Get information out through many channels. Stress examples.

To Policymakers:
Look at non-traditional user groups (fleets, taxpayers, etc.). Encourage risk-

taking by staff. Don't kill staff for failu¡e.

Local luriúiction

C32- DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Rubberized Asphalt.

Summary Practice Codes: 6,L4, 5, 4rt2

Characteristics:
While anticipating federal requirement, itwas specified as an alternative. Cost

was less overall, ride quality and su¡face have been much better than standa¡d. The
ne\ ¡ Process originated in a research lab. The agency learned about this process from
conferences, workshops, etc., from professional/trade associations, and through
research reports and journals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovationbecause of federal mandate, past

experience with the product by some stafl and competitive bidding of products.
The innovation is considered a success because of lower overall cost, higher

perfonnance in service, and it cause contractors to re-think old methods and really
consider bids.
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Other agmcies have learned about ttris success from when their staff has been
questioned by other agencies and/or requested specifications.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because the mandate onimpleurentation

gave dear direction. Although it was not yet effective, tlre agency "tested" the waters
before necessary. With delay in federal mandate, the agency has not used it again
because of resistance by locat contractors to become proficient in this material.

Recommendations:

To Researchers:
Work on contractors to learn a new proc€sÐ and offer it at a cost advantage to

users.

To Policymakers:
More of what works-less of what does not. Fewer mandates-more incentives.

Local luridiction

C33 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
In the a¡ea of asphaltic materials-the use of modified asphalts to address

particular pavement problems, i.e., the use of a stress absorbing membrane interlayer to
control reflective cracking in paveurents.

Summary Practice Codes: 20, 3, TL, 93, I

Characterístics:
Itrc new proc€ss originated in private industry. The agency learned about this

proc€ss through informal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agerrcy decided ontheinnovation to solve an existingprobleur and to

recyde materials to enhance or help the envi¡on¡nenl
The irurovation is considered a succ€ss because it successfully addressed the

problemwhich the agency was trying to address- 
Other agencies have learned about this sucress from wordof-mouth and

advertising by the supplier who developed the Proc€ss.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort sucrceeded because of the abilityof the govemmmt

agency and private supplier to work to develop a new idea. Effort of persorurel to go
beyond the normal level of effort to ensure that the proiect was a success. Push the
bounds of what was the ct¡¡rent practice to try something new and innovative.
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Recommendations:

To Userc:
Go beyond the normal bounds to push irurovative ideas, be flexible in methods.

To Researchers:
Put infor¡rtation out as soon as it's available; don't delay or it might be out of

date.

To Poligrurakers:
Make information available and back it up with hard facts to show thatthe

product or idea will work or will be beneficial.

Local luridiction

c,34- DESCRIPTION

Summary Practice Codes: t2, 2, 4, 7, 20

Product or Process:
Adopted the state DOT's new mix designs and specs. for asphaltpavernent

perforrnance vs. method spec. Did rnore testing of proiects.

Characteristics:
The nerv process originated in a coruortiun of organizations. The agency

learned about this process from conferences, workshops, etc.

Reason for Implementation:
The agancy decided on the irurovation to solve probleurs (rutting),prevent

problems (longer paveurerrt life), and shift responsibility to a party who can make the
change (contractor).

Iheirurovationis conside¡ed a succ€ss because itwas readily accepted by
contractors. It seems to be perforrring as promised.

Otlrer agencies have learned about this sucrcess from when the agency has
"talked, it up" with underlying government r¡nits; ttref¡ also come to the agency for
advice.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because the pavement perfonned as

Promisd. There was an excellent tean assembled to sttrdy the issue and develop a
solution. The solution (3 separate mix desigrrs) was do-able, reasonable, and affordable.
Theindustryhadastakeandgaveinputintotheproblem- Govemmentlistenedtoand
accepted input of contractors.
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Recommendations:

To Users:
Use a team concept to develop new ideas.

C35 - OBSERVATION

Product or Process:
Asphaltic and Bittrminous Materials: The implementation effort succeeded

because of a good track record in other a¡eas/states, good technical advice and

knowledge, simple, easy-to-follow directions, support from upper management, an

available f,rrditg source, and well-trained workers /imPlementors.

C36. OBSERVATION

Recom¡reñdations To Polignrakers:
Eight out of 10 products in the consumer market fail (the new Coke at $325

million is the modernday Fdsel). These producü fail because they do not bring added

value to the systsn, not because of organizatiorral inertia. The highway industry isno
different. Iæádership needs to make a paradigm shift away from the assumption of
organizational inerËã and into the development and deployment oleffgctive |crTTI8
ryle-" or teclrniques which identify selected products/Proctsses for focused, added

o"lneimplementation. Thisprovidesforbetterresou¡ceutilizationandsignificantly
higher target hits. Otherwise you miss 8 times out of every 10 slrob!

C37. OBSERVATION

Product or Process:
Use of opengraded drairnge layer under [city] cenrent concrete pavemerrt The

implementation effo* really worked because it minimized impaC-on þow tle
coñtt""totr r zere doiog things, e\¡eryone the beneÊts to be derived, the impact

of increased cootwas kept tõ a minimr¡nr, the industrywas well-aware of the changes

prior to implerrrentation, and the industry was involved with early demonstration

projects.

C3S- OBSERVATION

Product or Process:
Unspecified asphalt application: The implementation effort succeeded because

of good specifications,-cooperãtion from Fede¡al Highway Administration (FHWA)

uppticatiõos, good comnrunicationwithHot Mix Asphaltindustries, an in-house

éñãmpioo and a desire by 
"ll 

involved to make it work.
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C39. OBSERVATION

P¡oduct or Process:
Unspecified irnovation.

Recommendations To Users:
Have a manufacturer's representative present during initial trials and have

someone lcrowledgeable from the organization there to obserr¡e and ask questions.

C O. OBSERVATION

Product or Process:
Openiraded sub-base: Open-graded subåase placed r¡nder concrete pavement

to provide positive sub-base drainage to reduce problems caused by pumping. The
impleurerrtation effort succeeded because two small test sectionswere implemented
withlimited success, butthey dearly showed what¡reeded tobe modified to allow the
suÞbase tobe sucrcessfully constn¡cted on future work.

C41- OBSERVATION

Recomrnendations To Researchene:
A published list of users to cliscuss technical issues. Practical experience

exchanges are needed for implementation.

C42 - OBSERVATION

Product or Process:
Partnering with otlærs--contracting industry, other agencies and internal groups

within departnent: The agency decided on the irurovation to reduce conflicts in
corutn¡ction administration and to reduce legal issues. The proc€ss is regarded as a
succ€ss because it hâs changed the attihrde from one of conflict to one of cooperation.
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DESIGN (D): OVERVIEW

Innovations are being implemented in the design process for a number of reasons.

Recent federal mandates goveming paverrtent and bridge desip have made a

significant impact on agencies through requiring review of the bases for design.

Irurovativeproducb and eçripment are non/ readily available and agencies are

developing the expertise to take full advantage of their technological advances (for
example, agencies have better data to support design decisions). Additiomlty,
trarsportation engineers have seen the resulb of in¡rovative desigrrs used in other
countries and a¡e now adapting such designs to their states'needs.

Implemmtation examples werenot as numerous for designas for ser¡eral of the other
topicat areas. However, some very interesting cases are presented in this sectiort.

Suwey participants particularly hightight responses to the federal mandate for
demonstrating pavenrent desig¡, rationale. Additionally, several exarnples

dernorstrating the impleurentation of new bridge component design will be helpful to
other design professionals.

Key straÞgies promoting successes inimplemertingnew producb and processes for
design functions focused on lnowledgeable participarrts. A nttmlrer of the descriptions

stressed ttrcimportance of formingueer groups, ttreneed for technicalexpertise for
implenrenters and users, and partiorlarly the need for expertise to derive the maximum
from the researchers/devetopers. Design exarrples also showed the importance of
resea¡ctrers b€fng a significant part of the initial application of the researdr resr¡Its.

Successes pointed to those researchers who could impart lnowledge to the use in the
user's environ¡nent, addressing spescific user probleurs.

The maüerial inthis sectionis organized similarly to the other th¡ee sectionsinthis
chapter, with highlighted case descriptions in the
descriptioru areãoräopment and adoption of a state's Thid<ness Designlvfanual for
New a¡rd Reconstn¡cted Pavements"; GI$ÉilDRO, a sysæm to support staEwide
hydrologic modelinç and falling weight def,ectomeÞr based overlay design.
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State lurisdidion

Dl - HIGHLIGIIT

Product or Process:
Falling weight deflectometer (FWD) based overþ design.

Summary of Practices:
10 Knowledgeable users
5 Pilotproject
31 Continual marketing to other ag€ncypersorurel (users)
39 Support from FHWA
3 Productchampions
2L Pro-tedrnologyorlture
6 Federal mandate
7 Product ready tobe implernented

Reason for Implementation:
The departnrent was required by the Federal Highway Administration to have

approwed paverrrent design procedury. Cgnsidering these procedures were to be put
T dfu_p were concerned that they did nóthavelumaent confidence in the
figures_theywene to be doctunenting. Ttre nitO data provided substance to give
strength to the gaSment {esign procedr¡res. Additionally, the technolory ni"t ready to
be implemented. The newly formed pavemmt management r¡nit took dü time to
develop the expertise to get the tech¡rology implenrented in the state.

Key Implementation Shategies:
The criticalrnass of pro-FWD use personnel in the paveurent management unit

was essential. Their cgurlimmt to gaining experüse thróugh a ttuee year-research
proiect and their co¡tinual marketing and seling efforts to tlre ûeld prersorurel have
beert instrunental 1-th" implementation procesã. The agency had eïcelent support
from the Federal Highway Adminisrratioñ FHWA) diviãion office.

Chronolory:

- FWD equrpment has been arotnd for ovs twenty ye¿¡rs. Ilre departrrent's
maintenance division purghased a FWD, and it was r¡¡ruged for six years. There was no
one with app:op:iate skills or the indination to s¡rend time gaining the expertise. In
resPonse to the federal mandate for a Pavement Marngement Systãm, thdstate
o18¡{zed a pavement managerrrent r¡nit 14/hen the unit was created the agency hired
additional stafl Particularly persorurel with expertise in new technologicalä""i or with
motivation to try newer technologies.

kt 1989-90 the pavement management unit r¡ndertook the task to gain expertise
on th9 _ryD equipment. .The goup organized a three year research protä which
tested 24 sectioru every three months. fhe personnel áevetoped seasonat/temperature
variation information and observed dranges over time as a rõsdt of pavement 

-clistress-

essentially they did FWD calibrations for conditions in their state. Tñe field experience
helped the pavement management r¡nit lead the state in implementing the FWD.
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In 1990-91 the departrrent produced a written procedure for use of the FWD.

With developing expertise and writænprocedures, uTqe of the FWD increased.

Æ Ë"rõts ôn interstates use data from the FTVD, exce-pt T 1f"î T"..t where

traffic control prevenæ measurements (such as ramps). With less federal funds

available, less-usage is occuning on interstates, but the deparhent is_now Pe¡fonning
more FWD measr¡¡ements on state rouües. They a¡e curently using the FWD for state

route overlay Proiects.
mtoíff.,olr the experience, the Fedenal Highway Administration division office

w¿u¡ very t rpi"ttinu and àcor¡raged the pavement managemerrt r¡nit to stand fi¡rt
withib desigrs.

ïre favement management writ continues to aggressivcly lark* ttre benefits

of the FWDio division and Aftrict engineers. Lessons leamed in the Process were, it is

important to be sensitive to ¡reople's resistance to change, and it is necessary to lay the

groundwork to enable people to change.

Results:
The deparhent institr¡ted the use of FWD as standar_d practice. There are

currerrtly trnro ir\ ID units used and a thfud unit is ordered. The equipment ry 
*d state'

wide. Tire departrrent achieved its goal of developing expentise in a method that

produces retiåule data and is somewhat independent of engineeringiudgment.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Implerrrentation mustbe made a process with a feedback loop. It must also be

rem¡arded. The fact is that implementatiõn makes some proiects run more slowly-there

are always adiushents needed to ttre Process.

To Researchers:
Include a specific tectrnolory trarufer plan in the final neport. Step 1) pilot

proiect (size, test sites, etc.), inchd-õ monitoring Sæp 2) nornal r¡se, review of

problems; SteP 3) Proiect improvemml

To Poligrmakers:
Oepartnrerrt engineers are bonrba¡ded with conflicting information from

suppliepanexampteäf a c¡¡¡rentry-winconflict { Pol¡mer and mllfi-grade asphalt'

ft o" is no mechariism to sort out all the claims and conflicc. Ttre effect of all the

supplier calls is to make the engineer want to "stick to the tried and tnre" rather ttun
usä^irmovative products that may Prove to be valuable to the deparhent'
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State lurisdiction

D2. HIGHLIGHT

Product or Process:
Development and adoption of the state's 'Thiclmess Design Manual for New

and Recorutmcted Pavements."

Summary of Practices:
I ltrong comrnitrrent from senior managerrrent
t4 Clear goals
I Recognized need
4 Economiceffectiveness
t6 Available in-house elpertise
9 Researdrers worked with users throughout the project into implementation18 Field persormel input to final manual
2l Pro-i¡urovationcrrltu¡e

Characteristics:
The ma¡rual sets the standard for agency-wide design of neru and reconstructed

pavements. The ma¡rual is based on the 
"esults 

of recent rÃearch, incorporates use of
new equipment and technologies, and provides a rational basis for coruistentpaveûrmt
design.

Reason for Implementation:

l{any dranges have ocorrred in the area of paveurmt designin the past decade.
The designs used in the state were decades-as -ariy as 80 yearså¿. n o was no
9ne IeTSt¡Tt g in the departrrent who was sufficiently faÍìíliil with the ûectr¡rical basis
for thedesigru. In geræral, the designs were based on errpirical methods and did not
properly serve the state's needs. In addítion, the Federal ffigt *"y Administration
ma¡rdated that eadr. state highway agencydevelop a rationaípavánent a"rip.
Corsidering the state has excellentresea¡A capabiüties, therewas appropriite talent to
dorelop new designs.

Key Implementation Strategies:
(1) There wasstrong com¡nitnrent from senior management. A senior mariager

participated in one of the-European paveurerrt tor¡¡r. Aft€r ú"i"g seen the resde óf
desigru used in Europe, the 

TanagerJet_a course for adapting roãh t".trr,oto6"A
irurovation ro_ltly"TTt design. (z) garUer procedures óere recognized as bglng
inadgquate. (3) Ttre mandate ptomoted action (l) ufe-cyäe cost analysiã was
conducted and demonstrated the economic effectivenesi of the íew design fii*"a*"t.(5) The available in-house gxperËse enabled the process to go forward rñ*'Utfy
withoutdelay. (6) Researchers worked with usei organizatons throughout thé research
and implementation. (7) The final manual had detailed review by fieü persorurel, and
incoqporated changes which made the manual significantly easió for ttie¡n to use.
(8) Based on past sucrcesses of implementing 

"eseä"tr, 
the ãgency has a pro-innovation
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culture. The benefits of research a¡rd technolog'y are continually preserrted to agency

*g"opnt, and attitudes about incorporating i¡urovations have changed.

Chrcnology:
nlbgg/t99g the departnrent was asked whether the AASHTO desìgn standards

were useful. In addition tnä feaer¿ Highway Administration questioned ho¡v the state

designed pavemerrts. This timing was close to the effective date on martdated pavemurt

matragement systems. Ttre agency persorurel all thoughtrhgf lqryw-fu bTo.of their

ã"rigñ pt"."a*", bnt foundihat-the"e was no one knowledgeable_ about the (in some

."*íl AO y.* old designs. The questioru snowballed and initiated ttrinking of

J""jopiig new desigñs. Such imove was not easy. There was significant resistance

to -.få"g"tadic¿l cf,ãrgo to the desigru thât had served the deparbrrent for so many

years. Sliortly the¡eafter a serrior manager particip.ated in one of the European

þaverrrent tours. The senior uunager reh¡rned to the state convinced that irurovative

þave6ent desigs were appropriate: The serrior mânager used his authority to give

fugh priority to developing new designs.s ' the'implerrrentåtioir would nõt have proceeded so expeditiously-if there had not

beerr strong ioãrro,* from the serrior malager. fr.1g" desigrrs wouldÏave been

io,pt"rr,*Ëa everrtually, but with a much tougher selling iob to technical staff.
^ Th" departnrentís research grouP was th9 tgrryUcaf enging f":9f9:pment of

the designs. Tt," ability for the 
"o,ã¿ 

õfnce technical staff a¡rd the field offices to work

closely õim Ut" ,"r"."ih* at every step of the process was instnrmental. After

consiáerable consultation with fielá offices, the manual was published by the

organization within the departrrent having resporsibility Íor pavenrqnt 9oigL
The agencyhas made presentations atprofessional meetings, had material

published iniranþortation Ëesearch Board reports, and met with a variety of vendors,

, and cdntractors to promote the ner'r¡ desip manual'

Results:
Despite coruiderable reservations about making dranatic change, the manual

implementåtion was succ€ssful, and it revolutionized pavemerrt design in the state' The

manual has some limitationto its application due to the topic: new a¡rd reco¡stnrcted

p*"r,*tt. The is no* working on an ov-erlay design *-P.d* manual

i"t iqll will have gråto application (the agency is perfor:rring more overlay proiecb

than nern' or recorutn¡ction projects-)
Benefits resulting fromthe io'rr aesiglts are not readily apparent today other thanthe

lcrowledge that; substarrtially túgho quality product t9s þeen ryoaucea' The new

a"rtgor ii gerreral produce tttí.t"i pavbnentsand thr¡s hi€hî initial costs' There is

antiäpated-savingË no longer lasiing paveurai requiring less maintenance' Life-

cycle äoot analysis shows economic advanþg! of the new designs.
' Th" proiect hâs shown the technical ãdvarrtages o-f the research group. Research

people ,r. .ooút,rlog to be asked to provrde assistance forproþlems that may not fit

ät""a"ta assunrpUorü in the ma¡u¡al. This expertise proyides fast ttrrn-a¡or¡nd for

answers to quesäoru a¡rd enhances project technicat qt"lig: In addition,tlre agency is

now develoiit S a group that will 
"ót 

tio,t" the irurovàtions in_pav_eu.rent desigrL- Ihe
Foup *i¡1 i"õ"oiaæ use of the most curent equipment and techniques available.
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Recommendations:

To Users:
User orgarrizations should critically view their processes, products, and services.

They should iderttify and voice their 'heeds" in improving their producæ.

To Researchers:
Work with the users, make theur yotrr clienl Involve them in resea¡ctr and

guarantee training and follow-up serr¡ices.

To Policymakers:
Sometimes the "marketing" approach in introducing irurovatioru tmds to

overstate the tectrnical relifility and usefulness of the new products and processes. In
atteûPting to implernent these products, the many adjusmerrts and imprãveurents
which need to be made cause ttre users to lose faitir. Ér¡rttrer, this makeå product
evaluation very difficult.

State lurisdiction

D3 - HIGHLIGIIT

Product or Process:
GI$IillDRo, a system to support staten¡ide hydrorogic modeling.

Summaqy of Practices:
9 Excellent relationship betr¿veen user and researctrer
25 P¡actical hands-onresea¡cher
3 Productdrampion
I Support of senior managerrrent
10 Knowledgeable user
15 Funding
18 fegulatory body persorurel on project advisory panel
4 Potential for big $ savings

Characteristics:

lenrofgy **"1hydrologic conditíoru in the state for thebridge hydraulics
division- The model applies gcographic information systenrs tools to tne tiyarálogic
analyses perfor:nred. The model also allows the larger pictu¡e view of the state
hydlo-logic conditioru reguired for bridge engineeringþrojects. Dordopers of the
model are continuing to add technical capabiliUes, inAùaingmore sophìsticated tand
use capabilities.

Reason for Implementation:
The state is dominated by hydrologic conditioru, and the departrrent saw a

need to have better tools for analysis of complex situations retating, in particular, to
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bridge engineering. The deparhent also sought enhanced resPonses to environmental

issues governed by regulatory requirements.
-1he deparúneñt dedded oir th" irmovation to save time in anâlfiry hydro,lo,ry,

plus engineerica¡r conduct indepth studies within a limited time frame. The model

ä¡1o*, ä¡rsiderationof more sc€nârios of greater complexity and eliminates by-hand

coÀputations, thus reducing enor potenfral. The model reduces the overall cost

associated with hydrologic studies.

Key Implementation Strategies:- 'it 
" 

effort succeeded-because of the excellent relatiorship be¡ueen the researcher

developing the qretern and the deparherrt engineers. The researcher really urderstood

tf." pracUä t *át of bridge designers a¡rd worked on the P-roglarn until-they were

t-firywith it The researðher wmt the extra mile, went todeparhent offices or field

toätiäts, and in general managed the researdr very well' Serrior

-r""g.o,*tsoliäly supportea the effortand tookpgto*linterestinproltoting the

""""$e 
among tná Uriäþ divisiorçenvironmental desipand hiehlval desiF grouPs.

¡n adåition, the-proiectw:as managed by a veryconscientiousbridgehydraulics
ãgr* 

""a 
peitoi=rea in conceñ with other very knowledgeable users. Fwrding for

the effortwas also available.

Chronology:
Thã departnent began work on this project in 1989-90. It has proven-to be a

valuable tool and worth *itirro"d dertelo'pmerrt. The model dwelopmmteffort has 1

or 2 ongoing projects. Currently, the researcher is adding technical capabilities to

provide more sophisticated land use analyses'' Ihe modä is continuing to be useã to perfonn analyses and provides a better

quality product thanwith older meürods.
ihe init'ral modeling effort has allowed the state to perfornr a:oq l*g" related

research project. Sucress of-ttris large effort is attributable to knowledgeable users

within the däpartnrerrt, hwillg errüron¡nental aæncy persorurel on the P*i""t advisory

p*J-ut* providing oppotrãr,ity for streanlining regulatory approvals, and

äontinued eicelent relationship with the researdrer'

The departnart is now-working with the Federal Highway Administration to

expand the use of the model to other stabs in the region Senior mân€ement

.oi.tit n"t to provide occellmt support for the in¡rovation
Ttre successful imple6errätion of this technology did not happen-by accident'

Tlre key strategies **" ótti""l to the suctess. The deparhent belier¡es the

oì-, pr*o can be replicated in other agencies with the same degree of

succ€ss.

Results:
Direct savings as a result of having used the model have not been calculated'

However, it was t oi"¿ recently that, in 
" 

õt -itliot dollar redesigl Pto¡..t dealing with

swironnental conc€rns, if GIíIÐDROhadbeenused, the cost of thelarge research

pto¡*t "o* 
underway would have been iusfrfied with only this one Proiect. Ttrere is

-g"ä, 
potential for significant savings for the departnrent.
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Recommendations:

To Ueens:

-The 
rmplementation requires adequate f.*¿ir,S and atso willingness of the

resea¡chers to make dranges in the p:oduct thât ulünrãÞly lead to Uettä pÃformarrce.
Have people dedicated to each new-idea-keep on top of tÍre resea¡crrer. öo not let
researdr run away from your objective.

To Researchers:
A successful inrplenrentation takes place if the product meets or at least comes

.ctop tg-mnting the users needs. rhis requires a good'comrnunicationprocess between
bothsides. Input provided by experienced and lãowbdgeable users d; "ly h"þ to
dev_el9p a sucressful product Do not be afraid to get yoti t rt ar di"b, i" tt L 

""¿world. Make a concerted effort to interact with thðusä¡, r¡nderstand tf,"i. ot¿problems. They may not know how to articr¡Iate the¡n in tenns familiar to-your
research comnrunity.

To Poligrmakers:
Face-to-face interactions among users and between users and researclrers is

essential, but pgliticat perceptioru of travel by state enrployees hinders this.
If something is worth-implementing, it is worttr pr-ttirg a top euployee on it-

notitryt anyone who is available. MaI<e sr¡¡ettre p*ot t schãule i" r"åaäuy free to
:P.*q 9" T implenrerrtation and thatthis is a õoruideration for promotiãns for
technicat track errployees.

State lurisiliction

D4. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:

, The Bridge Section of the DOT's Design Division doreloped a newbridge beam
(precastpretensioned concrete Uåearn) tliat-is both aestheüc an¿ economical.

Summary Practice Codes: g,25,g,!,!0,!5,!g, a

Characteristics:

. F" lew Prgces-s originated in-house. The agenry learned about this process
from when it was developed internally.

Reason for Implementation:

. .Tu "9*.y dedded on the irurovation because the agency needed to be building
aes$e!c-bri9g*¿ aesthetic bridges have always cost more;-th" ág"r..y 

"*ã"d "taesthetic bridge that was also ecõnomicat
The irurovation is considered a sucress because teanr effort is exhenrely

important. Any entity that is part of theprocess (e.g., fabricators, forrr,*ort producers)
and others with e¡perience, are nerdtd,from initiafiã.
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Other agencies have learned about this success from presentatioru at technical

meetings aror¡nd the country and publicatiotu.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:- 'it 
" 

implenrentation effo* iucceeded because of support/encouragererrt from

top manageurent, teamwork (with atl staketroldss involved from the start), and a

"cåampioã" of the cause (artd the errployer must allow thatperson time and resources

to make it happen).

Recommendations:

To Users:
Get all affecd parties involved from the start (e.g., resea¡chers, universþ

contracted and also in-ñouse research office staff; constn¡ction engineers,bridge

engineers, contract administrators, a¡rd outside parties such as fabricators).

To Researchens:
Invite Departnrent of Trars¡rortation engineers to seminars onnelÀl

products/prociro. lvlail summary f,yers to Departnent of Transportation technical

exp€fts in that a¡ea. Initiate phone calls.

Støte lurisdiction

D5. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
The departnrent developed and inrplemented a new method for paveurent

overlaydesign

Summary Practice Codes: tO, 9, E

Characteristics:
The new proc€ss originated as a development at a university as a-conhacted

researctr proiect. The agency leamed about this process through informal interaction

withothers.

Reason fot Implementation:
The agerrcy decided on the irurovationtorqilace the o-l{ Proc€ss (Benkelman

Beam) with a-better procedure. It also solved an existing problem.
The irurovatiän is considered a sucress because the procedure has completely

supplanted and greatly improved the previous trnsatisfactory tedrnique.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:" ih" implerærrtatión effort ðucceeded because one of ttre p¡lttOgal researdrers

was also *," oi the main users of the final product Ttris lnowledge allowed the

research to be closety tailored to the practical aspects of the problem- Frequently, there
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is a "r¡toon-shot" mentality among-resea¡chers (and those who contract the research)
whic-h drives them topromise to develop breakthroughs rather ttranmake incremental

itt grdtüt g technologies. As a result, agencies get results which are
conceptually excellent, but not too usefuI for practicalÞ.rrp*. ltre researche¡s leave
let¡ind l sbing of promising, yet undevelopeã prod".tr, i" chase the next sexy concept.
Resea¡drers with more practical bents are not 

"ãspectea 
by the elite researchens, not

funded on a national basis, a¡rd not favo¡ed for tmr¡¡e at universities. The system
rewards those who promise the most, not those who coruistently deliver imþlementable
results.

Recommendations:

To Users:
There -*] be.1real, easily recognized need for a new product or process. The

user must be involved in evaluating thenew product or develõping the piocess.

To Researdrers:
Resea¡chers must keep users informed on the status of research on the new

prodyct or proc€ss. Also, a seminar, demonstratiorù or similar t¡pe of
meeting should be held with users once research is completed. Resea¡chers must be
practical and their results implementable.

To Poligrmakers:
Flave someone reporting dit"tly to the chief engineer or directorwhohas the

responsibility for implenrcntation efforts in the depatñent. Ttre person mwt have
specific capabilities and the authority to be effectiie in this positión.

State lurisdiction

D6 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Bridge analysis drafting and design softwa¡e.

Summary Practice Codes: !, g, !5, !0, tti|

Characteristics:
The new Procegs onginated in private indutry. The agenry learned about this

proc€ss from a researchproiect.

Reason for Implementation:

- The agency decided on the irurovation for productivity improvenrent and
product f luality enha¡rceurent.

The irurovationis coruidered a succ€ss because it was later traruferred to
AASÏ{TO for transfer to other Departnrmts of Transportatiorç maintenance, and
enluncetneng.
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Other agencies have leamed about this success from AASHTO and

Transportation Resea¡dr Board GRB) presentatioru'

Key Implementation StepdStrategies:' ih"implementatiõneffortðucceededbecar¡se of involvementbytop
management an¿ sever¿ charrrpions that pushed and shepherded the project. There

*", ,Ëo ft"rrding available, and more was added when required.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Desip implementation into the request fot,ptopotals and set aside fi¡nds to do

itwhen tteþrodúctis delive¡ed. Trackresults and advertise thern'

To Researchers:
, Dernorutrations and teleconferences work well. Tlre Locâl Technical Assistance

Program has worked exceptionally well to transfer information/producb to-

-oñiap"tirio, but the O"þ"ttr,*it of Traruportation has no internal teclrnology

trarufer unit.

To Poligrmakers:
Top managenrent must appreciate and emphalize both researdr and technolory

transfer. À t .h¡1õtogy transfer üt it is esse¡rtial to making implementation happen'

Risk must notbe p"ñi*,"a but rewarded-public administrators only get grief if a

project does not iucceed. We need to be on the leading edge Trth gomPlq
üdware/software and the Inþmet, not $5 years behind acadeuria and private

industry.

State lurisdiction

D7 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
DARWIN computer Progran for the design of pavement stfuctu¡es'

Summary Practice Codes: 9,36'20,8

Characteristics:
The new product originated with AASIITO and the agency learned about the

product from the AASI{TO committee.

Reason for ImPlementation:
The agency decided on the irmovation to automate and enhance a process that

was alreadyirpúce. It allowed for uniforrrity, greater capability, and enhancement'
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The irurovation is coruide¡ed a succtss because itis the one the surveyed agency
employee was most familiar with. The product is used daily and has had
improvements made because of use¡ input

- - 
ffiq$"ncies have learned about this success from the AASHTO newsletter

and otherpublicity.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:

- The implementation effort succeeded because of user input to the working
product, incremental enhancements, and a user group to promôte the product,s use.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Get a champion oJthe cause and be wilting to share knowledge with the

researcher about the problenr.

To Researchens:
Ask how the product is to be used, and what would they expect if the research

was successfuI.

Local luriúiction

D8. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Review doiq" mixes-irspect_pavernent placement-test specified parameters-

reject faulty materials and worlcrnarship

Summary Practice Codes: g, 49, !0, 1;S, l!, I

Characteristics:
Ttre suweyed:gency emPloyee did not lsrow where the new proc€ss originated.

The agency learned .boo! this process from conferences, workshops,ärc., Ao* vendors,
coruultants, contractons,-fromprofessional/trade associations, *,.är"gt informal
interaction with others, through research reports and journals, and främ an irupection
staff.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irmovation to pre\¡ent futt¡¡e probleurs, and assure

the best materials and workrnanship for the pubúc dollar.
The irutovation is coruidered a succeis because the agency has better control of

the qu{f, quantity, and worlonaruhip.

- Other agencies have learned abõut this success through informal interaction,
and some contractors, engineers, and vendors complain aborit the agenry being too
hard on them.
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Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' ih" implenrentation effort Jucceeded because continued failures doing it the old

way told the agency something must be done. Slr9ng gublic outcry Plus ,
embarrassment on the 

"gen 
cyÈ part started the ball rolling. The agerrcy then began to

spedfy abetter productÞut-soonfor¡nd thgy wouldhave toenforce what they

rþ*id"a. Stricfenforcesrent tu¡ned the failt¡¡es into suctesses. Implenrentation

rãquired fr¡t dioA educationn training and management support.

Recommendatiora:

To Users:
Coruistently Quality Assurance/auaüty Control (QA/OC) all products and

processes. Don't tresitate 6 reiect or exdude any faulty materials, products ol Processes

which don't meet Your sPecs.

I-oulluridiction

D9 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Wetlands mitigation.

Summary Practice Codes: 412

Characteristics:
The new process origiruted in-house and was suggested !o gtate officials. The

agency learned ibout this process from professional /ü:ade associations'

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the i¡urovation because of cost savings.

The in¡rovation is coruidered a success because it saved $1,000,000 of costs'

Other agencies have learned about this success because the aggncybrags about

it. It was a perfectly sensible application of what had been done in other states.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' 'ilt" implementatión effort succeeded because the agency could mve over

$1,000,000 of tax funds and do a better job.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Provide detailed success stories of other Public Agencies'

To Policymakens:
Play into innovative grouPs.
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MAINTENANCE AlrID OPERATIONS (M): OVERVIEW

Maintenance and oP.e"atiotts.are straighfforward concepts, but they encompass a terrific
range of activities whenapplied to highways, streets and roads. Most of the instrrctive
maintenance and operations implementatión examples that ou¡ sunrey participants
detailed fall into 7 broad categories: (1) rerrroval of'rr,o* a¡rd debris; þfntaintenaoceand repair of road surface; (3)collection 

11d prycessing of informauonãn road surface,
(a) üaffic gperauo*, indudi4g signafs; (s) inieligent Ëaruportation systems,
partio¡lartyvariable message sigru; (6) paintreuioval and-(Z) devices'for safety or
control.

Because maintenance and operations staffhave to take ca¡e of so måny different areas,it is difficult to concentrate on a sustained progrïn toimplernent o*þr"uJ"" t¡rp.ãr
irurovation. on the other han4 a wide variet¡of producis and proces'ses are available,
and opporhrnities to try irnovations on 

" 
s*utl gà" *t pop up trne¡pectedly. For

example, in Case M4 and M34below, vendors offered e{riþireit at loó cost, and itworked! In other cases, envirorunental or other regulatiåru may require substantial
changgs in p¡oducts or processes. Three exalrrpbs]M2, M20 and N{ã4 involve ner,r¡
procedures for the removal of lead paint whictr were instituted because of
environ¡nental and safety concerns.

The Higfrlighted
Pfveryll and right of-way,lead paint removaf scruene¿ street sweepiog ¿"úrir and 2-
phase 24 how snov¡ plowing.
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State lurisiliction

Ml'HIGHLIGIIT

Product or Process:
producing and enhancing photographs of pavement and entire freeway right of

way.

Summary of Practices:
1 TopmanagementsuPPort
2 User/developer/university collaboration
L6 Available in-house researcher exPertise

10 Knornrledgeableusers
3 Product charPion
4 Big$savings

Characteristics:
Every year, this DoT photographs its enti¡e highway sys-tem using a Y*

specially 
"q"iÞp.d 

for this purpose. The photographs a¡e stored on a video disk.

frf.it t*"t 
"" 

iåff t ses specialized softwa¡e to process the images and genaate

pavenrent ratings. the photographs have been used to defend the Departnrent of

Transportation in cor¡rt and for other PuqPoses.

Reason for Implementation:
This belan with a moment of inspiration As the state has developed and

improved the iãnovation, more r¡ses havl maæriatized. Roadway inverrtory data a¡e

now more complete and consistent.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' 
$t"ff han" follon¡ed this technolory over a period of 25 years. ToP management

support has been i¡rstrunental. Staff at att levels of the organÞation are encouraged to

*ðt:i. with the photographs and are recognizæd for their contributions'

Chronology:
Apriut LHL2years agø the State converted to using vidgotape for the

photographs and using video sofhn¡are to entrance the images. fh9 :oft*T",
äevaõpmø,t was a -ilti-i*utt¡tional efforü the state university did mudr of the initial

work on a contract, but private vsrdors and Departrrerrt of Transportation staff made

substantial contributions.
The Departnrent of Transportation used their fedenal-aid state planning ald

researctr fr¡ndcto support this inirovation. One of the state comurissionens has played

an especially signifiËant role in the efforL The DOT Director of Researdr is the product
gll-npiorì" ána tas significant assistance from the research staff.' 

The software Ét^iO assessment of the letgth of cracks and prioritization of

these segments to faåütate rehabilitation or reconstruction decisionmaking. Besides

being.rõ¿ tot maintenance and repair, these photographs are used to defend the state
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in litigation Other possible uses indude bridge maintenance, accident prevention and
sign placernent.

The innovation has been disseminated through several publicatiors. AASI{TO,
FHWA and TRB have all publicized it.

Results:
This imovation it fully implenrented throughout the state. It saves the residents

of the state $1,000,000 per year in ieduced travel tùñe due to better road maintenance
and less disruptive construction work. Addifonall)¡, the use of one of the photographs
in a court case generated significant savings for the departnrent.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Base a decision to atteurptimplernerrtation on a finn understanding of existing

problems/needs.

To Researchers:

- Develop the com¡rtr¡nication skills wiÉrþyour staff so they can all adequately
erplain to users the benefits and the featr¡¡es of the new products-and processes.

To Poligrnrakers:
There have been repeated exarnples of defining moments of leadership by

agency executives. Success and faih¡¡e in implementation can often be traced toiuctr
moments where decisive action was taken wift good results. Failues are often ma¡ked
by executiveprocrastination thatlead to the "wróng" message -promising new
products andprocesses have simplywithered ana aie¿ øUõwin-glack of-interest and
resource supportby top and middle marugers.

State lurisiliction

TWz. HIGHLIGHT

Product or Process:
New procedr¡res for removal of lead bas€d paint.

Summary of Practices:
18 Collaboration with regulatory agencies
5 Pilotproject
2 Com¡nr¡nication
1 Topmanagementsupport
6 Mandated regulation

Characteristics:
The area where the sandblasting is done is enclosed; lead particles fall to ttre

floor and are vacuumed at the end of the paint removal. Fans anä filters are used to
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protect workers. The Departnrent of Transportation continues to refine the method and

look at new techniques.

Reasons for Implementation
The primaryreâsonfor implenæntationwas to meetnewly created state

envirorune¡itat regulations. Previóusly, pulverized lead got into the air and posed a

l¡azardto the go,ãtut public. The Federal Occtrpational Safety and Health

Administration got involved to protect the workers.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:- 
Ol Close coope.adon betrn'een Deparhent of Trarsportation staff a¡rd the staff

of the tãgut"tory agencies. (2) Conduct of a pilot Proiect. (3) Involveurent of
Com¡nissioner ar¡d Assistant Comrrissioner.

Chronology:
lhã-new processes were gmerated in-house nccor{1g to one of our

respondenþ new methods were first tried in 1992 whert the DeparErcnt was removing

p"iirt from a bridge in a metropolitan area. llhis serr¡ed as a pilot P:oi*t. ïhe new

i-U.y was promùlgated in 1993. Because of the ?qenT and trouble involved, the
-Commissiot 

e" and Assistant Com¡nissioner made the final decision.

The Enviromnerrtal and Healthdeparhents were heavily involved in
developing and implernenting the new póUAes. This com¡nunicationwas essentia} it
sped uþ aiprovals. Tlre regutatory agencies gave very positive feedback for the ræw

procedures.
some people within the DoT wse not entirely h.pp: about the chang.es

because painfreuroval took longer and cost more money. Contractors ænded not to

like the ** pt*dures for sisúlar reasoris even though ttrelr payme$s were increased.

Unforhrnat"Ç, *or" s¡nall contractorswent outof businessbecause they could not

make the capital investrrents now reçired. Some cu¡rerrt ttrinking on this Proc€ss
indicates t¡Ër" mâybe opportunities io modify the regulations to distinguishbetr reen

r¡rban and nrral areas.
Furttrer refinemmts of the method were made especially for the purpose of

improving worker safety. Copies of the specifications were forwarded to local

governnãnæ and otheritaæ ãgencies. Best estimates show that all local govemments

inthe State have adopted this method.

Results:
The implementation is complete and successful. Ttre new methods work. This

was a quick 
""þoos" 

to a neu¡ regulation. It enabled a $30 million bridge painting

programto continue.
The methods provide the intendedbenefitin terms of protecting the

environ¡nent and the general public. tlowever, there is conceln tttat (1) the worker

protection co ¡-rr*i*as t dt as effective becar¡se workers may be placed r¡rtder

þater exposure to lea4 (2) there may be a losg g{ ql¿ity to the Paint re¡noval Process

Ëo",r"" oi tt 
" 

difficulty of removing Þ"it t, and (3) the requirement of irspectingthe
results in the dark hot o,.tor,r""r. nie outcome of this would be that bridges will have

to be repainted more often.
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Recommendations:

To Users:
Maintain a continuous dialogue throughout the development and

implementation betr,r¡esr researchers and eveñ¡¡al users.

To Researchers:
Keep users infor¡ned continually, throughout development. Personal contactis

besÛ this maintains theinterest of bothparties and allows foimid<ourse co¡rections.

ToPolirymakers:
Indude in the original plan a budget for a separate implementation step. This

step thoul{ Ue specinc and possibly incltrde traininf in the nernr area, a technoiôgy
trarSfer activity such as a seminar, or organizing a tast force to develop policy fõi
implementation.

Loca| luriúiction

M3 - HIGHLIGI T

Product or Process:
Commercial product that separates dirt and sand from street sweepings.

Summary of Practices:
5 Equipmentfielddernorutration
3 Productdrampions
4 $ savings
20 Good relatioruhip withvendor
15 Adequate funding (eventually)

Characteristics:
Ev!,V d8hç the day's worth of street srueepings are front loaded into the

prod_uct. Th9 groduct shakes and sifb the sweepings using a 6 milimeter (approx. 1/4
in) filter. All the dirt and sand is shunted to one side whilãthe refuse teooios. fn"
process is repeated.

Reasons for Implementation
The local landfill started to charge the city tip fees for street sweepings. The first

year, the charges were over $250,000. Additionally, there were concnrns-tlrai the
sweepings were mvironmentally haza¡dous.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
A surprise demorutration of the product to the Finance Director, whose

approval was needed to make the $6O000 purchase.

Chronology:
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About S years agø because of a shortage of landfill s¡"9?-F-" lo""l landfill

started to chargé the city tip fees for street sweepings The la¡rdfill did not charge

residential us,e;s, and there was legal wrangling, but the city lost th¡ dispute. The street

sweepings include significant anJr¡nts of sand and salt thâtis used tomitigate public

incorivÑence from sirowfalls. The first year, a heavy snow year, the úarges were over

$ 250,000.
After talkingwithprofessional peers, the Director and Deputy Directo¡ of Public

Works found out aËout thìs product. the separated sand, dirt and saltwould notbe

subject to tipping fees because it is not coruidered refuse; in fact the separlted material

is u'seful to ihe tãr¿tll as cover. Ttrey borrowed the product from the vendor and

learned to operate it One day they took the City Finance Di¡ector to a parking lot and

desronstrated the machine. füe Finance Director was impressed, and the purchase, for

$60,000, was authorized from capital fi¡nds.
After an initial "shakedown" p€riod, the public works departrrent developed a

reliable procedgre for using tlæ machine. After the screening is done, it_is riec€ssary to

mixtlre-materi¿andletitdryout Thematerialca¡rthenbeserrttothelan'áfillwithout
any tip fees. Ttre state mvirónsrerrtal deggtnre¡rt had so:rre concenls about the

r"f""åt"amaterials,primarilybecaræeoithesaltcontent. Flowever,theseparated

materials were æstedl, and thã levels of salt and otherpotentially hazardor¡s materials

were for¡nd tobe acceptable.
The departnrelrt received favorable feedback from the city's internal auditor and

from the City ðouncil. úr additioç the innovation was the subiect of a favorable

newspaper story.' po¡U. Works management has shared the sucness of this innovation with other

iurisdictioru. The vendor iJmarketing the pr{1ct, and they have prepared a

triaeotape feattrring public works errployees of this city'

Results:
This irurovation is completely implenrented. Besides the substa¡rtial savings in

tip fees, the sa¡rd is used for cóver 
"t 

¿ fill, both!y the landfill and by the deparhnent

fd" itr operations. There may be envirorune¡rtal Uerr*its from the separation. Several

smalleriacilities are considering joint puchase of one of these machines.

Several s¡naller municipalities are considering simila¡ Programs throughioint

ownership of this t¡çe of equipment.

Recommendations:

ToResearcherc:
Literature, video hPes, equipmmt shows, computer softwate, de¡rros inthe

field.
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Local luriúiction

M4. HIGHLIGHT

Product or Process:
2 Phase 24 Hour Snow plowing

Summaq¡ of Practices:
30 Agreernentwithunion
28 Enhanced public infonrration
1 Strong nayor/top management support
5 Pilotproject
8 Addressed user needs

Characteristics:
The irurovatiglresponds tomaior snonr storms byplowing l side of some

residentíal streets (grther E-W or N-S) as well as major arleii¿sinã"rt pt 
"r" 

of plowing.
{tre rgmaining residentialstreets are plowed during the second phase. Two phase
plowing uses a larger staff for a shorter period of time.

Reasons for Implementation:
There was some dissatisfactionwith the le*gth of time it took to complete sno$t

plowing in this large city. Tlre job was b"iog done iaster in some suburbs, aid residents
wanted similar perfonnance even though conditions were dtfferent

Key Implementation Steps/Strategres (in summary):

- Obtainiqg agreement from unions to ceate unified job titles that allowed more
efPfoyeestoworkonsno$Tplowing. Entrancedpublicinformationandawarenesshas
also been critical.

Chronolog¡r:
The DOT started thinking about this process in the late 1970s. I{owever, there

was considerable opposition from the city employee trnions, and negotiations ran for
several years. Ultimately a stro_ng mayor prevalâf upon the r¡niortto acrcept broader
job categories. These per¡nitH taid-off workers and sewer workers to contìbute to
snonr plowing efforb.

Major compo¡ents of the pÌoc€ss involve decla¡ation of a snow emergency,
aggurate signing of the streets, and public awareness of where to park. a suõcesjful
¡ilot pr9¡ect w¿ts oPerated in one neigtrborhood during the winter of L989-90,and 2
Phâse plowing was implemented at¡nnride for the winier onL99ù9L.

sequently- the systenwas improved by assigning ¡rersorurel to one route for
the entire winter a1d having them drive through ihat rõute bãfo"e the first maior
snowfall. Fu¡ther flexibility was added by designating the 2 phases "Day" *d "Night',;
thisenablesthepìowing!oU"grrearlierfollowingastãrm- Thecityiscurrently
switching to equipment that allows to snorr plow! to sand the streets while pdwing.

, The public loves this systgnru and feedback in general has been very posi6ve.
Both our respondents indicated that. Erployee unions a¡e satisfied becaus¿ there are
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now fewer layoffs of seasonal workers. There has also been substantial and favorable

pt*.orro"j". Fr¡rther¡nore, another large city in the state is trying to implerrrent the

Process' . . ¡. r!-. !- ^ ^---Ê-'' n i, implementation program was chose¡r as a serri-finalist in a prestigious

national com¡retition.

Results:
Two Phase 24 Hour Snow Plowing is fully implemented for this city'

The main benefit is that the city is usuatly completely plowed within 20 hours; it

used to take as long as 44 hours. Be"urs" residential streets are deared earlier, the

snorv becomes hsJpacked and the plows do a better iob. Additionally, the city has

been able to reduce'both the number of layoffs and the total nr¡rrber of ernployees

working on street and sewer services.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Involvement by decision makers (including potiticians), citizens and workers.

To Researchers:
De¡no proiects and document benefits.

To Poligrnrakens:
provide Íor / aceqtthe possibility of failure - without punishment. Allow

fleÉbility.

State lurisiliction

M5 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Guard rail end treatsrent.

Summary Practice Codes: 14,8

Characteristics:
The product produced was used and the rights purchased by a private

manufacttrrãr and is-cr'rentlybeing used across the ¡ration.

Reason for ImPlementation:
The agency decided on the irurovation becauæ it provided a safer roadway for

motorists.
The irurovation is corsidered a succ€ss because it has had a national impact

throughout the transportation departments.
- 

Other agencies have learnäd about this success from the manufacturers now

producing this proieC.
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Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort sucrceeded because of having abriel clear, and

concise methodology in order to conquer a concern of the public. Ttris method
normally produces results that are cost+ffective, practicaf and easily implementable.

Recommendations:

ïo Researchens:
Place infornration on test results of nern¡ products or an on-line user format_

easily accessible arourd the world.

State lurisiliction

M6. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Worked with aprivate vendor to develop a debris removal machine þre-

sweeping) in a protot¡pe stage.

Summary Practice Çodes: g,S, I
Characteristics:

lte {evetope¡ sold the product to TORO, a¡rd the deparhent is now preparing

" F l of the füst production units. The agency will measure-effectiveness. Tlie pioa"ã
originated in private industy. The agency learned about this product through info¡mal
interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded to implernent the product to eliminate the need forworkers

to manually clear debris prior to sweepirqg.
The product is considered successful because the process solved a major safety

issue with minimal fiscal risk and a successful solution.
Other agencies have learned about this success because TORO is now marketing

the machine.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategiee:
The implementation effort succeeded becar¡se the machine's potential to

automate a manual Process allowed involved users the opportunity to seebenefits to
thernearly on.

Recomsrendations:

To Users:
Do not force a SFouP to "test"; find a group which wanb to do it-one who sees

the benefits to therr. If none is for¡nd, hold oif anã "s.ll" the project at a later date.
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To Researchers:
Reme¡nber that users can 'break" anything if they are forced to take something

they do not believe in.

State lurisdiction

M7.DESCRIPTION

Prcduct or Process:
Use of changeable message sigrrs (CMS) in work zones (portable, LiSht Emitting

Diode (LED) disptaY).

Summary Practice Codes: U2' 29, U¿

Characteristics:
The new product originated in private industry. T" "STq 

leamed about this

product fromveådors, coosúltatts, coñtractors, fromprofessional/trade associations,

ana through informal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded toimplementtheproduct to replace old flipdisc technolory

CMS.
The irurovation is considened successful because it improved performance of the

product-bettervisibility for motorists and improved mainEranceby contractors.
^ Ott,o agencies have learned about this success becar¡se industry passes the

word aror¡nd. fhe age*cy has not tried to get the information oul

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' th" impleurentation effort ãucceededbecause a gogd productwas developed.

Everyone invotved could detennine the advantages of making the change. Ilre product

was non-proprietary, so others could comPete.

Recomnrendations:

To Users:
flave a formalized process with personnel devoþd to the Process.

To Researchers:
National testing of products is a definite step in the right direction þ.8, the

A¡rrerican Associationãt St t" Highway and Transportation Offidals' National

Transportation Product Evaluatiõn Prógram). This reduces the asrount of æsting that

each state is required to do.
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State lurisdiction

M8. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Cracking and seating concrete pavement.

Sumnrary Practice Codes: 8,5,!,2,2

Characteristics:
Th9 agency began studying this rehabilitation process in 1986. The proiect was

completed n1992 and implementation beg* im¡nediàtely. The ne* procdss óriginatea
,from other states eyingit, and the surveyed atency'þcked up onit". The agency
leamed about this plocess from conferences, workshops, etc., hom research reports and
journals, and through informal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:

- The lgency qecided to implement this process to replace the old procedure with
one thatperforured better longer.

The irurovationis coruidered a succ€ssbecause the technique hâs been
enthusiastically adopted, leading to improved pavernent performance at a lower cost.

Other agmcies haveleamed about this success frompresentationandpapers at
rntional,/regional conferences, Traræportation Research goara C[RB) most noåbiy.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The impleurentation effort succeeded because of the followirqg: (1) Addressed a

widely recognized probleur- (2) Practical solution, readily implementable. (3) pilot
Proiect demonstrated sucrcess. (a) Projecthad strong support-from the top down (5)
Researchers and users worked together.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Test oyt¡roducb on pilot scale before wider implementation. People's first

impressioru ('This doesn't work", for example) a¡e hard to overcome.

To Researchers:
I¡rvolve the users (not just management) from the beginning throughout the

project.

To Poliqrnrakens:
Be supportive. Involve r¡sêrs and lower ectrelon eurployees to get them

comnitted to the project/product.
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State lurisdiction

M9 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Highway Operations4ver a period of the last 9 years þggressively in the last

yeú),the ágency has been successfully implementing a Road Weather Information
System.

Summary Practice Codes: ZJL, t,S, 3, X2, t, 4

Characteristics:
The new process originated in private industry. The agency learned about this

process from vendors, consultants, contractors, and from research reports and journals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the iruovationtobetüer manage snow and ice control

o¡rerations (e.g., reduced salt usage, improved motorist safety), a¡rd to be more

infonrred of what is or is almosttohappen onthe highway systemrelative to pavement

and atrrospheric conditioru.
lhè irurovationis considered a successbecause it involved interactionwith

several state agencies (e.g, for comrrunication, system sharing), and because of
potential cost savings in operating actot¡nts.

Other agancies have learned about this success fromwhen the agencyreadted
out to other agencies to let them lcnow what direction they were heading.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:- 1'he effort succeeded because: (1) Nerv administration who was

pro-tectrnol 
"gy. 

(2) Federal Highway Adrúnistration (FHWA) participation in funding
efforL (3) A champion who wouldn't give up.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Make sr¡fe there is support by upper mafiagemenl Aggressively go after

Federal ft*diog. Try to promote partnering with other agencies.

Støte lurisdiction

MlO - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Traffic Operations-Approval of the Red LightEutittingDiode (LED) Traffic

Signal.

Summary Practice Codes: 25,9,26
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Characteristics:

- The new product originated in private industy. lhe agency learned about this
product from vendors.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency.l*iq+ to implernent the product for power savings (18 watb vs.

135 watts per signat) and because it has a life expectancy of seven y"*i o, *or..
The innovation is considered successfuI because-this officeäeveloped a set of

guidelines for certifying traffic control devices while evaluating the product.
Other agencies have leamed about this success from CùtificäUonActivity

Reports, which are dishibuted to all of the district Traffic Operations offices quarterly.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort really worked because of the manufacturer's patience.

It took about four y.e3¡s of.testing varioug Red LED sarnples and fine tuning thé
agenry's t"l oj guiäelines (or "Clioir Book", as niclmanå by the author¡. ñe agency
erphasized that they cannot show favoritism to a manufactr¡rer orinventor;
everSðody has to follow the agency's guidelines.

State lurisdiction

Mll- DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:

- A grotgctign!)rstem was installed on a coastal bridge as part of a
{ernonstration project fr¡nded by the Federal Highway Adninistraù'"" çffffryA¡ and the
department of transportation.

Summary Practice Codes: 27, 4, !0,5, g!, gz

Ctraracteristics:
As a result of the researdr, several other cathodíc protection systerns were

installed on coastal dæs in üte state a¡rd consequmtly, the life spá of those bridges
was extended, thus,saving millioræ of dollars. The new proc€ss oågir,atea in-housã
and with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).-The agenõ leamed about this
proc€ss from conferences, workstrops, etc., fromvendors, corrs,itanfu, contractors, from
professional /tade associations, through informal interaction with others, from research
reports and journals, and from the Federat Highway Administrauon çRrwa¡.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irurovationbecause the Departnrent of

Traruportation decided to implenrent cathodic protection systems to save bridges, and
coruequently, money.
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The irurovation is considered a success because numerous historic coastal

bridges thatwere deterioratingrapidlywere saved frombeing replaced and the

Departurent of Transportation has saved millions of dollars.- 
Other agencies have learned about this success by reading the Departnrent of

Transportationlesearch unit reports regarding cathodic protection. Ilr addition, a

subsequent research project regarding using titanium as an anode for cathodic

protection is in progress; the suneyed agency employee P ü" chaþerson for the

iectnic¿ advisory Com¡nittee (TAC) and peiodically sends information to people on

the TAC and other interested parties induding lState] Departnrent of Transportation

Project Manager's offices, Deparbnent of Transportation Geotechnical engineering unit,
Federal Highway Administration (FI{WA), other state Deparbnents of Transportation,

the state university, and U.S. Bureau of Mines.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
fne implementation effort succeeded because of the following: identifying the

appropriate prbbhm to resea¡ch; the potential retr¡m on inveshent was high; prior to
ttre statt of the research, a lot of effort was made to leam about cathodic protection
systems in other locations (e.g., Florida lllinoþ.Montreal, etc.) and about the "state of
the att" cathodic protectiontechnical informationthatwas available; the cathodic

protection syshm was installed in a "real" user setting o[ective researdr was

õonducted ând reported to the users; the system was de¡norutrated by th" r,esearchers

to the users; ttre expected b€nefits of the system were detersrined and "marketed" to the

user.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Before effective implementation is done, obiective researdr should be conducted.

Keys to resea¡ch artd implenrentation: brai¡rstonn and generate ryt y ideas;

choose thé ideas that have the greatest estimated return on invesherrts; forrrt a

technical advisory com¡¡rittee (F10 people) that indudes potential users of the

information for each proiecq conduct objective resea¡dn; the tectrnical advisory
comrrittee (TAC) strouH meet atleast everyfor¡r months; implementation should occur

at arry time during the researchproiect, implenrentation doesnotneed towaituntil
after the proþctisover; results of the resea¡ch slrould be documented in reports,

newslettËrs ('Tesearch notes"), letters, and mesros (then this information should be

disseminated to potential users and other interested parties); additiornl methods to

disseminate the irrformation should be considered, includingworkshops, presentations,

on6mn€ training, telephone calls, etc.; it is important not to atterrpt to implement
new producb or processes that have a poor expecd rctum or invest¡¡rent.

To Researchers:
The most important element to consistently improve the transfer of new

products and proces-ses to users is to forrr a technical advisory that indudes

,ts"tt. The users can implemmt new products and processes at any time during the

research proiect
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To Polignnakers:
As stated 

_above, 
the key to implernentation is to forrr a technical advisory

comrrittee for eadt research project that indudes potential users. The users can
implement new producb or proc€sses at any time during the researchproject.

State lurisdictíon

I[/[T2 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Fiberglass sþ support for signs up to 16 square feet.

Summary Practice Codes: 2SrgrZr!z

Characteristics:
The support is yellow in color and is 3 inch outside diarneter, round in shape.

The new Process origirated inprivate industry. The agency leamed about this prôcess
from vendors, consultants, and contractors.
Reason for Implementation:

The agency decided on the irurovation becar¡se they have been looking for a
yellow sþ support system that witl be low on maintenance costs. At the saàe time
the agency wanted the sign support to be able to be recycled.

The irurovation is considered a succ€ss because field people indicate that the
support is easy to wo¡k with, yellow color does not require painting as with metal
coated posts, and yellow color has cut down on number or toock¿õwns.

Othg agencies have learned about this sucress fromconferences, meetings,
surveys, and questionnaires.

Key Implementation Stepdstrategies:
The on effort zucceeded becar¡se of vendor credibility and the time

was right, as the agency needed this t'"e of improvement to their sign súpport systern.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Work doselywith field personnel to dear up questions and misconceptions as

quickly as possible.

To Researchers:
Same as above.

To Polígrmakens:
Field evaluations conducted by individuats that are willing tomake the effort

and not iust to go through the motions to tell you what they think you want to hear.
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State luriúiction

M13. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Intelligent Transportation Systeurs (fSþAdvanced Traffic Management

System-Preparation for large+cale sporting event.

Summary Practice Codes: 3, 7, 39, 4, 34

Characteristics:
The process originated in Intelligent Transpgrtation Systenrs GfS). The agency

learned abolt this proóss from conferences, workshops, 9tc, from vendors,

coruultants, contractors, from professional/trade associations, through irtformal

interaction with others, and fròm research reports and iournals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded to implement the process to manage traffic inpreparation

for the large-scalesporting event (Advanced schedule)'

Thã irupvationis èonsidered a sucressbecause it meets the customer

needs/desires, is erwironrnentally sensitive, and economical (best use of resources).

Other age6cies have leamed about this success from conferences, workshops,

etc., from vendórs, consultants, contractors, from professional/trade associatioru,

through informal interaction with others, and from researdr reports and joumals.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' ih" implernentatiãn effort r""lly worked bec4use it was drivenby a need to

meet the r¿r"d,rt" for the large+cale rpottios event, but, more importantly, because of a

personalcom¡rritrrentUyerrþtoyeesofUreDepaftrynt Italsoworkedbecanseofthe
äesire to see the prograrns implonmæd and the willingness to devote 5G60 hours per

week to get the project moving.

Støte lurisdíction

M14 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Írtelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Application-variable message signs

and control center.

Summary Practice Codes: t4' 10, L2, 96

Characteristics:
The product originated in a consortium of organizatioru. Tlre agency learned

about ttris pioduct froñconferences, workshops, etc., from vendors, consultants,
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conlractors, from professional /nade associations, and through infornral interaction
with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The organizationdecided on the implementation to deal withincidents on

interstates. The agency hadFreeway Incident lvfanageurent teams in place to deal with
the incidentbutno means of notifyingmotorisb in aávance of incidents and
congestion; also means to suggest alternate routes.

The irurovation is considered successful because it provides the best visible
assistance to motorisb during accidents.

agencies have learned about this success from sha¡ed knowledge through
presentatioru and field visits.

Key Implementation Stepdstrategies:
The implenrmtation effort really worked because of: (1) Identified goallwhat

wanted to adúeve. (2) Knowledge of technology. (3) Com¡rritnrsrt to not õoet-
complicate. (a) Practical application based on ób¡ectives. (5) Avoidance of "Star l{a¡s"
approach to technolory

Recommendations:

To Users:
(1) set objectives. (2) Reality check during process. (3) continual

monitoring/re-assessment to keep focused.

To Researchens:
Simplification.

State lurisdiction

M15 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
PavementMarkings-Materiat selectiorç design, applicatior¡ placement, testing

and evaluation.

Summary Practice Codes: l, 2" t+ 2ß, g

Characteristics:

- The new Process originated in-house. The agency leamed about this process
from conferences, workshops, etc., from vendors, coruuitants, contractors, frôm
research reports and journals, and through inforural interaction with others.
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Reason for ImPlementation:
Ttre agency dedded on the irnovationfor road safety for users, excessive wear,

visibility issties, dgrability issues, brighüress issues, cost factors, and understanding by

users.
Theirurovationisconsidered a succ€ssbecause of æa¡neffort,whidrresultedin

new s¡recificatior'¡s, new standards, new configurations, netrv warantying and use

criteria.
Other agencies have learned about this succ€ss through some TTfr* reports,

meetings and cónferences, through advance specification reviews, and through trade

organizations.

Key Implement¡tion Steps/Strategies:' iL" implementatiãn effort ãucceeded becat¡se of dear direction from/to uPPer

management, á team approach-practically leaderless (No Tr¡rf!), involvement of all

.or,.*ä"d uriits/parties, adopted time.lines, industry involvement, and it trrly futfilled

a recognized need.

Recommendations:

To Ucers:
Involve "everyone" at the outsel Good orgarrizationwithwell-conceived time-

lines. Understanding of what the end-product $ritl be'

To Researchers:
Monthly/quarterly updates. Invitatioru to tests/evaluation meetings.

Dissemination of 'held reports". Specification reviews for input.

To Poligrmakers:
probabþ more than any other govemment ?Ber;qf,the transportation field is

never at rest. Ci,ange is essenUal to keep abreast of changing needs, priorities and

values.

State luridiction

M16 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
pre-wetting of road salt orroad salt/sand mixeswithliquid saltbrine and/or

other liquid chetnicals.

Summary Practice Codes: 9, 3, 16, 15, TL, 35, t4. 20

Characteristics:
The new process originated \Mithin the Deparhent of Transportation. The

agency leamed about this piocess from conferences, workshops, etc. from vendors,
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consultants, contractors, þough informal interaction with others, from research reports
and journals, and through interaction with peers/colleagues from other countries.

Reason for Implementation:
The agmry dedded onthe irmovation to reduce operational costs and the

potential for environ¡nental impact.
The irurovation is considered a success because the product/process users,

highwaymaintenanceworkers,wereinvolvedinthetesearct anddävelopmentand
thys-were r_vilhlg to 

-yse- 
the new process. In fact, the other workers quickly began to

ask for it when benefiæ became evident.

ftefrcies have learned about this sucrcess from the group's an¡rual report,
"one'pagers", higtrlighting research projects presentations at conlererices, serrinari etc.,
and from networking with colleagues.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implenrentation effort succeeded because of: (1) Having users-workers

involved in field 
"qsej"d,. 

(2) Having a "champion" in the field-r¡sirally a su¡rervisor or
superintendent. (3) Continuing moral and finanAd supportfrom ou" m'"inten'"t ce
researdt office. "Stretched" the working culture to make things happen. 'Expanding
the envelope" in tems of what are acceptable practices, 

"ccçt"Ute-liooits. t¿l f"yr"S"¡g
prevent/minimize faih¡¡es of researdr for wrong reasons-needed to maintain clear
goals. (5) Perseverance to overcome establishedTentrenclred paradigms. (6) Organizing
a suPPort team with representation from vendors, users, equiþmentluppo* pdsonnef
etc.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Have a¡r enthusiasfc and open-minded ctrampion Involve poterrtial targeted

Pers early in research and development process. prõvide continuiig visible mõral and
f*diog support for research and ãevelopment.

To Researchen¡:
See recom¡rrendations to users. Have ueers involved in research. Inform pee¡s

through informal, formal contacts.

To Policymakers:
Involve targeted users early-on. Top staff "laying on" a¡t idea or innovation on

the user doesn't work very well. Have an enthusiastic charrrpion for irmovations.
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State luriúiction

l,.[1:7 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
3M's Light Pipe-Videos and brochures on product accurately described the

intent and capabilities of the product.

Summary Practice Codes: t2, 2J., 2o3, TL, I

Characteristics:
The new proc€ss originated in private industry. The agency learned about this

process from vendors, consultants, and contractors.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided onthe irurovationto solve anexisting accidentproblemby

improving the delineationof the roadway- 
ftre innovationis considered a succ€ss because ithas reduced the nt¡mber and

severity of actidents.
'The 

surveyed agency errployeewas not aware of whether other agencies have

learned about this sucress.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' ih" implepentatiõn effort succeeded because of: (1) A topquality product that

performs 
"r 

pór the manufacturer's videos, brochures, and personal .g_-rr,:ttt. (2) A
iopqualityå^t.rtu"trro that standsbehind their products andprovides the technical

"rþ"itise 
io ass.t¡e the product is used in the cor¡ect setting and properþ installed. (3)

U;?rs that have an open mind to rrew and irurovative products.

Recommendations:

To Usens:
Good producb are easy to receive approval if they perfor:n in a satisfactory

mannerwhen tested under actual field conditions

To Researchers:
(1) Adequaælyperforrr your homework ona product prior to contacting a user.

(2) Adequately,-precisely define the capabilities of the product.
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State lurisiliction

M18 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Portable n¡mble strips and flashing stop/go paddles. The new proc€ss

originated in the Strategic Highway Research program (SHRP).

Summary Practice Codes: S,U¿,1,!s

Characteristics:
Tt5 agericy leamed about this process from conferences, workshops, etc., and

from SHRP.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded on the i¡movation to improve safetyin

constnrction/mainter¡ance work zones.
Ihe irnovation is conside¡ed a succ€ss because itwas a short tenrt er¡aluation

with results ld$y_l"ailable. lvfany evaluatioru take more time and more complo<
evaluation whiclL although nec€ssarJ¡, slows implenrentation

Other agencies have learned aboutthis sucress fromwhen the agency
distributed a newsletter on implementation of SHRP products. Once a þroduct is
approved for use, the agency notifies atl engineering districb by letter. 

-

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
Theimplernentationeffort succeeded because thereis stronglevel managenrent

support for implenrentation of SHRP producb, which refl¡lts in the-allocation ol
personnel and funds to implement these products. The SHRP rurure elicib cooperation
from the users, whereas at times it is difficr¡lt to find sites for other products.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Gain top lwel support for newproduct implernentation, promote the succ€sses,

and involve the users.

To Resea¡chers:
Prgb|bly ry"¿ !g do mo¡e promotion or "selling" of the neru ideas. The problem

is thatwithlimited staffitis difficutt to evah¡ate and piomote.

To Poticymakere:
Provide some "risk capital" to encourage districtparticipation and to replace

failures.- Frefd-people are reluctant to try irurovatioru when they know that they will
have to fi¡nd the replacerrrent or increased maintenance of a failed product.
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State lurisdiction

M19. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
A new Incident Response Program in reducing congestiorç accidents, and ai¡

quality problems on the city's expressway.

Summary Practice Codes: 19,3,4

Characteristics:
The new proc€ss originated in-house. The agency learned about this process

from research 
""Þottr 

and ¡oumals, and ttuough informal interaction with others.

Reason for ImPlementation:
The agency decided to implørelrt the process because this problem_is a new,

costæffectivJappioach for solvinþ congestionproblems onbusy interstatehighways.

The in¡r-o-vation is regarded a successbecause ttre results exceeded the agency's

expectations. One in ten -õtotisg assisted returns a resPonse card (alt have been

faiorable reviews). Several lives have been saved. Tlre expressrnray is not dosed down

nearly as often.' 
Other agmcies have learned about this success from ne$ts media reviews, word-

of-mouth, Fedõal Highway Administration (FFIWA) com¡nentaries, and professional

publications.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' th" implementatiãn effort ãucceeded becar¡se the empoverrrent oJ frontline

eurployees ** 
" 

key factor. The agenq 
"eedq 

a lot of flexibility on their part as they

i¿eiruáea and develãped procedures. 'it e errployees were then extremely innovative

and suggested some valuable ideas.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Obtain input from the end user to make sure implementation can and will take

place and will be cost effective.

To Researchers:
Solicit involvement and shrdy the advisory comrtittee'

To Policymakers:
policy rt d d."iriot makers need to solicit input from the lowest level user to be

successful.
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State lurisdidion

M2O - DESCRIPTION

Product or Prrocess:
Contairunent, collection of lead based paint.

Summary Practice Codes: B, tS, Z, 12

Characteristics:

- The process originated in-hot¡se. The agency learned about this process from
conferences, workshops, etc., from vendors, consultants, contractors, from
professional /frade associatioru, and from resea¡ch reports and journals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided toimpleurent the process because of exteruive concernwith

environnental impact of lead paint renroval and worker safety issues.
The Process is considered successfuI because it has virtuaUy eliminated

environmerrtal complaintsrelated tolead paintremoval, improved the quality of the
end product, and reduced worker lead poisoning inciderrts.

_ _9Fo lgencies have leamed about this sucress from papers presented at
AASf-ffO, üade groups, artides iniournals, persorul contacts witf, ottrer agencies,
consultants, etc.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategites,
The implernentation effort really worked because of a realizationby all parties

involved that a problemdid exist, a reasonable solutionwas presented, an¿ because ot
the willingrress of the agency to pay the cost of implementation to protect the
environ¡rrerrt and the public from lead paint debris.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Identify the problem dearly and concisely. Seek information from other users as

to the benefits and costs of the product/process.

State lurisdiction

]Ù,{zI- DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Cathodic protection of bridge substructües.

Summary Practice Codes: l1., g, tG, 20,S, !
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Characteristics:
The process originated in-house. The agency learned about the process from

cOnferenceS, wOrkShOps, etç., from ve6dorS, COnSultanæ, COntraCtOrS, from

professional /frade"såociatiotu, and from research reports and iournals'

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided to implernent the process to solve existing corrosion

problems.- 
Ttre innovation is regarded a success because cathodic protection has been

sucrcessful in prerrerrting substructu¡e corrosion.
Otherãgencies ñ^ne leamed about this success from trade associations and

industry contacts.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:" ih" implemertatiõn effort really worked because of involving and training other

groups within'the departrrerrt. on the ðoncept before t"{og thel contract. P.eople who

äereiopea change were well respecd. Active support from industry. Good training

plan, successful pilot proiects, agency support.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Good documentation of field test projecb.

To Researchers:
More contact and preserrtations to user grouPs. Get users'input 

"lotg 
the way.

ocal luriúictiott

IWN. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Use of new equipment to rernove lead based paint from the exterior of a

building.

Summary Practice Codes: 37, 38, 6, U2

Characteristics:
Tle nerv proc€ss originated in private industry. Ttre agency learned about this

process from vendors, consulta¡rts, contractors.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irurovation to comply with state laws.

The irurovation is considered a suctess because it worked well. The Process waf¡

irspected by health agencies and found to be acceptable'
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Key Inplementation Steps/Strategies:

- Ttre implementation effort succeeded because the agency has not pushed for the
use of new producb, etc. The agency typically waits u¡rül theiruse is approved by the
state departnrent of transportation.

Recommendations:

To Usens:
The state university has developed a "technology transfer bt¡Iletin" which has

beenhelpful.

I-ocal luridiction

IvTZS - DESCRIPTION

Product or P¡ocess:
Potpnerized Asphalt (StfelÐ: used for sealing operatiors on existing paved

surfaces and conversion of gravel roads to paved roads.-

Summary Practice Codes: !, !5,S, qO, 4

C'l¡a¡acteristics:
The new Proc€ss originated in private industry. The agency learned about this

Proc€ss from vendors, consultants, contractors, from professional/trade associations,
through informal interaction with others, and through research reports and journats.
Reason for Implementation:

usefuI life at a cost whidr is less than double the existing -eihod.The irurovationis considered a sucress because the agencywas able to use

9*ti.S eqrripment and persorurel for the application. Trus it was not necessar¡r to
have an additional capital outlay to try a newproduct

Other agencies have learned about this-success possibly from asphalt producer
representatives.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The $PJernentation effort succeeded because the most important step was

convincing the Board of Com¡nissioners to fund the test þxperimentat) proiå:t. tris
enabled the agency to experiment with the application procèdtrre 

"s 
*"ù as to observe

the material in place.

To Users:
To {evelop a state of mind or cultr¡re within our county to try or experiment

with new ideas or Processes on a regular basis with'Experiméntal Éo¡ectsi and to
expect that some or ûrany will fail.
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To Policymakers:
Experimental projects for testing and trial need to be able to circumvent the

normal cl',a"oels of review, etc. before implementation. This problem slows the

irurovation Proc€ss dramatically.

Local lurisdbtion

M;24- DESCRIFTION

Product or Process:
Development of I-5 Generation Signat Coordination System.

Summary Practice Codes: 1'518, 6, t4' 37

Characteristics:
The new process originated in-house. The agency leamed about this Proc€ss

from conference+ workshops, etc., through informal interactionwith others, and

through research reports and joumals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decíded on the innovation because the time of day coordination was

not sufficientlvoiumes were too variable,lack of staff resor¡¡ces to monitor traffic
conditiors.

Other agerrcies have learned about this success from a PaPer preserrted at an

Institute of Trahc fngineers meeting and throughnewProPosals to develop similar

systerns in the interstate corridor running through two other cot¡nties.

Key Implementation Steps/Shategies:- 'it e implementatiõn effort iucceeded becar¡se of sufficimt fundin& a dearly
perceived pto6leo, (arterialwith over 85,000 ADT),legal requirerrrents (a mi-tigation of

impacts), á"tu"t definiüon of proiect functional req¡rirenrents, a dear defÍnition of

,rrð""sr criteri4 and the state áepartnrent of transportation approval for T¡pe 170

exception.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Be involved and current in new techniques/practices. Do not be afraid to use

computers. Tttirik positively (it un be done).

To Researchens:
Write srunmaries of technical research in popular journals. After research

results are in, t}únk of the implicatiors in a broad context.
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To Policymakens:
Technical-no problem, just make sure you have an aggressive, trained staff and

some for training and conferences. Policy-related (like rarnp metering, demand
managenrent, Pricin& etc.)-no way. The public (hence, elected officials) a¡e not there
ryt-pd heary-handed efforts likg trip reductionfor air quatitywill be repealed by
legislahrre. "f have no sucrinct advice here".

Local luridiction

M25. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Used TRAF-NETSM model in highway planning public meetings to show

alternative designs and impact.

Sumnrary Practice Codes: 3, 2n ZB, tG, tO

Characteristics:
The new Proc€ss originated at a wrive¡sig. The agencylearned about this

process from professional/trade associatioru.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovationbecause the public did not seeur to

understand desig, altemative data-TRAF-NETSM showed the impact
The in¡rovationis cor¡sidered a sucress because the public seeme¿ to understand

ttre presentation, and following it they were able to focus oá viable alærnatives.
Other agencies have learned about this success from the agency verbally

spreading the word.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:

_ The tion effort succeeded because of dedication by the team to try
and present information to the public in a way that the public got thé uressage.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Design tea¡n must be unified in their vision of a project and should s¡rend time

to create that vision.

To Researchers:
Useknown professional organizatioru to get the word out.

To Policymakers:
Use video conferences.
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Local luriúictíon

M;26. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Installation of "closed loop" traffic signal system to increase traffic efficiency and

coordination.

Summary Practice Codes: 41,f,5,2

Characteristics:
The new process originated in private industry. The agency learned about this

process from confe¡ences, workshops, etc., from vendors, consultants, conhactors, from

þrofessionat /tadeassociations, and through inforrral interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided onthe irmovation toreplaæ ol4 out-ofdate traffic signal

controllers with new ones.
The innovationis considered a success because traffic flow has improved and

equipment does notbreak down as it used to.
The surrreyed agency employee was not sr¡¡e whether other agencieshave

learned about tt is soccess, iioce all other agencies they knonr of with this product

implemented it before they did.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:- 'it u implemertatiõn effort succreded because of finding other agencies who had

this product working successfully, obtaining funds, and constant correspondence

betrn'een the manufacü¡¡er and the agency.

Recommendations:

To Users:
View it in action and t¡se it only if suctessful.

Local luriúiction

TvÍ27 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
The agency has recently converted a gasoline-powered vehide to natural gas.

Also, the agency is in the process of installing the region's first Natr¡ral Gas Pumping

Station.

Summary Practice Codes: 6,tL,1,9
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Characteristics:
The new Process originated in a researchlab and in a consortirun of

organizations. The agency learned about this process from conferences, workshops, etc.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irmovation to meetregulatory requirernents and to

prevent fu ttue problenrs.
The iru¡ovation is considered a success because it is one which has been talked

about for quite some time and it has finally taken off.

Key Implementation Stepdstrategies:
The implenrentation effort succeeded because of a new administration

committed to the envirorunent and nern' ideas.

Recommendations:

To Usens:
A management tearrr o¡ren to new concepts.

To Researchers:
lvfake everything very simple to understand!

To Poligrnrakers:
The most important aspect is believing that anything is possible. Commitnrent

and a working relationship with researchers and "lrands-onpeoþ1e".

I-ocal luríúiction

M28 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Replacing steel guard rail aash attenuator with a precast lEhtweight

aggegate / concrete attenuator system.

Summary Practice Codes: 3, tG, tS, 1:O, I
Ctaracteristics:

_ jfhe nery Proc€ss originatd in a coruortium of organizations. The agency
learned about this process from conferences, workshops, etc., from vendors,
consultants, contractorrs, and through resea¡ch rçorts and joumals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded on theinnovationbecause the agency needed it.
The irmovation is considered a succ€ss becar¡se it solved a significant

problenr with replacgment of a bridge median crash attenuator which was impossible-to
keep repaired. It reduced replacement from twice a year to none in the past tiuee years.
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Other agencies have leamed about this success through the manufacturer.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:- t e implenentation effort succeeded because of first, an in-house champion for
irnovation wnicn alows the staff to research new products/ideas and knows that for
well researched/æsted products fi¡nds witl be made available. Second, l Pro-
innovation culture exisæ which will support new ideas. Third, a diversely educated

staff opens avenues into nr¡¡nerous areas: bridge design/corutruction, road

design/constnrction, computers, traffic safeg and management systems.

Recommendations:

To Usens:
Gather good field data on existing conditions. Ask too many questions about

product.

To Researchers:
Provide accurate information on products, start-up cost, implerrrentation çost

and maintenance cost.

TvY29 - OBSERVATION

FALLING WEIGTIT DEFLECTOMETER FOR PAVEMENT ANALYSIS AI{D
DESIGN:

The implemmtationeffort succeededbecause of a small grouP of people who
wanted to make it happerr and for¡nd away to side+@ obstacles.

M3O - OBSERVATION

DYNAI\,Í IC CONE PENETROMETER:

The D5mamic Cone Penetrometer was a new technology to tlig state

Departnrent of Transportation. The implenrentation effort succeeded because the

ptóUt"o, was widespread and of universat concenr. It was also successful because the

äolr.rtiot *as sirnplóand thus easy to disseminate. Also, the fact that a relatively small

amount of funding was available for implementation was key. "If yoY ar: willing to
spend money for iesearch you should Ue witting to spend money on implementation."
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M31- OBSERVATTON

DEVETOPMENT OF A ItsLACK BOX' TO MONTTOR AND DETECT PROBLEMS
IN TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS:

Recommendations To Poliqmrakers:

Convey an aturosphere or environrnent of being progressive and interested in
iyrtg new products. Assure technical staff that failures are tolerated and part of the
learning process.

Local luriúiction

M32. OBSERVATION

HOT AIR LANCE TO DRY OUT CRACKS IN PAVEMENT PRIOR TO CRACK
SEALING:

The implernentation effort succeeded because itwas a simple product that
seemed to make sense. The product was relatively cheap ($2,OOO¡ so there was a small
risk in trying it.

M33 - OBSERVATION

MILTING OPERATIONS TO SAVE THE COSTS OF DRAINAGE
IMPROVEMENTS WTTEN RESI,.IRFACTNG ROADS:

The implementation effort succeeded because the agencyhad to have fnnding,
and it takes a strong campaign to get it in today's tight budget. The biggest constraint
to a successful project implementation is long ternr tight budgets which kilt tlre
initiative to even try.

M34. OBSERVATION

IMPTEMENTATION OF TRAFFIC CONTROL DE\IICES-TRÂFFIC CIRCIES:

The agency decided on the innovationbecause of Board of Supervisors direction
and public input. The irurovation is considered a success because it changed
comrtunity perception of Departnrent. Worked with comntunity rather than against it.
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M35 - OBSERVATION

Recommendations To PolicYmaker¡:

Keep it simple: We are not dealing with rocket science. Remember most of the

nation's roád netruõrk is ttof the freeway or interstate system. We have a backbone

network of ser¡eral county and local roads, a good portion of which was built around

the tum of the century and which do notmeet ceÛEnt design 9r maintenarrce

standards. These roads are often very expensive to maintain-but are very important to

the local comrrrunitY.
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TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT (T): OVERMEW

I¡r the 1990s, major targets for irutovation in the managenent function for highways,
streets and roads include using computers to make good use of inforrtation (Cases T1,
T4,TL0, T15 T18, T19), supervising quâlity control for contractors and intemal
operatiors (Cases T3, T8, T7l,T16,), finance (Cases T9,TLg),initiating new research and
implementationefforb (CasesT5,T6,T74,TL} and otherfunctions (Cases T}W,TlZ).
The first 3 cases are highlighted.

Most people would agtee that innovation is a major part of a marìâger's job. However,
the consensus of the literatu¡e and of our respondents is that irurovation imposed from
the top often doesn't work. One proposal is for managers to encourage their enployees
to take risks and not punish staff for one faih¡¡e. Naturally, managers must consider
how to reconcile this principle with the pressures they feet for successful outcomes to
every effort, along wift their organizational cultr¡¡es and their olvn nran¡ìgement styles.

In some cases, an enthusiastic championwhose main tool is persuasionrather than
command can play a key role. How.ever, this seems to be have happened in only a
minority of cases in this section (and in this sor¡rcebook generally). ln most irutances,
positive working relationships and aw¿ueness of new i¡rnovations by ull staff ultimateþ
set the stage for successful implementation.
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Støte lurisdiction

T1 . HIGHTIGHT

Product or Process:
Bridge Managernent System (Blvfs)

Summary of Practices:
36 IncrenrentalaPProach
L4 Weltdefinedgoals
1 Senior management suPPort

10 Knowledgeable users

3 CharPion
4 Big cost savings

Characteristics:
BMS is a computerized bridge maintenance system containing operational

progranrs and a ¿ata'Uase of about lZ,mbridges, culverts and comparable slructures in
'this"deparment's state. The data cover all parts of the structr¡¡e, induding the

õproi.f, roadway. úrput to BlvfS includeiavenage daily traffic (ADÐ cor¡nts and

gióUA assessments of tire corrdition of eachbridge alrrong-other ite6s. The system

f,rfi"."r r"t ø"fo and budgets for constnrction and maintenance work. The system
'J* p"*,i t adjustment for õ'anging total budgets or other dranges in conditions'

Reasons for ImPlementation:
Tlre staË had to collect the data for federal requirements. Senior management

saw this as art opportunity to improve Prog¡amning and manageurent!

KeylmplementationSteps/Strategies: rr r-.!- :-! -^-Anincrernental afproactr olto 
"period 

of years withwell defined goals for each

stage.

Chronology:
ffËU"g*wíth a visionto optimize the use of systerrwidebridge condition

inventory data] T'ne Oepartrre* of trarsportation st""te¿ from scratch and contracted

with a state university tä Uegin the systeni Initial research and development begg i^
19g1 with the first of se\¡en contract research studies. Tlre software was developed by a

professor and graduate shrdents.- îlre initial inventory data was generated in the earf r!$ Td it :onstantty
being updated. Uo,iæ¿ dáta analysis"tri¡r were done in 1985. The initial series of

schedules and budget allocations was generated in hgy..This kind of system was

ma¡rdaæd for all ,tãto by Jarruary t,tógSby ISTEA. This one has been tully certified

Uy Ure Federal ffigh*"yh-dr.,itúration. Tñe incremerrtal approadr has sen¡ed to build

corrfidence and accePtance.
The state briåge maintena¡rce engineer was-and is the main chanrpion for this

innovation. Ttre dirõor of research approved and supported the progrann' ToP

management was completely supportive of the incremerrtal approach' The program
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pioneered the bridge mâ-nâgement system, and it was an enomrous underüaking. Once

|PP_roval was_given_for the ryti"l project in 1981., managernent and staff never again
had to jump through a lot of hoops to keep it going.

quriltg the initial_develggment the bridge maintenance division had very little
persorurel turnover. Additionally, top Deparhent of Trarsportation managenent

-coruisted 
of engineers who had worked their way up the ranks. Headquarters and field

bridge marntenance staffwere kept infonrred of theþotran- The riaiitenance staff
made several useful suggestioru, most notably to entranðe the collection and quality of
data.

Implementation of BlvfS received relativeþ little feedback from the press and
public. However, one newspa¡rer story in the early 1990s hetped the bridgã
maintenance division receive more fut dirg from the state legislahre. It is thought that
fundíng was still not adequate to replace atl the bridges that were buitt in 1920s ãnd
meet other outstanding needs.

This systemhasbeen described or cited innr¡¡nerous publications, including
Bettø ry {fg!{ry, researdr publications of the state university and federal
regtrlations. The DOT has received about 50 requests for its documentation.

Results:
The systern i" fuly ulplemented. Most of the software maintenance is done by

a team 
9f To people, one of whom is an engineer, the othe¡ is a computer programrner.

The mainfrontierin tenns of improving the systemis to integrateitwittr systems fot
safety, paveurent managerrrent and corqgestion. Preliminary iesearch ot ttris has been
done.

- Ihe system.has produced tremendous benefits. It continues to save a great deal
of corutn¡ction and repair expenses, and drivers have directty benefited from Iewer
detours_required by constmction Finally, the improved condition of the bridges has
reduced accidents.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Major from responsible uurraters and key technical people is

required from the beginning. Implementation goals mustbe established 
-"s 

ea"ty 
"spossible, preferably before the start of formal researclr-

To Researchers:

- _(1) 
fgen prmat researdr efforts on schedule. (2) Use and iterative approach

throughout the formal phases of investigation to evaft¡ate the incrernental r"!Ut".

To Polignnakers:
Poligmrakers and decision makers need to be informed on a regular basis of the

status of specific researchimplementation measures. Unfortr¡nat"ty, thit t¡pe of
interaction is not nurtured in a systematic way in many states.
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State lurisdiction

T2 - HIGHLIGIIT

Product orProcess:
Incident Management Program

Summary of Practices:
1 Cboperative relationships with other agency, university and state legislature

5 Pilotproject
3 Champions
g ürvolvement of researdrer and user throughout effort
15 State legislature funding
1 Top management suPPort

Characteristics:
This program, primarily oriented toward rush hour irrcidents, has sevenal

componentsi (f) nciaents are detected through sensors, dosed cfucuit TV and citizen

catl iry. e) ft,e Deparhent of Transportation response and their vehide, can

direct a¡rd control traffic and perforrrr other functions, sudr as pumping sPilld diesel

fuel. (3) Traffic Control Ce¡rþ¡ dissemi¡rates information using variable message signs,-

traffic-reporters,liril$ to major errrployers and the Internet. (4) Tow tn¡cks are stationed

on two of the major traffic bottlenecls for rapid resPonse.

Reasons for Implementation
The staæ hasbeenworking on traffic congestion in the largest city,and in other

cities, for many years. The Departrrent of Transportation saw a need to address and

improve incident resPonse in a systematic way.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' 
ö*poative relatioruhips with other organizatiors, including the state

university, the Highway Patrol and the state legislattlre.

Ctuonology:
h dÁe hte 1980s the DOT looked at incident management Programs in other

cities and decided to develop their own program. The programwas conceived and

expanded increcrentally. One earlypilotproiectinvolved deploying a l-person 1-
.¡rdti"t" (not a tow tnrck) incident response "team". Ihis person did whatever was

necessary, including putting down fla¡es and nudging disabled vehides off the

roadwa¡ Anotherþiot prõ¡ect involved extensive availability of tow trucls during a

special event.' 
The departrrent has a very close relationship with the state university. Since

1987, departnrent staff have been assigned to work on cåToPrrs with miversity
researcþers on several ¿ìreas. This program is one of the fruits of that policy. One

professor a¡rd ser¡eral graduate shr-de¡r-ts ùafted guidelines and addressed problems

during program development and implementation.
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The state legislature was very supportive with funding during the critical stages
of implementation. There was no singte chanpion; the commissioner of transportatión

_and 
man¡' managers all played important roles. The state patrol plays a critidl role

because they are usually the first ones to hea¡ of an incidsrt. nOf maintenance staff
are also involved, particularly with responding to incidents during off horus.

The prograrn was e¡panded every two years, sometimes more often. Since
inception, the geographic area covered was greatly expanded and similar programs are
in place in several other cities. The Federal Highway Àdministration çfffWefcitea U,,e

Protra¡n as a model for other deparhrrents of transportation. There hâs been some
Press coverage.

Currently the goal is to accelerate response to less severe incidenb and deploy
roving tow tmcks. Tlrere are issues of who controls this round of exparuion as wel ás
budget issues.

Results:

Proflarn covers a wide area, and is heavily used. In the recentpast, the 2
sgecial tow trucks made 2400 calls arurually. On averagø there is about 1 incidmt per
day that requires the complete incident response program- It was noted that the
program has kept the traffic from getting worse in this growing city.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Development must be based on needs. users must be involved in

developmerrt/implernentatioru Investigate others'prograrns, but tailor to local needs.
Implement through pilot projects. show results to assu¡e funding support.

To Researchere:
Involve users throughout the process. View r¡sers as customers. Include them

as members of a research team. Develop strong documentation and training.

To Policymakers:
Implenrentation must be top down (for organizational support) and bottom up

(for assuring the product will meet users' needs and will be succeslfuIy implementeå).

Local luriúiction

T3. HIGHTIGTIT

Product or Process:
Mechanic Career Ladder
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Summary of Practices:
2 Ciose communication between management and users
g Users participation in decision:naking/feedback
16 In-house expertise
22 Multi-deparhentaPProvals

Characteristics:
Ilr this city, many mechanics are hired as Mechanic Helpers. Based on their

expertise and próducdvity, a career ladder ploglm enables them to rise to Mechanic I,

Uåcnanic U an¿ Senior Mectranic. This city has about 110 mechanics, who maintain a

fleet of about 3400 vehides, induding ambulances and boats'

Reasons for Implementation
Tre city had higher mechanic staff tumover than thought appropriate. Very

qualified mechanics 
"Jtddr,'t 

move up because there weren't any openings at the next

Ievel. They got frustrated and left the employ of the city.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
Close com¡rrwricutiot between maftrgement and mechanics. When adjustnrents

are needed, the mechanics participate in the decision making Process.

Chronology:
rt ir program was suggested in 1985 and implemented in 1986. Maior

adjustments wete made in fgff, and the programcontinues. The career ladder concept

wás primarityworked out within the departnrmt, and approval was secured from the

Human Resources, L"g"l and Financial deparbnents and from the City Manager. The

union local provided input and approved the change.

ell mecnanics became eligible for advancementwhen the programwas

implemented in 1986. Only a small percentage wgre Prgmoted the firstyear' Bynow,

abåut half have been advanced; this-includes staff who have gone from being Helpers to

Senior Mechanics within a few years.

The mechanics \ ¡ere invblved in the development and implernentation of the

program. They have provided very positive feedback. There is a com¡rrittee of 9
'-"Ã,"^i.r 

whô represent the entire group to management. This comnittee meets

regularly and has metwith management many times over the y9ars.
wi¡t" the city administration the Program is perceived þositively Q$er

deparhents in the city have expressed interest in doing something srmrlal. The

departnrent gave them copies of th" Fleet Policy and Procedures Manual. It is thought

ttrt 
" 

few otÉer agencies irave tried to implement comparable Programs, but the degree

of implemurtation is not known.
lnLggL,a forural grievance process was implemented, and more documentation

was required for the proirotions. Èowever, as before, it is up to the medranic's own

initiative to apply foiadvancement. The Fleet Operations manager did not hold that

position when the pro$am was implemented, but this person considers himself to be

the program's chamPion todaY.
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Recommendations:

To Users:
Commurricate, communicate, communicate. If people don't understand, you

will have problems implementing.

State lurisdiction

T4 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Computer system-the group effectively used a network system.

Summary Practice Codes: tl, tg, g, g, 2

Characteristics:

- The project leader supported this vision and championed its implementation-he
made it a comrnon goal. Did not lcrow where this new product originaìed but leamed
about it from vendors, consultants, contractors, tluough infor¡nal interaction with
others, and from conferences, workshops, etc.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded on the in¡rovation to do "more with less". The agency saw

the need to automate, since expanded stuff is not likeþ. The agency atso felt that
com:rrunication is critical; this enhances comrnr¡nication.

The product is considered a success because the agency now has an operating,
effective network system. Things are better than they weie before.

Other agencies have learned about this implementation success through
communicationdiscussion with co-workers (not vendors) gets the word out.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:

_ The implementation effort succeeded because, once training was provided,
people saw that it could benefit them in their everyday work (not þt a fèw "privileged
characte¡s'). Quict successes reinforced the feeling that everyone can benefifand
contribute.

Recommendations:

To Users:
(1) Be patient. (2) Perforrn controlled tests and document results. (3) Participate

T fudirg projects. (4) Assume liability where questions persist. (5) Follow up.
(6) Adopt an integrated approach.

To Policymakers:
Encourage irurovation. Top management needs to foster an environment of risk-

taking and indemnify employees if "it doesn't work".
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Støte lurisdiction

T5 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
The planning, desigrr, and corstn¡ction of a new state-of-the-art pavement

resea¡ch facility, *hich *Àr the manifestation of previous research project

recommendations.

Summary Practice Codes: 14,8,1,3

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irmovation because current pavement fesign

methods *"tã U"r"a on AASHTO Road Test results from 35 years ago. Heavier loads

oo* prev"il, plus climate differences exist and instrumentation is now available to

develop mechanistic design procedures.
The irutovation is iegarded a success because it is a unique 1?úV, developed

via numerous com¡nittee ptoc"ss"s involving hundreds of experts, but done via

technical com:niturent and leadership to forge required partnerships'

Other agencies have learned ãbout this suócess because extensive marketing has

been done at the international level via conferences, technical displays, publications,

videos, media events, and annual Proied conferences'

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' ih" implementation effort iucceeded because of the P_roject compl.exip (e.9.,

numerous sensor systeru, com¡rrunications, etc.) and detail changes required flexibility

and adaptations. Únresolved details were resolved via a construction stage partnering

process com¡rrihent'

Recommendations:

To Users:
For large projects, partnerships help provide the breadth and depth of skills

needed. ebo,-prior tf,o,rgfrt and agreemeñt on measurable goals will help focus on

implementation decisions and results.

To Researchers:
Inco¡porate implementation and evaluation elements in the proiect plarming

phase processing.

To Policymakers:
Responsíbility for implementation follow through mustbe dearly identified and

monitoredïy a second ageni with oversight and reporting responsibility to ensure

integrity of the Program evaluation.
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State lurisdiction

T6 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Research implementation-Executive Management hears resea¡ch results,

identifies divloffice to be responsible for implementing and charges them with
implementation.

Summary Practice Codes: g, 2i¿, 14, g, tG, Zg

Characteristícs:
The new Process originated in-house (and from the research task force from

across departnrent and outside parties involved-may be done in-house or through
consultant). The agency learned about this process from conferences, workshops, etc.,
from vendors, consultants, contractors, from professional/trade associations, through
infonnal interaction with others, through research reports and journals, from Local
Technical Assistance Program dissemination, and from department-wide solicitation of
ideas.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irmovation because the problem is identtfied, stud.ied

(in-house or with consultant) with recommendations given to Executive Management-
All is done on a research panel/task force representing all attacked parties, Uottr witnin
the department and outside, if relevant.

The innovation is considered a success because of cross agency involvement
choosing knowledgeable/productive consultants, when needed, to work with internal
expertise.

Other agencies have leamed about this success f¡om project ideas, selection
Progress reports, and final recom¡nendations and actions which are circulated
throughout the deparbnent.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
implementation effort succeeded because of broad-based participation

throughout the process of offering ideas through implementation.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Get involvement of all affected parties (or reps. of all areas). Select people who

are respected by their co-workers. Don't look at the problem within just itls area-but
across enterprise.

To Researchers:
Good participation (solicitation of ideas, inputs, criticism, etc.) in the total

Process- Also keep Management infor¡rred-so they don't have surprises or complaints
from others that they are not equipped to handle.
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To PolicYmakers:
Develop a process of review, recomrtendation, and action with management'

management nefpi to develop the process they will understand and support it'

State lurisdiction

T7 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Road damage methodology which has been used by other state transportation

agencies, universitiËs, etc., to assãés the impact of rail abandorunent on roads'

Summary Practice Codes: 8,16,32

Characteristics:
The process originated in house. The agency learned about this process because

it was needed bY the DOT.

Reason for ImPlementation:
The agency decided on the innovation because it was needed at a time when the

state was faced with a lot of potential rail abandon¡nents.

The innovation is r"gätdud a success because it has been used outside the DOT

and has been cited in manyäsearch publications as a successful methodolory'

Other agencies have leamed ábout this success mostly through the Federal

Rafüoad AdministratiorU US Deparbnent of Transportation and Transportation

Research Board (TRB).

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:

Recommendations:

To Users:
Hire competent people who can "complete" the transfer' We need more

researchers, not research administrators'

To Researchers:
Research publications from the Transportation Research Board and the

Transportation desearch Fortr', etc., have dõne their iob well as far as documenting

,,"* proarrcts and p*tt"t. What are needed are in-house researchers who have the

"*p"iUt" 
to "compiete" the transfer and make the process useful to his/her agency'

To PolicYmakers:
Document successful implementation for wider readership.
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State lurisdiction

T8. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
HotMix Asphalt (HMA) Q"ariry control/eualiry Assurance (ec/eA)

Implementation-requires conkactor to do his own quality control on HotMix Asphalt
production.

Summary Practice Codes: 7, 1.S, !4, 96, 20, L6

Characteristics:

- The surveyed employee did not l.crow where the process originated. The agency
learned about this new process from conferences, workshops, etc, from research r"pottt
and journals, and through infor¡nal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agenry decided to implement this process because QC/QA removes both

existing and future problems which result from the deparhent both controlling Hot
Mix Asphalt (HMA) production and then accepting the mix on the job site.

The in¡rovatiol ig regarded a success because analysis has shown significant
improvement in variabilityóf Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) lrú*"s compared toîhe previous
method, and there was.a relativeþ smooth traruition tluough the fourth yeat of the S-
year implementation plan.

agencies have leamed about this success from a talk at a Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) seminar, from infonrral discussions at various conferences,
and from telephone conversations with other state Deparbrrents of Transportation.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because of up¡rer management suppor!

f*ding dear goals, an incrernental approach, indwtry participation in program
development, strong technical stafl and continued evaluationladjustnrent õt tt e
Program.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Do the following: upper manilgement support, funding, clear goals, an

inggmeltat approach, industry participation in program development, strong technical
staff, and continued evaluation/adjustrnent of the program.
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State lurisdiction

T9. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:

Cash flow forecasting model.

Summary Practice Codes: 9,8,42

Reason for Implementation:
The agenry decided on the innovation to replace old processes and prevent

future problems.-The 
innovation is considered a success because the original model was

implemented in 1983 and the agency has revised it several times ... It remains alive.
^ The surveyed agency eurptoyee did not know whether other agencies have

learned about this success.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' 
i11" implementatiãn effort iucceeded because of the long-teq dose working

relationship be'tween the resea¡ch division and the user of the research.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Strong user/researcher relationship is a key. Stakeholders must be made a part

of the research Process the entire way.

To Researchers:
Work closely with the customer. Rerrrember that the product is NOT a report.

State lurisdiction

T1O. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Geographical Information System'

Summary Practice Codes: 25,9,12

Characteristics:
The agency employee did not speofy where th9 n¡oduct originated' The atency

learned about this new póduct from cõnfeiences, workshops, etc., fromvendors,

consultants, contractorc, fto* professional /tade associatioru, and through infonnal

interaction with others.
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Reason for Implementation:
agency decided on the innovation to implement /uhlitestate-of-the-art

tnþology that reduces time and provides information displayed on a rational
database.

The innovation is considered successfuI because implementation, near
completiorç will be used statewide within departrnent andlocal transportation agencies.

Other agencies have learned about this success from a feasibiliþ study reþort.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:

, The implementation effort succeeded because indusby lcrowledge of a product
made aware and eager to implement it. Involvement of others eaity-on that
would be users later. Receptiveness of needs of other disciplines was critical.

State lurisdiction

T11 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Established a quality control/quality assurance process for asphalt paving.

Summary Practice Codes: 8,9!,9,2,9

Characteristics:
Organized a user/producer group, developed a strategic plan (workplan) and

assigned a champion with responsibility. Tracked the procesJ on a monthlybasis.

Reason for Implementation:
agency dgided to implement this irurovation to improve the quality of

asphalt pavements. There was a definite need!
The irurovation is corsidered a success because the final process resulted in

bgret asphalt pavements and the same process has been used sùccessfully on nrany
other projects.

Other agencies have learned about this success ttuough comrrittee work with
AASI{TO and the organization of a regional asphalt user/prôducer group.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort succeeded because there was a demonstrated need.

AII maior users and producers involved were sold on the need and were actively
involved in the development and implementation of the final product. YOU NEED A
CHAMPTON(S)!

Recommendations:

To Users:
Involve users in the resea¡ch process and cause researchers to stay involved

during the implementation process.
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To Researchers:
Involve users in the research Process.

To Policymakers:
A cost/benefit ratio is norrnally developed for all implemented research.

State lurisdiction

TLz. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
The development and implenrentation of a network pavement management

system (PMS).

Summary Practice Codes: 6, ?3, 24, 7, 12

Reason for Implementation:
the agáncy decided on the irmovationbecause the Federal Highway

Administratiãn (FFIWA) required this system to be implemented.

The irnovation is considered u stccess because, for an agency whichhad no

formal PMS, the development and implementation of sudl a system required many

changes of doing business as usual.
Other agãncies have learned about this success from meetings with other PMS

experts in other Departments of Transportation'

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' ih" implementatiãn effort iucceededbecause: (1) Coruultant on site. (2) Visits

to other states.- (3) Software that works in your shop. (4) Results from system'

Recommendations:

To Users:
Research and know what is available in the field of interest.

To Researchers:
Be attuned to users and provide the needed tec'hnolory'

Local luriúiction

T13 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Bus tube Pilot Progran.
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Summary Practice Codes: L !9,!5,S, g

Characteristics:

- The new Process originated in a consortium of organizations. The agency
leamed about this process f¡om conferences, workshops,-etc., from professiõnal/trade
associations, and from govern¡nent organizations.

Reason for Implementation:
Thj agency decided on the i¡movation to test new technol ogy, toprovide

additional transit service, and as a cooperative ventu¡e with other äÇ.
The irnovation is considered a success because implementatión was quick and

"ffi"i""l,|rmyparts of the agency worked together efficientlp and people uitized and
enjoyed the service.

Other agencies have learned about this success from brochures, reports, and
PaPers.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The irrrplementation effort succeeded because of teamworþ people liked the

irurovatiorL it was a unique t¡pe of senzice, bus service was free, anå an outside
organization provided financial support.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Ensr¡¡e that potential users have input-so they get the services they want. The

project should h"t-" u "use¡-friendly" design and public-inforrrration docuítenæ prior to
implementation. Ensr¡¡e that the agency ii comrtitted and r¡¡rified to support thã
project.

Incal lurisdiction

T\4- DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:

_ Transportation Bond Program approved by voters on LL-5-9L (month before the
Intermnodal surface Transportation Effi-ciency Act (ISTEA)) for $lzs M.

Summary Practice Codes: 2, 22, !4, g, 6

Characteristics:
Induded $20 M for intersections and traffic signals plus $4 M for traffic

management. Provides 
local fund¡ng for ISTEA matching.- The new process originated

in a consortium of organizations. The agency leamed abõut this procìss from
conferences, workshops, etc., from vendors, consultants, contractors, from
professional /tade associations, through infor¡nal inte¡action with others, from research
reports and joumals, and from Local Technical Assistance Program dissemination.
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Reason for ImPlementation:
The agency decided on the innovationbecause of a cooperatile, inter-agenry

developme"tîf áUti-modat trarsportation improvement p_roq:am.that greatly

exparráed upon more traditional mudængineering (streets/bridges) Program'
The in¡tovation is considered u ,..rã."tt becãuse the process was new and timely'

leading to a product unique to early employment of ISTEA funds'

Other agencies have learneá about úúr ro"."ts from professional meetings and

word-of-mo.rtti1".g., Transportation Resea¡ch Board (TRB), Instit'te of Traffic

Engineers (nE), Intelligent Transportation Systems (ffÐ)'

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:" ,ih" implementatiän effort iucceeded because of: (1) Involvement o{ fl playcs

(stake-holdersi. (2) Prior track record and elected leadershþ. (3) Timing with regard to

ISTEA. (4) Communication and cooperation of multi-jurisdictional comrtunity. (5)

Sor¡nd basis/fact and figures. (6) Luck'

Recommendations:

To Users:
Monitor the envirorunent and political winds of change.

To Researchers:
Involve the users (stake-holders) in the research efforts' Offer a PPRP

(public/private ResearchÞartnership) in all phases of work/faster early deployment'

To Polirymakers:
Invest in training, travel and technical expertise transfer. Encourage parbrering

among all players. Prioîphnrring prevents pooi perfonnance-don't try to make a

planning professional into a mudængineer!

Locnl lurkdiction

T15 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
The city modified/re-engineered its process for evaluating new products'

Summary Practice Codes: 9,1,1.3,4

Characteristics:
The agency now uses private coruultants with work paid for by the

manufacture./s,rpptiet of the product being considered' The new Process originated

in-house. ï," "gd.y 
tearnedäUout this ptócess through informal interaction with

others.
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Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the i¡movation because their old process of product

evaluation was done "in-house", but not effectively. The new pnocess is much faster
with little or no cost to the city (just administration of the procãss).

The irurovation is considered a success because the previous process resulted in
one new product review and approval in approximately two years. 

'Tlr" 

"g"rrry 
.o*

has nine products T lome stagebf negouation, review,'or r"uay for final Jecision. end
the agency expects F5 

-new 
products approved per year after they 

"." 
nrUy operational.

Other agencies have leamed about this slccess fromworá-of-mouih from
vendo¡s/manufacturers who maybe going through the agency's process.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:

- The implementation effort succeeded because the parhrers (city and consultanæ)
worked together with support from the administration tddevelop ìnii r,"* 

"pproach.Because vendors/manufacturers can see the benefit in shorter ftåe to complete the
process,_they are us}al! willing to invest money in o¡der to reduce the time until they
can market the product for øty/inhastructure work.

Recommendations:

To Researchers:
Resea¡cher must be more concerned with the actual field process of the products

vs.lab work.

I-ocal lurisdiction

T1:6 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Conversion of an older Geographical Inforrration System (GIS) to state-of-the-

art ARCInfo.

Summary Practice Codes: !0,!L,Z,l

Characteristics:
The new Process origilatgd in private industry. The agency learned about this

Process from conferences, workshops, etc., from n"rrdors, aooãalt"otr, contractors, from
professional /aade associations, anã through informal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agerry decided on the irurovation to solve capacity problems, reduce

pr-ocessing problems, and to provide greater accessibilityby áore staff and improve
efficiency.

The irurovation is considered a success because the GIS system in use prior to
this application had been used only by the deparbnent for &10 y"*r. After '
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implementation numerous cities and private entities began using the application and

expanding its use.^ 
Où-r", agencies have learned about this success from a structured volunteer

collaborativ" piocess, to which any interested parties were invited to participate.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:" ih" implementaüõn effort iucceeded because of: staying curent with new

technology, suîtit g clear goals, developing 1 
team agnroa$, strong com:rritrnent from

m.anagement, preparatioñ of a detaileá implementation plan, having *SdT Progless

*""Uigr at aU tevels, and spreading the wlor¿ when successfully completed'

Recommendations:

To Users:
stay abreast of latest technology and best applications. Do fuIl-blown

demonstrations or pilot projects.

To Researchers:
Work directlywith users during early develoPment stages. Sponsor pilot

projects for demonstration of applicability'

To Policymakers:
Stay current with new technolory, set clear 8oals, fevelop 

a team approach,

strong "o**im"nt 
from managemenLntgn"t" adetailed implementation plan, have

regUlä progress meetings at all-levels, aodipre"d the word when successfully

completed.

I-ocal lurisdiction

TL7 . DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Renegotiated contractor's bid according to engineer's estimates.

Summary Practice Codes: U.,3,20, tL6,3

Characteristics:
Rejected contractors' original bid and negotiated contract to be tracked as time-

material *itn aty to share the dlfferentiat betu¡een time-material cost and the original

low bid on a 50%-50% basis. If time-material cost exceeded the original rejected bid

amount, the bid amount would act as cap to the contract. The new Process originated

in-house. The agency leamed about thijprocess through infonnal interaction with

others.
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Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovation because of time consbaints placed on the

original contract, along with limited soils knowledge.
The innovation is considered a success because it is very seldom that local

agencies use cost incentives in a constrrction contract.
Other agencies have probably not learned about this success, since "this project

has not been publicnr.ed".

Key Implementation Steps/Shategies:
The implernentation effort succeeded because: (1) Ttre city was in a time bind to

meet other com¡rriünents. (2) Contractor wanted the project and felt he had bid it
groperly for the soil conditions. He was willing to share any lost saving with the city if
the conditions w¿uranted. (3) The net effect wal a spirit of partnering tõ accomplish"the
project.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Be alert to what is going on in your field via personal contact, going over trade

literature, being aw¿ue of what other agmcies are dóing.

To Policymakers:
Most local agencies are not resea¡ch and development oriented and nonrrally

rely on the state or large jurisdictions for this function.

T18 - OBSERVATION

Product or Process:

The state's ongoing project called "Implementation of Research Findings":
The innovation is regarded a success becauselt is an ongoing process inco¡porating
needs assessment, researdr, and implementation as parlof the ptocess. Thä
implementation effort succeeded because of a standing com¡rrittee with rotating
members and perrranentmembers with a focus on implementation.

T!9. OBSERVATION

Product or Process:
GIS

Recommendations To Users:
Be sure that you know what you want. Have a clear written plan and needs-

don't do it yourself; ask others for their input.
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T2O - OBSERVATION

Product or Process:
Computer and information systems including GIS: The agency decided on the

irurovation tã effectively manage the City's infrastructure facilities. The innovation is

considered a success because iihas helpêd to continually satisfy (meet) the agency's

mission with quality products at reduded costs. Along the way-the ag-ency developed

future leaders] Other agen6es have leamed about this success from the agmcy's

encouragement to emplãyees to attend national and state conferences to publicÞe

efforts.
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LJNSUCCESSFUL IMPTEMENTATIONS (U): O\IERVIEW

]ust as survey resPondents (with the exception of executive level managers) were asked
to select and describe an example of a particularly successfuI impleme.,:tatián effort,
they were asked to do the same for an implemenLtion attempt tfnt did not go as well
as hoped. Over a hundred survey particiþanb provided us with infonnatioñ about
unsuccessful implementations-either those thaineve¡ came to fruition or those that did
not yield the expectedpayoff for one reason or another. In the following section we
present several of thgse examples, again staFng as close as possible to tñe words of the
respondents themselves.

The cited unsuccessful examples cover all four of the categories that were used to
dassify the successful cases, nameþ Construction and Maierials, Desigp Maintenance
and Operatiotts, and Management. The unsuccessful cases are not organized according
t9 the four categories. In each i¡rstance, however, the irurovation catefory is noted on
the top line of the case.

Some of the unsuccessful examples are quite similar to those reported as successes by
others, and in many instances, simila¡ recoûunendations for imþroving implementation
chances are suggested. Further, an innovation that was ,,l...rr'frllly iñpfe,i"ented in
one-agency may have beenthe subject of a failed attempt in anothei. This finding
underscores the important influence of context and implementation strategy on the
eventual outcome. One notable example occurs with Geographic t rforrn"ãär, Systems
(GIS), which have been of interest to transportation agenciler io, 

" 
number of years. GIS

was implemented success{ulll in several agencies 
"nã 

cited in examples earhär in this
reporl Flowever, it was also the described as the most significant failed
implementation attempt by others. We represent this anã several other illuminating
examples in the following section.
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State lurisdiction

Ul - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Asphaltic and bituminous materials-The department has implemented the use

of crumb rubber in Asphaltic Concrete Pavement.

Characteristics:
The new process originated in-house. The agency leamed about this process

from professional/trade associations.

Reason for ImPlementation:
The agency decided on the innovation because, due to legislative mandate, tire

rubber was tõ be ierycled and used in 10% of the agency's construction projects. The

use of crumb rubber in ACP seemed the most efficient way to meet these goals.

The innovation is considered unsuccessful because crumb rubber was being

included in all types of ACP mixes without confening with other states about their

experiences with the material.
The agency has learned valuable lessorrs from this experiencg; although crumb

rubber could not be used in all applicatiors, it could be used in certain applications and

mixes with success.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:' ih" implementatiõn effo* did not succeed because, indwtry \a{, in$e Past,

used recycled rubber in asphalt for seal coats and, in other states, Asphaltic Concrete

pavement. When the mandate was set requiring the use of recyded rubber, the agency

should have contacted other agencies or industry to ask about their successes or failures

with these tlpes of mixes. These mixes were then applied in large quantities on high

volume ,ouåin"yr with conventional methods, and failed. Contact with other agencies

would have givãn the agency information to design a good mix and problems

associated with it.

Recommendations:

To Users:
When a new product or process comes in, contact other agencies about their

findings with regard to th" new product before starting researching and

implementation.

To Researchers:
periodic newsletters to divisions and districts updating the status of new

products/processes would be helpfut, Also, a listing of all new_products/processes

äubmittedio the agenry regardleJs if implemented or not, could be of interest to

individuals who núghihaie an idea of how to improve the product or have a different

implementation for it.
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State lurisdiction

U2 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Effort to implement a I¿b Inforrnation Management System which would log,

track, do calculations, state and report on Lab test samples.

Characteristics:
The new Process originated in private industry. The agency learned about this

process from vendors, consultânts, and contractors.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency dedded on the innovation to reduce costs/staff through electronic

tracking, storage, and reporting of lab testing. The old systerns were cumbersome and
labor-intensive.

The innovation is considered unsuccessful because the agency "went cheap", the
goals were not welldefined, it was an unorganized implementation effort, and it was
the wrong product for this application.

The agency has learned valuable lessons from this experience: know what you
want to accomplish, then buy the right product, not the cheapest one.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort did not succeed because the project should have been

abandoned when the inveshent was minimal. At that point a suitable system could
have been pursued. Every effort since then has been to make an inadequate system
perforrn "good enough". In short, it was the wrong system and should have been
abandoned.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Let the technical people have free hand to make recomnendations.

Management should consider taking tolerable risks.

To Researchers:
There are good ptocesses for technical transfer. Use them all.

To Policymakers:
Let the technical people have free hand to make recorunendations.

Management should consider taking tolerable risks.
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State lurisdiction

U3 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
There was an attempt to develop a "user-friendly, state of the art" interface for a

database containing large amounts of research data from pavements.

Characteristics:
The new process originated at a university. The agency learned about this

process from a contract with the university to develop the product.

Reason for Implementation:
fhe agency decided on the innovation because they were developing a large and

complex datibase for pavement research and they wanted the researchers to be able to

qri"i.ly and easily access and analyze large amounts of data. At the start of the proiect

the agency was not aware of any tools that could do the iob.- 
The innovation is considered unsuccessful because the end-users did not use the

interface. The new interface was state-of-the-art but had some problems that drove the

users back to the tried-and-true tools-spreadsheets and writing Plograms for reports.

The agency has learned valuable lessons from this experience: timingis
everything. Ãs tt e interface development came to a dose and the market had tested

and iuppõ*ed tools of a similar capability as what the agency had tried to develop.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:- 
fne implementation effort did not succeed because timing is everything. But

good timing needs to be based on more than luck. It needs to be based on the end-

Io"rr'needð, on lcnowledge about the state of the market, on the interests and abilities

of product developers, arrd on l,crowledge about what the future directiorrs of a market

will be.
A university is not a good environment to develop, implement, and support a

large, complex production-oriented computer system.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Implementation needs to be considered (as much as possible) lt 9" beginrring of

a researchþroject. Project evaluation needs to occul, also starting at the beginning but
also followed up on during the project and after iurplementation.

To Researchers:
Improved and more frequent interaction between resea¡cher and user is

important. Facilitated dialogue, site visits, etc.
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To Policymakers:
Need to identify (as best we can) the anticipated, measurable outcomes from a

research project. This will heþ to make better decisions about project selection and
support the justification of resea¡chfuodi.g.

State lurisdiction

U4- DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
GIS

Characteristics:
The new process originated in an uruolicited proposal. The agency learned

about this process from vendors, consultants, and contractors.

Reason for Implementation:
The agenry decided on the innovation because the proposal was submitted to an

administrator or legislator.
The innovation is considered unsuccessful because the research was

inadequately perforrned and documented by an independent agent.
The agency has learned valuable lesso¡rs from this erperience. Unsolicited

proposals need to be reviewed for basic ingredients induding the destined user and
implementor.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort did not succeed because of lack of leowledge and

interest in validity and reliability of results versus personal impression and testimony.

Recommendations:

To Users:
I¡rvolve research results users, resporsible units, related units, key interested

influential professionals, and key experienced professionals early in planning and
milestone stages.

To Researchers:
Provide interim or early results or ask opinions about direction without more

than 6 to 9 month intervals.

To Policymakers:
Support involvement of researchers and key technical professionals interested in

irmovation at Transportation Research Boa¡d CIRB) meetings.
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State lurisdiction

U5 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:

Used portable rumble strips-truckers' dislike made it impossible to keep them

in service-thãy braked on the strips and destroyed them'

Characteristics:
The new Process originated in private industry. The surweyed agenry employee

did not know where the agency learned about this process'

Reason for Implementation:
T¡e agency decided on the innovation because they felt that rumble strips were

needed and didn'twant to scar pavement.
The innovation is considered unsuccessful because the intended user (traffic)

didn'tlike them.
The agency has leamed valuable lessons from this experience; trying to use

rumble strips in aconstruction zone with heavy truck traffic is a waste'

Støte lurisdiction

U6 - DESCRTPTION

Product or Process:
New guardrail designs.

Characteristics:
The new process originated in a consortium of organizations. The agency

leamed about thiì process from research reports and journals.

Reason for ImPlementation:
T¡e agency decided on the i¡urovation because somebody wanted to implement

new technology.
The irnovation is considered unsuccessful because it did not follow Rule l': Use

what will improve, not iust what is new. The proie{ was implemented because

someone said we wodá implement it, notbecause the item was better'

Some individuals in-the agency have learned valuable lessons from this

experience, but the surveyed 
"g"ã"y 

émployee did not think that the agency did. "The

goal is to implement NEEDED technolory!"'

Recommendations:

To Users:
Give it a good technical review. Products by suppliers need validation. If

research papers,iead the whole thing, not just the conclusion.
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To Researchers:
Get users involved. University researchers need to do research because it is

needed, not because they need tenu¡e. Don't act like you know when you do not. To
question is not stupid.

To Policymakers:
Quit trying to push innovation just to fill a quota. If management isn't getting

new products implemente4 check out your staff or qualifications of them, but;kip the
"f need new products implemented". Generally, people who like their jobs will próduce
because they feel that it is best for all, not because of some quota.

State lurisdiction

U7 - DESCRIT''IION

Product or Process:
Assumption of quality control responsibilities by contractors for asphalt concrete

paving.

Characteristics:
The irurovation originated from Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA)/other state DOT's. The agency leamed about this process fro¡n conferences,
workshops, etc., and from Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Implementation
Efforts (Demo Projects).

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the irmovation because, as staff cutbacks continue, there

are insufficient numbers of trained state persornel to perforrn the quality control
function for the contractor.

The implementation is considered uruuccessful because the effort was
undertaken without l"y*g the groundwork to prepa¡e contractors to take on this new
responsibility. The agency's actions tended to be unilateral, and prejudice existed on
both sides (state and contractor).

The agency leamed valuable lessons from this experience. The total cost of the
agency's quality assurÍace efforts plus the contractor's quality control efforts (as
reflected through increased r¡nit costs bid) exceeded costs for the cunent process.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The innovation really was unsuccessful because, as the expression goes,'Tt takes

two t9 tango." A more apt description of this implementation would be a shotgun
wedding. The powers that be wanted to make a big splash with this implementation
and catch up fast to other Departnrents of Transportation that have been working in
this area for years. That was a mistake. Industry needed to buy into this experiment
wholeheartedly before the pilot studies began. A plan to slowly wean contractors from
their dependency on state persorurel for quality control feedback needed to be
fonnulated by both parties and then followed. Going "cold turkey" did not work!
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Recommendations:

To Users:
Before trying any new product, perfonrr a_"needs assessment"' Do not waste

resources evatuátioi u proa,rci if it is dãar from the start that it will not be used, is not

cost-effective, or poãeslatety or environmental risks'

To Researchers:
Each major phase of a Departnrents of Transportation operation shgul{ have a

new product evaluåtion commitiee that includes members from the user districts'

To PolicYmakers:
One of the biggest bariers to the introduction of new products is finding the

staff time urd rero*iãs ¡g evaluate the product and to change existing specifications'

Traditional Departnrent of Trarsportatiõn resourcing prachces are heavily weighted

towards business-as-usual activiùes. True, there are mandated allocations for planning

and resea¡ch, but the results of these activities are too often "ivory loryer" and non-

inclusive of the user. A separate ft*diog allocation from Federal Highway

Administration (FFIWA) får new produ& evaluation and implementation would pennit

;;;d"g of staff to peiform theãvaluations and get the specification-s changed in a

timely manner.

State lurisdiction

US - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Alternative fuels for traffic vehicles'

Characteristics:
The new process originated in the Departqent of.Administration' The agency

learned about thit pto."ts ftom the Deparbnent of Administration'

Reason for ImPlementation:
The agency decided on the innovation for clean air and fuel conservation in the

[City] area.
The irurovation is considered unsuccessful because the conceptwas mandated

and operators indicate that vehicles do not have good acceleration characteristics-a

safety issue on high speed freeways',
The agency has learned viuable lessons from this experience; opportunities

should Ue teJed/developed, but users need to have related concems properly

addressed.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:" th" implementatiðn effort áid not succeed because of a lack of open-mindedness

and willingness to negotiate areas of difference'
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Recommendations:

ïo Users:
Ensure that there is a process inplace that measu¡es the results of the product or

Ploces¡ implementation. (Performance measures.) Poor/no follow-up ki[s/Jtifles
other futtue efforts.

To Researchers:
Through national or regional resources like SHRP, LTAP, NTPEP. E-mail or

Internet access to trade journals, data information, etc., would be great.

To Policymakers:
Obtainbroad-based support. Means a considerable up-front effortin

e_stabÏ¡hing the need(s) and how the product or process will meet ttrat/those need(s).
Good data /information.

State lurisdiction

U9 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Temporary Traffic Signals to replace flaggers.

Characteristics:
The new Process originated in private industry. The agenry learned about this

process from vendors, consultants, and contractors.

Reason for Implementation:

_ The agency decided on the innovation because it improves worker safety during
flaggng operations.

The innovation is considered unsuccessfuI because the equipment was more
complicated to use than telling someone to go out and flag traffi¿. 

-

The agency has leamed valuable lessons from thislxperience; maintenance and
contractor crew leaders a¡e slow to drange and acceptance of new technology.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Work dosely with field persorurel to clear up questions and misconceptions as

quickly as possible.

To Researchers:
Same as above.
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To Policymakers:
Field evaluations conducted by individuals that are willing to make the effort

and not just to go ttuough the motions to tell you what they think you want to hea¡.

Støte lurisdiction

UlO. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Efforts to implement innovative contracting procedures are not progressing fast

enough.

Characteristics:
The new process originated on a European study tour. The agency learned

about this procesi from conferences, workshops, etc., from professional /Vade
associations, and from research reports and joumals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovation to replace the existing low bid contracting

process with a better one that focuses more on quality and consumer service.- 
The innovation is considered u¡uuccessful because it was only tried on a few

jobs. It was not progtessing fast enough to make a real difference.' 
The agenry has learned valuable lessons from this experience: to be successful

you need a strong "push" from upper management and you need industry "buy-in".

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort did not succeed because the advantages of trying the

new tec.hniq,re *ete not well defined or welldocumented, so the urgency to implement
the innovation did not exist.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Define needs and objectives, strong management interest and "driving force",

involve users and industry in implementation plaruring, assign responsibility for
implementation and hold them to it!

To Researchers:
First, address significant needs. Involve end-users at "check points" during the

research process. Always indude a suggested implementation plan as part of the

research report.

To Policymakers:
The key is to define champions in the organizationwho have the zeal and

technical capability to d¡ive the implementation of a specific product or Process. Then,
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give them the time, the resources, and the authority to make the implementation
happen. Finally, track the status to ensure that milestones are met.

State lurisdiction

Ull - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Tire Noise Effect of Roadway Wear-project measured tire noise generated by

various types and ages of pavements.

Characteristics:
The data was thought to be useful in Noise Abatement program. The new

Process originated as a joint effort between a university and in-house. The atency
learned about this process from conferences, workshops, etc., through infor¡nal
interaction with others, through research reports and journals, and partially from
university development.

Reason for Implementation:
The innovation is not so much considered unsuccessful, as it is bad research.

Pavement (paving) decisions are not based on noise characteristics. Tires are only one
source of many, and measuring at the source (tire-pavement) disregards transmission
loss and receiver problems.

The agenryhas learned valuable lessons from this erperience; the approach to
the project lacked identification of a real "problem", with an implementable product as a
project goal. Need to state "problem" and garner support prior to commencing on the
project.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort did not succeed because the project was rapidly

conceived and poorly thought throuþ and was not discontinued when
"implementation problems" surfaced.

Recommendations:

To Users:
From project inceptiorç have an implementation goal that all understand and

agree with.

To Researchers:
Always have a com¡rritted "advocate" within the sponsoring agency who has the

authority to implement.

To Policymakers:
"Field people know best-Listsr to them!"
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State lurisdiction

ÍJTz - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Crack and Seat Pavement Rehab'

Chatacteristics:
The new process originated at a university and_fromreports fromvarious

Departrrents of iransportaãon. The agency learned about this process from

.orif"r".r""s, workshois, etc., and from research reports and journals.

Reason for ImPlementation:
The agenry decided on the irurovation because mâny old consete pavements

needed rehaÈ, bui there $¡as excessive cost to reconstruct them' The agenry had the

hope of retaining the Pavement
The innovafion is considered urrsuccessful because the results were highly

variable, too many items were field decisions and could not be foreseen during desigF

ulìa tnu effects of þoor subgrade/locations could not be determined in advance'

The agenry has haåed valuable lessons from this experience. Need a much

more controll-ed proiect selection procedure. Need a medranism to allow ¡econstruction

if the cracked paiement is too variable-This will not happen!

Recommendations:

To Users:
Implementation must be made a Plocess with a feedback loop' It must also be

rewarded. The fact is that implementatiôn makes some proiects mn more slowly-there

are always adjushents needed to the Process'

To Researchers:
I¡rclude a specific technolory transfer plan in the¡lat report (i'e', Step 1: Pilot

project sÞe, test sites, etc. Includãmonitorit g. Step 2: Nonnal project use' Review of

þro-Ute*s. Step 3: Project improvement)'

To PolicYmakers:
,,I am bombarded with conflicting info from suppliers (an example of a current

no-win conflict is polymer and multi-grãae asphalt)-I have no mechanism to sort out

all the claims and coáplaints. I hope that PGãsphatt grades will heÞ, but then new

;ppli";r;ill be mudåfrg the *uì"tt on someãther issues. The effect of all the

rtr^pþtiur calls is to make mé want to 'stick to the tried-and-true'."
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Local lurisdictíon

ul3

Product or Process:
Sluly sealing small to moderate-sized parking lots is problematic-A.C. overlay

rolled in place is a better alternative to prevenf¡ppi"ã up the new su¡face.

Characteristics:
The new Process griginated in private industry. The agency learned about this

process through informal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
Th9 agency decided on the innovation because they were slurry sealing many

streets and also did a couple of small parking lots as part of the contract.
The ir,novation is considered unsuccessful because the sluryr seal mix was

somewhat unstable, possibly due to a record heat spell, thus causing curing problems in
some ¿ìreas.

The agencyhas learned valuable lessons from this e¡perience; the agencywill
not use slurry seal in areas such as parking lots where high-ùse is found. fñ"y *iU
overlay with A.C rolled inplace.

Recommendations:

To Users:
Contact the people who will be maintaining the new product,/p¡ocess fo¡ thei¡

input prior to product implementation.

To Researchers:
The best way-for the agency, in a small city, is through workshops (free) and

presentations to professional organizations.

Incal lurisdiction

U1l - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Implementation of a count¡nnride GIS system.

Characterístics:

- The new Process originated in a consortium of organizations. The agency
learned about this process from vendors, consultants, coñt uctors, and f¡orn-
professional / d ade associations.
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Reason for ImPlementation:
The agency decided on the irurovation because new maPs were needed for re-

appraisal *à'it was thought that money could be saved by combining mapping into

one departnent.
The innovation is considered unsuccessful because the implementation period

took 7 yeats instead of 3 years. costs were twice as much as expected'

Recommendations:

To Users:
Because of sheer volume and in-house expertise the state transportation agency

has to take the lead in new materials resea¡ch. smaller govemment agencies don't have

staff or money to advance new materials'

To Researchers:
smaller agencies don't have the built-in statr¡s quo and purdrasing constraints'

so they can reactlaster to simpler and dreaper innovations.

To PolicYmakers:
see above; competitive bidding requirements make it difficult to try innovative

products.

Local lurisdiction

U15 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
computer and information systems-GlS Development and Implementation'

Characteristics:
The new process originated in another public agency. The ag-ency learned about

this process fto* conferenõs, workshops, etc., from vendors, consultânts' contractors'

and 
-from 

research reports and journals'

Reason for ImPlementation:
The agãncy decided onthe innovationbecause the agency attempted to

consolidate ui-,¿ ri*autdize informationmanagement systems by a GIS system'

The irurovation is considered .rosrr"""sslril because there were inadequate funds

and trained Persorurel.
ftre 

"ge.,cy 
has le"t ,ed valuable lessons from this experience; the development

stages were very valuable, but implementation problems and funding became a

problem.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:- l ,ihe implementatiðn effort did not succeed because of a poor understanding of

the program of¡""tirr", where the agenry members "operate" but do not "co'operate"'
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Recommendations:

To Users:
An agency should have a good understanding of the condition and environment

of a new product or process they will encounter. Do not over-extend the limits of the
product.

To Researchers:

_ Participate in demonstration projects; join and partieipate in professional public
works organizationsi provide an incentive to users; i.e., discounts, coordination óf
project, follow up inspections and assessments.

To Policymakers:

, Have patience and realize several techniques may be required for an agency to
achieve maximu-lrr benefit when implementing new transportation irurovation.

Locøl lurisdiction

U16 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Automation of a particular customer service a¡ea.

Characteristics:

- The new Process originated in-house. The agency learned about this process
from conferences, workshops, etc., and through infonnal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agency decided on the innovation to replace old products/processes.
The innovation is considered unsuccessful because: (1) Implenrentation efforts

were not well organized. (2) Persormel, especially Supervisors of the W.W.tr Vintage.
(3) The agency "musthave brought in'Star Trekkies'earlier into this organization".

The agenry has learned valuable lessons from this experience; you can't teach
some old dogs new tricks, but the old dogs are very valuable in other ways; use them.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort did not succeed because more and more it has

become very important to find out or pay attention to employee "values". In most cases
we must let them experiment a little; accept their mistakes in the early stages of
implementation.
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Recommendations:

To Users:
Open organization. Respect employees. Tell them you have not hired a body

but a bubbling brain!

To Researchers:
Get the users involved in early development.

Locøl lurisdiction

UT7 - DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Most of the tested work has had good results. When working with state or

federal agencies these projects are not fundable. Therefore, the agency had no choice

but to t oi t se their tesied ideas unless they have been well tested over the years by the

Federal Highway Administration or Departnrent of Transportation.

Characteristics:
The new process originated in private indusüry and in a coruortiu¡rr of

organizations. ftr" agency iearned abõut this process from conferences, workshops,

etcl, from vendors, consultants, contractors, from professional /aade associations,

through informal interaction with others, and from research reports and journals.

Reason for Implementation:
The agenry decided on the innovation to find new methods or products that

give more value for the tax dolla¡s.
The agenry has learned valuable lessons from this erperience; in using products

and finding, õn aimatl scale, that they don't provide what a vendor stated, the cost is

minimal, plus, there may be a side benefit not thought about at the beginning'

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:- 'itt" implementaüõn effort did not succeed because of a lack of training of

personnel in pioper methods, the contractor losing money/cutting corners, and the

vendor (asphalt supplier) supplied a sub-standard product.

Recommendations:

To Users:
State and federal agencies should extend their projects to test quality products

and participate by PaFng their share.

To Researchers:

By the use of LTAP or T2 agencies in their states. Seminars would heþ.
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Local luriúiction

U18. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Attempted to fumish contract irupectors with cellular telephones for improved

communication/interface with "seruice" contractors working many sites/locations
concurrently.

Characteristics:
The new Process originated in-house. The agency learned about this process

through infonnal interaction with others.

Reason for Implementation:
The agenry decided on the irmovation to improve day to day communication

with privatization contractors working on vital operations d.ily, i.e., tree trimming and
potholes repair throughout enti¡e county.

The irurovation is considered unsuccessful because of the failure of agency
administration to support the programby removing funding.

The agency has leamed valuable lessons from this experience; the agenry
leamed that using the cellular phones to communicate with vendors works well but are
still regarded by some Executive Managers as "toys" rather than productivity enhancing
tools.

Key Implementation Steps/Strategies:
The implementation effort did not succeed because in the push to privatize

work com¡nunication between the agency and contractor is essential. The cellular
phone filled this communication gap. Unforhrnately there are still those who view
celh¡lar phones as toys. But, 'basically our efforts worked well."

Recommendations:

To Users:
Seek the assistance and advice of vendors manufacturers.

To Policymakers:
Govemmental regr.rlations, both state and local, frequently inhibit innovation

and change. While intended to promote economy and accountability they frequently
contribute to inefficiency and higher cost by making "innovation" too hard to do.

I-ocal lurisdiction

U19. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:
Van pools, ride share have high cost and little if any benefits.
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Characteristics:
Tracking, incentives, etc., have high cost, yet still end up Paryg for parents to

drive kids to school in the wrong direction as a carpool participant. fh9 new Process

originated at AQMD. The agency leamed about this process from regulations.

Reason for Implementation:
The agénry decided on the innovation to meet regulations set down by the Air

Quality Management District.
- 
The innovation is considered unsuccessful because there are more miles driven

by carpools and vars, but incentives are given for participation. Excess time spent in
tracking and reporting.

Ít 
" 

ug"t cy hal learned valuable lessons from this experience; incentives must

be closely chäkeá to ensure that the ultimate goal is achieved, not iust compliance with
the law.

Recommendations:

To Researchers:
Work on contractors to learn a new process, and offer it at a cost advantage to

users.

To Policymakers:
More of what works-less of what does not. Fewer mandates-more incentives.

Local lurisdiction

U2O. DESCRIPTION

Product or Process:

The agency's attempts to create a computer-basedmaintenance management

system (to include work control aspects) was a complete failure.

Characteristics:
The new process originated in-house. The agency leamed about this process

from in-house identification of a problem and realization that com¡rrercial products

must exist that could solve it.

Reason for ImPlementation:
The agenry decided on the innovation to solve an existing problem. The

Deparhnent r-eceives approximately 25,000 maintenance'related work requests each

y"å, b,rt does not employ computãr automation to track or manage the work load'- 
The innovatioi is considered r¡nsuccessful because of researdr by data

automation officials in County which failed to identify commercial work management

progr¿rrns that could be used with little or no modification. There was no ftrnding to

inpport the effort and insufficient persormel to staff the function.
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Recommendations:

To Use¡s:
Encourage an organizational cul¡r¡e that searches for new ideas and methods.

Reward initiative that attempts to effect change.

To Researchers:
There must be a much better effort made to make agencies more aware of new

ideas, equipment, methods. Professional iournats work well, but it is not enough.

To Policymakers:
Do a better job of getting the word out.

knows about them.

U21- OBSERVATION

New ideas a¡e not any good if no one

RESILIENT MODULUS OF SUBGRADE FOR DESIGN PI,JRPOSES:

The innovation never got off the ground due to lack of reliable test protocol.

U22 - OBSERVATION

CRASH ATTENUATION BARRTERS:

The innovation is considered uruuccessfuI because crash ba¡riers are hard to
evaluate costeffectively and very difficult to field evaluate. Unless there is a perceived
need that edsting larriers are adequate, it is hard for decision makers to change policy
to more expensive bariers. Due to liability, most people do not want to chanfe ùt¡est
national standards are changed.

U23. OBSERVATION

PTUSSRIDE RI,JBBER ASPHALT PAVEMENT WAS NOT SUCCESSFT,'LLY
IMPLEMENTED IN THE STATE:

The implementation effort did not succeed because the basic cause of failure was
that the vendors did not understand their own product. Trial section after trial section
was put down across the U.S. with some successes, but many failures. The vendors did
not understand what was happening to their product that led to success or resulted in
failure. Also, the cost o{ thu product was double that of conventional asphalt pavement.
The trial sections_ provided no evidence that the service li¡fe of the PlusRiàe pavement
was any longer than conventional pavement.
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U24- OBSERVATION

IMPLEMENTATION OF SPRING LOAD RESTRICTIONS:

The innovation is considered unsuccessfuI because it was not well accepted bythe field (they were under-represented on the r"r""r.h pur,"l). The innovation requiredextra work from field persorure| efforts may be technicå[y u¡ueliabre.

U25 - OBSERVATION

RAPID TEST METHOD FOR ASPHALT CONTENT:

The innovation is considered unsuccessful because the method was never fullyimplemented due to resistance from the users and a weakening of support from uppermanagement, compounded by technical problems that could/ãt o.rl¿ n",r" been solvedbefore implementation.
The agenry learned valuable lessons from this experience; researchers learnedto involve users from th9 begiruring and to get the proceås/prod""t tilÀt u"i"""attempting implementation.

U26. OBSERVATION

DEPARTMENTAT IMPLEMENTATION OF GIS:

The agency decided to implement the irurovation because the databaserEnagement advantages of GIS are well-documented and everyone r";;;; see thebenefits, but they fail to recognize how to share data. "I have tóbe separate because...,,
The innovation is considered unsuccessful because both implemer,tuuon effortswere not organized, y wele the proper resources selected. Many reso*.", *"r"used, but not managed or plarured. 

-

The agencydid not leam any valuable lessons from this experience. ,,we 
are stillfighting any and all co¡porate data systems because of the 'I lose control, mind set.,'

U27 - OBSERVATION

AUTOMATED SNOW PIOW TRUCK ROUTING-OPTIMIZATION:

-Ih9 implementation effort did not succeed because: (l) The vendor systemproved to be technically insufficient to meet-address the agency,s operational
philosophy' (2) The 

lgency was pretty much left on its oùr todeter¡rrine how to applysoftware to many unique operatiãnal sito"tions.
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U28 - OBSERVATION

PAVEMENT REHABILITATION MANUAL:

The implementation effort did not succeed because there is no internal

technology tfansfer unit in lstate] Departsnent of Transportation' In less than desired or

more obscr¡¡e proiects, somão"e musi push Tq tt"{ implementation' [State]

Department of Transportation-is agcgJarøed into eleveh districts' and technology

transfer does not hõ;; in a lot of them simplybecause no one ensures that it will

happen.

TJzg - OBSERVATION

scour monitoring devices: The agency decided on the innovation to detect scouf

problems that could leaã to foundation faih¡res'

The irurovation is considered unsuccessful because the device was not field

tested and iæ relative cost was high'

U3O. OBSERVATION

THE STATE'S FLE)CBLE PAVEMENT DESIGN SYSTEM:

The implementation effort did not succeed because researchers did little

documentation during development, so bugs in the s¡sJem were hard to find and

eradicate. Turnover at the university, 
"tpãuny 

gfad students, resulted in lost

lcrowledge/experience on how the iystem was Put together'

U31- OBSERVATION

A NEW PAVEMENT MIX DESIGN:

ltavpearsthat the technical limits of the mix designwerenot respected (for

economic, political, and other r"uro*¡ so it was pushed-until it failed-sort of a 'Peter

Principleí of technologY'
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